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FOREWORD

THE TEACHER CENTER AND THE 1980S

The teacher center, or some similar approach to inservice education--the
specific label used to represent it is not important--that involves all
teachers on a continuous basis and focuses on the ever-changing needs
of them and their students is absolutely essential if our public educa-
tional system is to remain strong and viable in the 1980s. The consensus
among researchers in education is that the most critical factor in the:.
entire process of schooling is the classroom teacher. These authorities
have considerable evidence to show that no improvement or innovation is
possible unless the teachers themselves are closely involved in its de-
velopment and implementation. Yet teachers have generally not been con-
sulted in the development and implementation of new programs and ap-
proaches. The same experts are almost unanimous in their conclusion
that teachers learn far more on the job than they do in formal education
courses. They morgue, in fact, that collectively, teachers themselves
are the major storehouse of knowledge about how teaching and learning
take place. Yet teachers for the most part continue to work in isola-
tion from one another and historically have had almosl: no opportunity
to share their experiences and successes--their own ideas about-how to
improve the educational process.

Change is.accelerating at an accelerating rate. The classroom is an
estimated two generations behind the cutting edges of knowledge--and
the gap is daily widening. In some technological fields of study, the
body of knowledge- and practice can change entirely in as few as three
years! There is a great need to provide continuous training for all
educational personnel in order to keep abreast of these rapid changes.
Yet .there is no ongoing inservice program available to the nation's
teachers which has the capacity to respond quickly and specifically to
thesi accelerating changes. Our society and its governing agencies are
making increasing demands upon the schools to deal with a growing array
tf public concerns, e.g., special education for the handicapped, voca-
tional education, career education, driver education, consumer education,
bilingual education, energy education, nutrition education, metric edu-
cation, environmental education, multicultural education, biomedical
education, global education, and over the next ten years, at least 100
more. Yet there is no established inservi,...e education system that can
rapidly and effectively provide the kind r-Loff development that is_
needed to ensure the effective implementation of this growing list of
"critical" needs.

The teacher center has the capacity to respond strongly to each of these
highly important challenges. There is now wre-than three year's exper-
ience with the national Teacher Centers Progrm to shoW-some_of the ways
in which it can best be done. The Program's major mission is to estab-
lish centers which put teachers center stage, involving them more di-
rectly in their own continuous renewal and giving them the major respon-
sibility for "keeping up," for remaining professionally competent. One
of the conclusions we draw from the study is that given a chance to im-
prove theii" competence, teachers will do just that, in droves. Funded
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centers have had real problems meeting the demands for their services
and teachers have volunteered thousands of hours to help make programs
work. These centers draw primarily upon the teachers' expertise--up-
on their proven, practical classroom experience and their commitment
to service. They potentially link the successes of every classroom,
with those of every other classroom. The centers help ensure that any
training or curriculum development program in which teachers become
involved will be introduced directly and immediately into their class-
rooms. Almost 50 percent of the activities of the teacher centers
studied, in fact, take place in the very schools in which the changes
and improvements are expected to occur. The teacher center is a place
of continuous, almost around the clock, training and curriculum build-
ing. New instructional requirements or improvements can be dealt with
immediately. Materials are developed or modified on site--using shared
teacher expertise as well as that of other types of educational consult-
ants.

The report that follows tells more about how the teacher center has been
confronting these challenges than any other publication ever written
about teacher-centers. It demonstrates how, with a very modest-amount
of federal money and an open, flexible Regulation, school systems can
produce a very responsive and beneficial local inservice program that
might not have otherwise been started. It provides specific data about
how 37 of the federally-funded teacher centers have functioned. We feel
certain that few federal programs have produced so much reliable data
about their operation so early in their history--an especially remark-
able achievement in that the process was field initiated and entirely
voluntary. This introduction has used several of the findings to titil-
late the readers. There.is much more exciting stuff in the study. We
hope that you will read all of it and mark up its pages extensively.
Share your pleasures and criticisms with the authors. Tell them and us
how we can better present the information--how we can even more power-
fully tell the important teacher center story. Let us know which are
the most useful data--and which absolutely crucial questions we forgot
to ask. Feel free to use the information in this report in any way
that you believe will be helpful to teacher centering.

The national Teacher Centers Program staff is deeply appreciative of
the considerable effort put forth by Syracuse University, the Syracuse
Area Teacher Center, and the 37 participating projects--especially the
teachers and policy boards fn those centers--in carrying out this out-
standing effort. They enthusiastically believe that thorough documenta-
tion of their evolving projects would provide the best possible basis
for improving the quality of-teacher centers--and for showing others
how teacher centers work. We especially thank Sam Yarger, Sally Mertens,
and their staff not only for this excellent report but for the seeming-
ly unending wisdom and energy which they have shown during their extra-
ordinary leadership in teacher center documentation nationwide.

Allen A. Schmieder
Charles J. Lovett
National Teacher Centers Office
Washington, D. C.
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Chapter I

Introduction to the Study

. Developing in the 1970's as an innovation in teacher inservice

education, the teacher center approach was propelled by grass roots en-

thusiasm and leadership from many sources. Teacher centers emerged all

over America--as early as 1974 it was estimated that 4500 had already

been established (Schmieder and Yarger, 1974). But in spite of a great

amount of interest and activity, when the federal Teacher Centers Pro-

gram was initially funded in 1978, there was very little information

available to guide the developferit'of the.61 new projects. There

were, as one expects with all innovations, numerous' testimonies by

'advocates and also detailed descriptive accounts by peoplewho were

operating centers. But even considered collectively, these accounts

do not provide a context for understanding how teacher centers work.

The purpose of this study was, quite simply, to develop a solid informa-

tion base about the federally funded teacher center projects, to begin

to close the information gap between the high level of interest and

activitytln the field and understanding this new approach.

This report, the first of a series of periodical reports, presents

information which was collected between January 1, and August 31, 1980

in 37 federal teacher center projects which volunteered to participate

in the study'. The strategy _used to collect this information on teacher

centers was the structured telephone interview;.a total of 247 tele-

phone interviews were conducted by trained interviewers. During this
t.

eight-month period, 190 policy board meetings were documented, the

utilization of 34 typeg of defined individualized services and resources
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was recorded and 1659 group activities were completely described. Addi-

tionally, a questionnaire was used to gather structural information re-

garding the organization of each of the participating projects.

This informal~ on base should be most useful to local projects in

better planning/a d managing programs for teachers. Additionally,

this information can be used to serve several other important purposes

as well. It can be used to answer questions that are likely to be

asked at.the federal level when future funding of the Program is con-

sidered and it may also have implications for the future modification

or'refinement of the Program regulations. The data should also serve to

strengthen service from both the national office and the states. Further-

more, the data should prove most helpful in dissemination efforts at all

levels -- federal, state and local. 'Most importantly, this information

has the potential of improving practices in'the inservice education of

teachers.

Development of the Design

This' report is the culmination of activities which have been coor-

dinated by the Syracuse Area Teacher Center and which began at the time

the first 61 prOjects were funded. In September 1978, with representa-.

tion from groups with an- interest in teacher centers, the Documentation

Working Groupl was formed-for the purpose of exploring possible ap-

proaches to gathering information on common dimensions from many diverse

projects. This group met six times to consider which areas of teacher

1
This group included Patricia Weiler from the American Federation of
Teachers, Donald McComb from the National Education Association, and
the Cluster coordinators--Patricia Kay (City University of New York),
Roberta Riley (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Carolyn Fay
(Indianapolis City Schools), Richard Hersh (University of Oregon),
Dwain Estes (Education Service Center Region 20, Texas), Joan McDonald
and Joseph Wardlaw (Vallejo, CA Unified School District).

11
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center project structure and operation would be feasible and worthwhile

to document across the many projects.

The initial meetings of this group focuSed on delineating data

needs at the local project level as well as those at the national Pro-

gram level. Information priorities had to be considered as it became

apparent that choices would have to be made. Data could not be col-

lected which could be used to answer all potential questions about

the Teacher Centers Program and projects. In the winter of 1978, cri-

teria were established for determining the specific questions that

would be the ultimate focus of this study (Mertens and Yarger, 1979).

Three categories of questions emerged which met these criteria- -

policy board meetings, program activities, staff services and resources.

These focus areas were conceptualized and described in such a way that

the data would be useful in developing and managing programs at the

local project level. Furthermore, they were specifically defined so

that standard data could be collected across projects and statements

about the Program, as a composite of separate projects, could be made.

Once the three focus areas were delineated, the Documentation

Working Group andthe Syracuse staff shifted their primary attention

to logistical matters. A field test was conducted to compare the rela-

tive merits of two data-collection sti'lategies--the mailed questionnaire

and the structured telephone interview. Eight projects volunteered to

participate in an eight-week field test in the Spring of 1979. The

telephone interview was found to be the preferred strategy both from

the perspective of the projects reporting data (ease and convenience)
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and from the perspective of the Syracuse staff (accuracy and completeness

of information ) (Yarger and Mertens, 1979).

The Tara -scale study of the federally funded Teacher Centers Pro-

gram was initiated in the Fall of 1979. This was done with the benefit

of having a firm platform of experience developed during the first year

of the Program. In the first year it had been learned th:t no single

study could address any question that anyone might ask at any time

about the Teacher Centers Program. But it was also learned that by

, narrowing the scope and foCUsing on the most important areas, a great

deal of valuable information could be acquired. Probably the most im-

portant discovery was that teacher center people could communicate using

a common language. This represented a major step ,forward when one con-

, siders that each of the projects' had developed in response to locally

defined needs and appeared to be unique. Finally,, it was also learned

that the questioning, whiCh is possible in a telephone interview,

strengthens the self-report strategy to the point where data which ap-
. 4
pear to be very reliable, accurate and complete can be gathered. The

one year's developmental work Culminated in a design, for the systematic

collection of a great amount of standard data within the constraints im-

posed by the very limited resources available to conduct this study.-,

Rationale for the Questions

The specific questions, eventually targeted as the focu's for this

study, were the survivors of a list that Anitially included well over

gne hundred questions that had been posited by people representing

many different perspectives. Each suggested question was analyzed

1 el
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with respect to what it had in common with the other questions so that

clusters of interest could be identified. This process greatly re-

duced the initial list. Additionally, each question was examined with

respect to whether information could be collected accurately from each

participating project. Could the question be so precisely defined

that each project would be documenting the same thing? Finally, each

question was considered with respect to respondent burden. Could it

be assumed that this type of information would be collected accurately

. over a long period of time with the only resource available for data

collection being the continuing good will and interest in each project?

A Ilumber of important questions about teacher centers did not

make it through.this 'process. For example, all questions with.respect

to costs were eliminated. In the field test an effort had been made

to collect cost data. But the inforMation did not lend itself to ag-

gregation--it was definitely not complete and there vus little reason

to believe it was reliable. The field test participants reported that

cost per teacher center function was just.too difficult to determine.

Additionally whereas in some projects there was a tendency to paint a

very cost-effective picture, in others there was a tendency to "over

cost" a funttion, right down to the price of the coffee.

SeVer.al questions about policy boards were also eliminated., For

example, in the field test.an attempt had been made to collect informa-

tion regarding the involvement of the various role groups in decision

'making. Not only was this` information virtually inaccessible, there

was specific feedback that this. area of questioning was inappropriate.



and might even be harmful, i.e., collecting this information might work

against the development of a sense of cohesiveness within policy boards.

The effort to record each agenda item was also eliminated after the

field test. This item was the biggest consumer of time in the tele-

phone interview and yielded a great deal of information that was im-

possible to aggregate in any meaningful way.

A number of other important questions about teacher centers were

not addressed by this study. A great number were eliminated as being

beyond the scope of the study--the resources simply were not available

to address every area of interest: Therefore, priorities were deter-

mined and the study was,narrowly targeteddn policy board operations

and the actual insei-vice program for teachers. Additionally, a-number

of questions related to these priority concerns were, eliminated be-

cause there were difficulties im either collecting or analyzing the

data they required. Only those questions which were;impol-tant, re-

lated to the priority areas of concern, and could yield reliatleand-

complete information were selected for study:.,

Policy Board Questions

The policy board, which hasbeen called the centerpiece of the

Teather Centers, Program, must by regulation-have majority teacher rep-

resentation. The policy'board is the structure for ensuring that

teacher ,tenter clients have a voice in determining policy and.inmap-

aging the projects. The research question is, Are teachert exercising

their right to participate in project decision making? To obtlin one

indicator of teacher involvement decision making, attendance by

1 tz



role group, at policy board meetings was documented. Additionally,

the decisions actually made by policy boards were documented. If

the teachers are participating, in what domains of decision making

are they operating? The data elicited by these two questionsWho

attended? and, What did they decide?--yielded information which

*should contribute greatly to developing an understanding of how policy"

boards operate.

Program Activities Questions

The poliCy board may indeed be the centerpiece of the Program,

but the-actual programs for teachers are what centers are all, about:

If teachers are given a meaningful role in supervising projects, what

kinds of workshops, courses and seminars, are offered? In order to

answer this most iriportant question, this study addressed several'spe-
%

cific questions: that content areas do the activities focus on? What

instructional formats are used? Who are the instr ..1 or facilitators?

When do the, activities take place?, and, How long do they,last? Where

are they held? Who decided to offer them? and, Why? And very im-

portantly, Who participates in teacher center activities? and, Why?

Staff Service and Resource Questions

This focus area emerged in direct response to feedback from pro-

ject directors rather late in the procesi of developing the design.

There was a concern that teacher centers provide assistance for

teachers which was not being tapped by the questions gearecrto the

more visible group activities. Interviews with project directors high -

lighted the need to develop proCedures for collecting information about
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the support systems that teacher centers provide on an ongoing basis .

for use by individual teachers. The study was therefore expanded to

elicit descriptions of the many services that teacher center staff

people provide for individual teachers (e.g., consultations and demon-

strations) and also of the resources that are available for teachers

to use without staff facilitation (e.g., make and take supplies and

production equipment). These descriptions in and of themselves pro-

vide valuable insight into a new form of teacher education. the

number of times teachers availed themselves-of each of these defined

services and resources was also documented.

SOmmary

The .reacher center is a new approach to the professional develop-

ment of teachers. Although teachei' centers vary tremendously, they

share a common belief that programs for practicingHteachers should re-

spond to the needs of teachers as teachers themselves perceive them.

It is this highly-focused belief that, distinguishes teacher centers

from pro4rams, for practicing teachers provided by school districts

and colleges of education. This is not to say that these institutional

-approaches, which must address needs generated by many sources, do not

meet the self,-perceived needs of,teachers. HoweVpr, this cprreSpond-

:ence simply occurs less,frequently. It is the drive for relevant,.

credible,and readily available teacher inservice which seems to have

propelled the evolution of teacher centers in recent years.

The importance and value of teacher centers receiNed'recognition



with the approval-of federal funding of the Teacher Centers Program

%

in 1978. This Program ooeraiionalized the most fundamental teacher

center belief by requiring that each project be supervised by a pol-

icy board with majority teacher representation. This study reflected

this Program thrust by developing information about policy board

operations. Is the policy board a viable structure for involving

teachers in decision making about their own inservice, programs?

Most importantly, assuming teachers will exercise an important role

in decision making, What types of programs result? These major

questions provided the orientation for this study. This report pre-

sents information-which should be valuable to all those who have an in-
.

terest in teacher inservice education.
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Chapter II

Data Collection and Analysis Procedures

The 89 projects receiving funds from the Teacher Centers Program

in 1979 were invited to participate in the study. Thirty-seven pro-
!

jects volunteered to participate and each made a commitment to collect

specific information according to standard procedures in three areas:

policy board meetings, group activities and services and resources.

Every four weeks each project reported data in a structured tele-- .

_phone interview conducted by the Syracuse project staff. The data

reported by the 37 projects (Appendix A) between January and August

1980 were aggregated and analyzed by the Syracuse project..

Training the Project Documentors

Since this study relied on a self-report strategy, intensive train-

ing of at least one documentor in each project was required. A training

meeting was announced for the day following the National Program meeting.

in Washington` which had already been scheduled ..foi-.Noveinber,*1979-: Forty

nine of the 89 projects accepted the invitation. With only afew exd00=

tion$ those trained as projectdOcumentors- were project directors.

The .six-hour training session was by the primary investi-

gatorsgators and focused on clarifying the research questions and procedures.

-These were also thoroughly explicated in a documentation training manual

(Appendix B). -Telephone interviews were simulated.so that the documen-

tbr's would have an opportunity 'to practice for the actual communication

of data to the-Syracusesproject.

The session also provided training in various data, collection pro-

cedureS which could be.used internally by the project documentorS.
.



though the study required that each project document the same dimen-

sions of teacher center functions and use the same units of counting,

there was no intent or effort to have each project use the same in-

ternal data collection procedures. For instance, although all projects

agreed to document attendance by role groups at policy board meetings,

no standard procedure was required to gather this information. liather,

several different approaches were presented in the training session.

Project documentors could choose to use one of these procedures or any

other which was appropriate in terms of efficiency and accuracy. This

was the case with respect to each of the specific documentation ques-

tions.

Trainingthe Telephone Interviewers

Staff members frOm.the Syracuse project were trained to record

.(during telephone. interviews) the information collected by each .of the
- , .

'Project doCumentors. . These 'interviewers received essentially the same

training as the project documentors.but with much greater intensity.

Whereas the'project documentors only needed training in what to docu-
,

ment, hbw to collect and prepare information and how to participate-in

the interviews; the telephone interviewers hadto be trained to ask

questions that would elicit complete and accurate information. They

particularly needed intensive training in probing techniques. Al-

though in most instances the interviewers were trained to record verb-,

atim the information presented by the project documentors, they also

had to be trained-to.probe terms which have multiple or in-lear mean-

9/1
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ings. For example, in discussing motivators "professional advance-

ment" in some projects means 071:. salary credit is available for par-

ticipants but in others it simply means that professional interest is

the motivating factor.

The interviewers developed facility in understanding the language

likely to be used by project documentors by listening to tape record-

ings of interviews conducted in a field test. Once the intervieWers

°were comfortable with the process.and the substance of these inter=

views they received training in recording informiAtion. The inter-.

viewers spent many hours listening to the field ,test,:tapes and re-

cording the targeted information. The des'criptions written by the

interviewers were then compared for congruence to those written by 'the

interviewer trainers. Before engaginOn data collection, each inter-_

viewer established reliability by Perfectly recording information from

three field test tapes that had not been used inthe training process.

Mthoughfhe interviewersceived rigorous_ training, there was

concern that they may not have been trained to understand all the lan-
1-1

guage which might be, used by the project"documentors. The even greater

risk was that they_might record information passively, i.e., without

adequate probing. Therefore, once data collection from the 37 pro-'

jects began, each interview was tape recorded. This occurred with the

consent of'the project documentors. It was therefore poSsible for the

.

investigators to check the written records. with the actual interviews.

If any gaps or.possible confusion were evident, the project documen7

tors were reinterviewed to ensure clarity'. So, although the inter-

viewers were initially trained to-criterion', the interviewer training

3
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was actually continuous throughout the data collection period.

Data Collection

It is important to underscore that project participation in this

study was totally voluntary. The project representatives were assured

that their participation in the November training session in no way'

committed them to the study. Although participation in the training

was required for projects cooperating in the study, projects could

definitely choose, after training,not to participate. Sous to emphasize

the voluntary nature of the study, the Syracuse staff did not initiate

any contact with the projects after the training meeting. Projects

were told that if they wished to become involved they shouldindicate

their commitment by submitting alengthy, in-depth questionnaire, the

One Time Only Report (Appendix C)- -i.e., they would not be considered

as participants until the questionnaire was actuallp_received in Syra-

cuse. Seyenteen of. the49 trained projects submitted their reports.

and thereby expressed their commitment to the -study/within four weeks....

of the training. 'Another:13 projects joined within eight weeks. The

other seven projects, which eventually participated inthe study, sub- °r'

mttted their One Time Only'Reports over the course of the next six

months. Due to the.staggeredentry of the 37 projects intothe study-i-

more data were collected from some projects than from others over the

eight-month data collection period-. The data preented in this report

represent the six-month equivalent of 41 projects (247 project re-

ports divided by 6 months).

Prior to the initiation of data collection, each project docu-,
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this strict schedule. Also problematic to the four-week schedule

were the special needs of certain projects. For example, a few pro-

jects had an internal need to keep their records intact by months

rather. than by equal four-week intervals. Most of the fluctuations

from the schedule were minor and did not affect the design of the study.

The lesser amount of summer programming was accounted for in the data

analysis by considering July and August as one data collection period.

0

Data Analysis

The investigators had thoroughly studied the data elicited by

the field test and had some expectations as to the nature of the data

this study would elicit. But', they were also very aware that, it the

eight-week field test conducted in only eight projects,'the full

range of teacher acti4ty had probably'not been tapped. Therefore,

the interviewers were trained to record the. project reports verbatim'

rather than by categories of anticipated response. This made a content

analysis of the data essential. This initial analysis of the data was
,

deliberately forestalled until over 500 descriptions of activities,

100 policy board meetings and 30 different examples of services and

resources had been reCorded.-The.analysis was then performed bythe in-

vestigators and the categories for data analysis were gradually de-

veloped over a three-monWperiodin Spring, 1980.

Concurrently, the investigatorg:worked with &consultant to de-

velop a computer program for analyzing the data:. The development of

the categories and the computer:prograM were complementary. The

24



eventual product was a computer program developed for the express

purpose Of analyzing the data that had actually been collected from

teacher center projects. The advantage of engaging in the content

analysis concurrently with developing the computer program is that

any adjustments required for data treatment were made in the computer

program rather than in the definitions of the substantive categories

for data analysis.

Training the coders.

The data were coded for eventual computer analysis by two coders

trained by the investigators. The training manual used is included

as Appendix D. After 20 hours of training a test of coder agreement

_

was performed. The_percentage of agreement between coders in analyzing

the substance and type of 21 policy board decisidns was-83-percent.

The percentage of agreement in analyzing 53 activities across 12 coding

categories was 91.3 percent with a range of 79 percent (role group of

facilitator) to 98 percent (type of evaluation used) (Figure 1).

Content focus on instruction of children 81%

Content.focu's on professional development 92% i
Instructional process ' 90%

Where held 92% '

When offered 87%

Role group of facilitator 79%
....

Participation incentives '97t -

Method of announcement . 96%
4

Eyaluation process 98%

Who decided to offer 79%
, -

Why activity was offered 83%

Number of participants by type 91%

10% 20% 30%, 40% 50% 60 %. 7.0% 80%

0 tr,
*b, A., I )
Figure 11 Percentage of coder agreement in

coding the activities data.

90% 100%
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It was not necessary to establish coder agreement in coding service and

resource data since the only information considered was-the number of

times each was used (i.e., frequency counts).

Data processing

The coding began in July and was completed in September. Alto-
,

gether, the coding'took about 100 hours to complete. After computer

processing, each of the 37 participating projects was immediately S'ent

a computer printout of the data it had contributed to-this study. In-

the three-month period which followed the distribution of the printouts,

only one project reported any coding error. The error was a repeated

error in one category and therefore was easily corrected. With the

'assurance that the data were accurate, the information submitted by the

37 projects was aggregated.

Reporting the data

The data wtil be presented:in the form of frequency-counts,lw-

centages, and where appropriat , means, standard deviations, and medians.

Visual inspection of the data demonstrated frequent bositive skewing

with great magnitude. In cases where this occurred, it is noted, and

medians are employed as the most appropriate measure of central tendency.

Summary.

This study evolved from and is refeCtive of the real world of

''teacher centers. The design' was developed over a period of time with

essential input from people'aCtually operating teacher 'Centers. Thi-

approach to developing the design'was
,
prescribed by the volunteer na-

ture of the participation. However, a case can and probably should be
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made that thir; approach is an exemplar for preparing studies to re-

search teacher education, a field that is less than precisely under-

stood.-

Within this context, the primary investigators developed and

implemented,an intensive training program for volunteer project docu-
,

mentois. The tramiQg enabled the 37 field based data gatherers to

procure'accurate,destriptive-information fOcusing on policy boards,

prograin activities, and program se?'-vi-ces and resources., The projeCts

reported data to, the Syracuse project every ur weeks in structured

telephOne interviews,conducted by trained interviewer . A total of

247 interviews were conducted.

The telephone interviewers were trained to record the information

provided bj, project documentOrs, and to ensure that all the necessary

information was gathered so that data needs could be met. This fre-
,

quently required clarification -and probing,questions, all-performed

wittiout,regard'to a common "research" language.

Finally'', coders were trained,to translate the specific data into

a format that was amenable for'data processing and analysis. At this

translation point the precision of language became important, and the

thoroughness of hOth the project documentors and the telephone inter-
..

viewers was tested, Trained coders, no matter how precise their

skills, can perform no better than the data that are available to

- them.

This report will present the data in a descriptive format. Ad-



'ditionally, summaries will be provided and interpretive statements will

be made. The last chapter will assess the meaning of these data, and

provide insights that the investigators have developed, not only as a

result of analyzing the data, but also from working with teacher cen-

ters for the past two - and - one -half years.



Chapter III

The-POlicyBoard

The Teacher Centers"Program was legislated and funded in recog-

nition of the need for specific resources for the professional de-

velopment of practicing teachers. Although Feistritzer -(1980r,has

reported that 43 federal programs provide financial support for in-

service education, the Teacher Centers Program stands out in that

training teachers is its primary focus rather than a means to achiev-

ing other goals. The Teacher Centers Program is unique in that it

supp/::rts the premise that funds should be spent to support programs

that address needs that teachers 'themselves have identified being im-

portant. The Program regulations operationalize this premise by re-
,

_ quiring that each project be supervised by a policy board that has

majority teacher representation with lesser representation from school

administration and institutions of higher eddcation.-

This study was designed with a special interest in pb1 icy boards.

During the eight-month period of data collection, 190 policy board

meetings were documented. The question was asked, Do the policy boards

provide an effective mechanism for involving teachers in decisions re-
.

garding their own professional development? Data were collected with

respect to frequency of policy board meetings and attendance by role

group.

The substance of 990 decisions made at 190 policy board meetings

was recorded and analyzed. By regulation, policy boards were given

"supervisory, power," or the authority to set policy and determine ap-

propriate managerial activities not prohibited by state or local law.

f a
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This study gathered information to examine how the concept of super-

visory power is actually being translated at the local project level.

The.points of translation studied were the actual decisions made by

- the policy boards.

ParticipatiOn in Policy Boari Decision Making

Teachers enjoy mucblmore than a simple majority of membership on

policy boards (Table El), Across the projects studied, 65 percent of

the policy board members are teachers.

The average policy board-has 20.9 members. 'Although school ad-

ministrators are well:represented with .a mean membership of 4.6,

teachers predominate with a mean.membef.shilS of 13.6 or with about a

three to one margin,over,adMinistrators. There tend to be more ele-

mentary teacher members than either secondary or special area teachers

and more central offi0 administrators than building principals.

The involvement-of higher education institutions is considerably

less than that of either teachers =or 'school adMinistration. The mean

memberShip for hfghereducation, 1.5, fs-:,.Ohly slightly higher than that

of all the other constituencies combined. These groups in combination (e.g.,

parents, *aprofessionals and state education representatives) con-

tribute on the a'verage-only 1.2. members to the policy board.

In only one project is the director of the teacher center regarded

as a voting member of the policy board:P However, teacher center staff

are expected to "attend policy board meetings in all but one project.
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The chairperson of the policy boardis in almost all projects a

classroom teacher (Table E2). There are few exceptions. In one

project a school administrator chatrs the board; in another, the

higher education representative is the chairperson. This respon-

sibility is shared by a teacher and a school administrator in one pro-
,

ject. One project does not have a chairperson but relies on

the director to convene and conduct the meetings.

Thirty-four of the,37 projects have established standing commit-
\

tees to facilitate policy board processes by addressing long-term,

clearly-defined purposes. The.typical policy board has 3.8 standing

committees (Table E3). Committees are most likely to biestablished

,,to work on programming--over 60 percent of the policy boards have at

least one standing committee for the purpose of making program recom-

mendations (Table E4). Eight of the.pblicy boards have more than one

programming committee which deal 'with, different aspects of the program.

Also important are committees which deal with budgets or finance.

Over 45 percept of the policy boards have this type,of committee. In

a number of cases the budget committee has control over the funds that

support the programs that are offered. Folqy percent of the policy

boards have committees for dealing with. evaluation concerns. Another

40 percent have committees established to handle communications and

public relations..

Most policy boards meet once per month (Table E5). But a few boards

meet bi-monthly or every 3,Tonths. In more than half the projects re-



lease time is available so that policy board members can meet during

the school day (Table E6). But, in fact, release time was not regu-

larly used for this purpose. Most of the meetings were held either

after school (42.1%) or in the evening (27.4%). Only 30.5 percent

of the meetings were held during the school day when release time

would be required (Table E7). The average policy board meeting lasts

two hours and 30 minutes (Table E8).

That teachers take an active role in policy board matters is sug-

gested in the attendance data (Table E9). Although teachers contrib-

ute 65.0 percent of the membership, they contribute 71.6 percent of

the attendance at meetings. Put another way, of all the groups repre-

sented on policy boards, teachers are most consistent in their attend-

ance (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Policy board meetings: percent of
total attendance by role group.
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The average total attendance at 190 policy board meetings was

1'2.3'(Table E9). Teachers had a mean attendance of 8.8 memberio and

administrators had 2.1. Representation from higher education insti-

tutions and other groups averaged 0.8 and 0.6 respectively.

Summary

Policy boards are rather large governanceibodies- with the average

board having about 20 voting members. The typical policy board is

composed of 13 teachers, four school district administrators, one

higher education representative and one representative from one other

group, e.g., a parent. Additionally, in all but one project, teacher

center staff are expected to attend policy board meetings..

Th- policy board appears to be a viable structure for involving

. teachers in project decision making. Teachers enjoy more than simple

majority representation on'the policy boards. Furthermore, teachers

are more likely to attend policy'board meetings than representatives

from any other role group. Also important is the fact that, with only

a few exceptions, a classroom teacher serves as the policy board chair-

person.

Most policy boards convene once per month after school or in the

evening and meet for about two and one-half hours: Additionally, with

only a few exceptions, the policy boards'have established. standing

committees which meet regularly to address clearly defined purposes.

Most policy boards seem to have recognized that meeting for a couple

hours per month is simply not enough time for adequate project super-
.

fi
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vision; The typical policy board has four standing committees and

these are most likely to have responsibility for making recommendations

regarding the actual program for teachers.

Focus of Policy Board Decisions

During the data collection period, 190 policy board meetings were

documented. At these meetings 990 different decisions were made for

an average of 5.2 decisions per meeting (Table E10). The greatest

number of these decisions, 40 percent, focused on project management

concerns (Table Ell). But policy boards also actively involved them-

selves in decisions regarding the program for teacher center clients.

One-third of the decisions focused on the program offerings and.serv-7

ices for teachers. Interestingly, more than one-quarter of the deci-

sions were concerned with internal policy board matters and operations.

Project Management Decisions

Project management decisions are those which are required to

'operate the project. These decisions should be considered prepotent

to those which are made with respect to the actual program of offer-

ings and services.fori teacher center clients--there simply can be no

program if management concerns are not addressed. This importance

was underscored by the fact that 40 percent of the decisions were in

the management domain. Four categories of management decisions were

identified: grants and other sources of support,-peonnel, coordina-

tion/communication and equipment, materials and facilities.

0 I
t-0
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Grants and other sources of support. Policy boards made more

decisions with respect to graiits and'other sources of support than

with respect to any other management concern. Thirteen percent of

all decisions, focused on either soliciting and/or managing money.

Examples of these decisions included--

To submit a grant to the Teacher Center Exchange..

To transfer $50,000 from "equipment" line item to

"travel" and_"outside consultants."

To aPProve the resubmission proposals

To have the-Director prepare a line item budget for all

the different accounts.-

To give the Director the authority-to,negotiate the

budget and to cut the budget where necessary.

Policy boards reported 131 decisions concerned with solicitation or

management of funds. Of these,-,slightly more -than half.were specific-

ally related to the Teacher Centers Pisogram. But a considerable number,

only slightly less than half; dealt with fu4tng from other sources,,
such as the. Teacher Center Exchange and Title IVC (Table 03).

Personnel. 'Using frequency of decision making as an indicator of

policy board priorities, personnel is a matter that,closely follows

soliciting and managing monies in importance. Almost 12 percent of

'all. policy board decisions focused on providing. direction to and man-

aging people paid for services to the teacher center,7projecte-in-

cluding full-time and part-time staff as well as 'outside consultants
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(Table E12).' Examples of personnel decisions included--

TO finish Director's evaluation by the next meeting.

To replace the terminated staff member with contractual

consultants.

To pay teachers who work at the Center $5 an hour.,

o To approve the staff requis,ts for vacation time.

o TO accept the policy for teacher center staff compensa-

tory time.

Teacher center policy boards made a number of decisions in the area

of personnel. This suggests that teacher center projects are func-

tioning in an area of decision making that has tradjtionally been

tightly controlled by the institutions, i.e., school districts and

institutions of higher education.

Coordination/communications with other a encies'and institutions.

In managing their projects policy bog-cis made a number of deOsions

(9.4%) concefning how the projects will relate to external groups and

instftutjons (Table E12). 'These decisions addressed the circumst noes

under which projects might initiate or respond to communications. Al

so, they defined the extent to which the projects might initiate or re-

'spond to requests for cooperation., Examples-of these decisions in-
.

cluded--

o To develop critir a for supporting courses proposed to the

Center by colleges i the service area.

o To-allow the Director to use discretion in permitting at-
.



tendanceof teachers from outside the'service area at

Center functions.

To share the cost of the Glasser workshop with the school

district.

To provide logistical support for a doctoral student do-
,

ing a dissertation in the district.

To talk to the state about using $5,000 of the technical

assistance money for project evaluation.

Equipment', materials,and facilities. Perhaps the most visible

decisions policy boards make deal with establishing and maintaining

the teacher center site. These decisions, however, are not numerous,

accountingfor only 5 percent of all decisions.- Examples 'included--

To deyelop a policy concerning an equipment use fee.

To appoint a committee to purchase new materials. up to°

$3,500.

To lease rather than buy a copien.-

To investigate the possibility of obtaining a mobile unit.

To'buy a micro computer.

I I

Summary. Policy boards are clearly operating in the area of pro-

jeci management. Forty percent of the policy board decisions were fo-I.7

cused in this domain. As depicted in Figure 3, most of the project

management decisions focused on dither-soliciting/managing grants or

- personnel. A-number of decisions, however, were concerned with ex-
\

tern I communications and facilities.

I..
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Project
Management
Decisions 40%

Policy Board
Operations

27%

Figure 3. Focus of policy board decisions
with respect to project management.

Program Decisions

Thirty-three percent of the decisions focused on the program for

teacher center clients (Table E14). Five categories of program deci-

sions were delineated: determination of the program, professional de-

velopment resources, travel, needs assessment and evaluation, and lo-

gistigs of-programming.

Determination of the program. Using number of decisions made as

an indicator of policy 66ard concern, policy boards are clearly in-

____ierested in deciding what the prograth is going to be. AboutNten percent

of all decisions pertaiped to,determination of the Program (Table E14).

Policy boards are concerned with the broad program goals and are also

0C3
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involved in deciding the focus of specific offerings. Examples included--

To offer a course, "Clinical Teachings"

To appoint a committee to plan a precision teaching clinic for

summer.

To investigate the GATE program.

To.identify and train a language arts resource team:

To hold...a/major conference on basic skills next Spring.

Professional development resources. Policy boards are also involved
of.

in decisions which relate to opportuilities and resources for individual

teachers. Close to 8 percent of all policy board decisions regarded

the support or facilitation of teachers engaged in independent profes-

sional development work (Table E14). Examples included--

To provide tuition reimbursement for three teachers taking

a university course on gifted children..

o Tolund the 20 mini-awards recommended by committee.

To award a $35 stipend to teachers who attend the main-
,

streaming conference.

To adopt the policy that tuition reimbursement will be'pro-

vided only if the teacher agrees toshare what was learned.,

To discontinue the mini-award program because of the budget

cut.

Travel. One might argue that travel decisions should,be subsumed,

under "professional deVelopment resources." However, because of their
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prevalence, travel decisions were'considered as a separate area of

decision making. Included in this category were all decisions made

with respect tpAravel for anyone connected with or served by the pro-

, ject for any reason. It is likely that policy boards made,so many

travel decisions (6,5%) because of budget implications (Table E14).

Examples included

* To send one teacher to the microcomputer conference.

To set aside $1,500 for conference attendance.
a

o To send two people to the Cluster meeting.

o.To pay registration fees for teachers attending the Global

Education Conference.

To deny the request to support a project representative

at the Washington meeting.
1

Needs assessment and evaluation. There was much less policy board'

interest in this combined category which tapped all decisions made with

respect to any systematic data collection on the project. Only 4 per-
.

cent of the decisions were coded in this-area of decision making (Table

E14). Examples included --

To cooperate with. the Syracuse prOject in the Program doc-

umentation effort.

To write guidelines for gathering data from school super-

intendents.

To spend $5,000 for evaluation.

O To review the process for needs assessment of the high

school teachers.

O



To accept the needs assessment survey form.

Logistics of programming. Teacher center policy board's also make

.

few decisions regarding the logistic's of running programs. Only 4 per-

cent of the decisions were made with respect to how the program offer-

ings would be implemented (Table E14). Examples included --

To require teachers to pre-register for all courses and

workshops.

To continue programming throughout the summer.

To hold an Open House October 1 from 4:00-7:00.

To approve the lists of presentors presented by the

Diredtor for May workshops.

To change the dates of the film series.

Obviously, many logistical decisions are being made in connection with

.offering programs for teachers. One can probably, safely assume,that

these decisions are being made by teacher center staff or standing._

committees rather than by policy boards.

Summary. About one-third of the policy board decisions,focused

on program development and delivery. As ilfustrated in Figure 4, pol-

icy boards are involved in determining the program. Policy-boards

also make a number of decisions to establish and allocate resources

which can be used by individual teacher center clients. These decisions°

are often related to travel. Policy boards are less involved in needs

assessment/evaluation matters and the logistics of program delivery.

41
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(1,

Figure 4 Focus of policy board decisions with
respect to the program for clients.

Summary of Decision Areas

Five decisions are made at the typical policy board meeting. It

is in making these decisions that policy boards are operationalizing

the concept of supervisory power. Policy boards are operating in two

distinct areas of project supervision: they are ,making decisions re-

garding project management as well as the program for clients.

Policy boards operate most frequently in the area of project man-

agement. These decisions should be considered prepotent to those which

are made in respect to the actual program of offerings and services
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for teacher'center clients- -there simply can be no program if manage-
,

ment concerns are not addressed. Policy boards are very active in

flnancial affairs, making a number of decisions with regard to either

Soliciting or managing operational funds. They make almost as many

decisions with regard to personnel matters. The high level of activity

in these two areas, finance and personnel, suggests that policy boards

have succeeded in working cooperatively with their host institutions.

Certainly, if policy boards nad not been accepted by their grantees,

this type of'decision making would not have been possible.

In managing the projects,policy boards have also paid attention

to communicating and coordihating with external groups and institutions.

This interest in lookidg beyond their own boundaries can only help the

centers in the future as they work toward long-term acceptance and

support in their regions.

Also with respect to project management, policy boards do not

appear to have become consumed with the details of project housekeep-

ing. Were this the case one would have excepted a number of decisions

related to the maintenance of(the teacher center facility, the most"'

visible dimension of project management. But only five percent of all

the decisions regarded physical maintenance concerns. Policy boards

are definitely much more active in the areas of finahce, personnel and

communications with external groups and institutions.

Policy boards make fewer decisions with respect to the program

for clients than with regard to project management. In the program

area, policy boards have two definite interests. They are concerned
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with determining the program that will be offered. Also, policy boards

focus on monitoring the resources for individual professional develop-

Ment activities, particularly with regard to travel.

Policy'boards are far les,s active in addressing the logistics

of programming. This suggests that the bulk of logistical decisions

are being made either by the teacher center staff or standing commit-

tees.

There was also very little policy board activity with respect to

needs assessment and evaluation. Other data collected in this study

(see Chapter V) suggest that, once teacher center projects are funded,

needs assessment is continuous and engaged in by staff as they work

informally with teachers. This may explain the lack of policy board

interest in more systematic needs assessments.

The lack of policy board activity in evaluation is more puzzling.

The fact that 40 percent of the policy boards have standing committees,

for the express purpose of addressing evaluation, would lead one to

infer that policy boards have a priority on evaluation. But this in-

ference is not supported by the data on decisions. Policy boards

simply do not address evaluation with any frequency. It may be that

evaluation has not become a serious month-to-month concern at policy

board meetings. It is known (see Chapter V) that most of the separate

group activities are evaluated. Probably these activities are gen-

erally positively received--creating the,sense that everything is

going well. Systematic, long-term evaluation may not be an issue in
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the typical project. Additionally, this type of evaluation probably

requires financial resources and expertise that are not readily avail-

able in the average project.

Types of Policy Board Decisions

As illustrated by the examples presented, not all policy board

decisions are of the same order. gnumber were broad, sweeping deci-

sions with the potential of having a major and sustaining impact on

the direction and scope of the project. Of the 990 decisions reported

and analyzed, about 40 percent were of this type and were categorized as

"policy/supervisory." An almost equal number of decisions were very

narrow, affecting only one instance of project management' or program

delivery. These were concerned with what might be considered day-to-

day business matters and were categorized as "administrative."

The remainder of the decisions (20:3%) were "Procedural," concerned

only with moving things along'and were almost exclusively made with

respect to conducting policy board business meetings (Table E15).

Policy/Supervisory.Tecisions

,,,Five different conventions were used to distinguish policy/super=

visory-decisions. One, decision's providing guidelines within which

specific future decisions,can be made were included, e.g., to provide

more programining related to the gifted and talented. The second in-

cluded decisions concerned with isolated matters of great magnitude,

e.g., to spend $5000 of the technical assistance money for evaluation.

Three, decisions which were intended to set the direction of a project
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were included, e.g., to work with the district in applying for funds

under'Title 1VC. Four, decisions were included Aichwere important

and could be made only by the officially constituted policy board,

e.g., to add two more teacher members to the policy board. And five,

included were decisions that were in the policy board's domain of in-

teirest but were delegated, e.g., to give the'Oirector the authority

to negotiate the budget and cut where necessary.

About 40 percent of all decisions were in the policy/supervisory

realm. Most of these (22.4%) related to project management. Fewer

were made in connection with program (8.8%) and policy board matters

(7.9%) (Table E1,6).- Examples of policy /supervisory decisions, related

to project management included--

To submit a proposal to the Teacher Center Excliange (grants).

To approve the resubmission proposal for Teacher Centers Pro-

gram funding (grants).
LL

a

Torexplore cooperation with the locl Teacher Corps project

(coordination/communication).

To add a media clerk position to the staff (personnel).

'Policy/supervisory decisions focused on project management were

most likely to be made with regard to soliciting or managing grants

and other source's of support. Almost half (9.7%) of the total number

of policy/supervisory decisions were of this nature (Table E17).

Looked at from another perspective, when policy boards consider grants

and other sources of sppport they are most likely to be considering
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these with regard to making policy or setting direction to the project.
-0

Only about one-quarter of the decisions affecting grants and other

sources of support were not of the policy/supervisory type (Table E19).

Decisions regarding coordinating and communicating with external

groups and institutions were also more likely to be policy/supervisory

than administrative. Of the total number of decisions focusing on

these matters, over 60 percent were policy/supervisory (Table E19).

Administrative Decisions

Policy boards functioned about as frequently in adMinistrative

areas (40.3%) as they'did in policy/supervistry domains of decision.

making (Table E15). But whereas policy/supervisory decisions tended

to be concentrated in only one focus area, project management, the

administrative decisions were more evenly split between project man-

agement (16.5%) and the program for clients (23.8%) (Table E16).

Slightly more than half of the administrative decisions were made
4 0'

with respect to the program (Table E16). These decisions wer6 pri-

marily directed at either determining the program (6.8%) or consider-

ing travel requests (6.2%) (Table E18). Of those decisions made to

determine the program, almost twice as many were administrative (65%)

as were policy/supervisory (34%). The great majority (95.3%) of the

travel decisions were administrative. Although few decisions were

made to determine the logistics of programming, virtually all of these

(94.6%) were administrative (Table E19). Examples of administrative

decisions dealing with the program included--
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To offer a workshop on learning disabilities (program deter-

mination).

To pay the registration fees and travel expenses, up to $100

each, to support the attendance of two teachers at the con-

ference on multicultural education (travel).

To hold the six session Mainstreaming course at Baker School

on Tuesday afternoons (logistics).

Slightly less than half 'of the administrative decisions (16.5%)

were made with respect to project management (Table E16). Within this

focus area, administrative decisions were most likely to be made con-

cerning personnel (6.0%), or with regard to equipment, materials and

facilities (3.8%) (Table E17). In personnel matters there was just

about an even split between policy/supervisory (51.3%) and administra-

tive'decisions (47.8%). But in considering facilities matters, policy

boards made more than three times as many administrative decisions

(77.6%) than they did policy/supervisdry (22.4%) (Table E19). Examples

of administrative decisions dealing with project management included- -

To approve the Director's request for a vacation (personnel).

To turn down the superintendent's request for cooperation in

paying the commencement speaker's $300 fee (coordination/com-

munication).

To order $400 worth of make and take supplies (facilities).

Procedural/Other Decisions

Virtually all of the procedural decisions were made in conjunc-

tion with policy board operations. Nineteen percent of the 20.percent
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were concerned with the actual mechanics of convening and running pol-

icy board meetings (Table E16). Examples included- -

To accept the minutes of the last meeting.

To consider the Committee recommendations at the next meeting.

To invite all school administrators to the next meeting.

To accept the Director's report on program activities.

Most (70.3%) of the decisions regarding policy board operations

were procedural. However, it should be pointed out that policy boards

also made a number of policy/supervisory decisions regarding their own

operations (Table E19). About 29 percent of the policy board decisions

we're of this type, e.g.,--

To add two more teacher members to the policy board;

Toircept the bylaws proposed by the Bylaws Committee.

Summary of Types of Decisions

Policy boards, in developing the specifics of the concept of super-

visory power, are dealing in the broad policy areas as well as concern-.

ing themselves with administrative details. Although the percentage

of decisions made of both types. is about 40 percent, it should be empha-

sized that these-types of decisions are very different. Policy/super-

visory decisions are by definition much more powerful, with the poten-

tial of having a major and sustaining impact on the direction of the

project.

Policy/supervisory decisions are much more likely to be made with

respect to project management concerns than they are with respect to

the program forclients. Policy/supervisory decisions most fre-

,

rl
tjp
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quently focus on soliciting or managing grants. They are also often

focused on personnel and coordination and communications with external

groups and institutions.

On the other hand, when policy boards are addressing the program

for clients they are more likely to make administrative decisions.

Administrative decisions are most frequently made in determining the

program, in considering travel requests and in logistical matters.

This frequency data should be interpreted with the understanding

that the potential impact of each policy/supervisory decision is far

greater than that of each administrative decision. Within this con-

text, the data suggest that the popcy boards are having the greatest

influence in the areas of soliciting and managing grants. Additionally,

policy boards are also having strong input in personnel matters and in

coordinating and communicating with external groups and institutions.

Policy Board Actions

Regardless of the particularfdcus of policy board attention or

of the type of decision being considered, there is a limit to the types

of potential action policy boards can take. Policy boards. can decide

to do something, decide not to do something, delegate...the decision, or
.

table a decision for consideration in'the future. Each of the 990

decisions was analyzed with respect to the type of action taken.

Affirmative decisions

Most issues considered by policy boards are resolved in the af-

firmative. Eighty-five percent of the decisions were statements di-
,

V 0
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recting or approving action (Table E20).

The great majority of decisions regarding policy board operations

(23:7%) were affirMative (Table E21). All but about 4 percent of these

decisions were procedural (Table E26). An example of these decisions

'would be "to accept the minutes as amended." In considering project

management and program decisions, policy boards tended to be more spe-

cific in their affirmative action. About one-fifth of all policy board

decisions (19.6%) were approvals of requests or recommendations for

specific allocations of money (Tables E22 and E23). As might be ex-

pected, the greatest number4*(6.0%) of these decisions were with regard

to travel requests (Table E23).

Regarding affirmative decisions to allocate money, there were more

administrative decisions than policy/supervisory decisions (Table E26).

(A money decision was regarded as "administrative" if an estimated $1000

...

or less was at- issue.) About two-thirds of the money decisions were ad-

ministrative. Expenditures of more than $1000 were considered policy/

supervisory because, given the low average level of funding, these

\ i

could potentially have a long-term impact on a project. One-third of

all' policy board decisions related to moeny were of the policy/super-

(
visorY\type.

Delegations

Nine percent of all policyboard decisions delegated responsibility

(Table E20).\\Of the 90 decisions to delegatei, 20 (2.0%) were related

to internal policy board matters (Table E21). An example would be "to

appoint a committee to revise. the policy board bylaws." Fewer.delegak -

r



tions were made.in dealing with grants and other sources of support

(1.3%), personnt matters (1.5%),.and determination of the program

(1.3%) (TaMes E24 and E25)

Policy bodhs are almost as likely to delegate Policy/supervisory

des-',s.tcn (3.5%) as administ7ative (4.8%) (Table E26).

Non-affirmative decisions

Only 3.4 percent of the 990 decisions repdrted and analyzed were

decisions'not to do something, But of these, almost half were

decisions not to allocate money (Table E20). Non-affirmative decisions

were twice as likely to be made with regard to project management con-
.

cerns (particularly personnel and coordination/communication) than to

program concern*s,(Tables E24 and E25). Likewise, non-affirmative

decisions were twice as likely to be made with respect to policy/super-

visory concerns than to administrative (Table E26).. A composite ex-

ample of a non-affirmative decision would be "to reject'the recommenda-

tion that a new full-time staff position (personnel) be added at a cost

(allocation of money) of $15,000 (policy) per year to the project."

Tabled decisions

Only 1.7 percent of all policy board decisions were to table con-

sideration of a question (Table E20).,

Summary'of policy board actions

More than four out of five issues put before policy boards are

decided in the affirmative. About one-fifthof the policy board deci-

sions were with respect to allocating monies; particularly for travel.

t".0
1.1,
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These requests were almO)st always Approved..

Nine percent of the policy board decisions'delegated responsibility,

usually to staff or committee. Delegations were most often made in those

instances where an internal policy board matter was at issue.

Few non-affirmative decisions were made and even fewer delibera-

tions were tabled. The frequency data for these actions are probably

conservativethe possibility looms. that policy, boards have,developed

informal procedures that have the effect of rejecting proposals or post-
.

poning decision making. For example, a policy board member may sense

that an idea will not be approved and therefore does not introduce the

item to the policy board for consideration. These informal processep

are simplynotAmenable to the data collection strategy employed in

this study. Gathering information on the dynamics of non-affirmative

-decision making would ideally include intensive on-site study.
t

SUmmary

Policx_bOards were touted, right from the beginning, as the center-'

piece of the :reacher Centers Program. In light of the fact that policy

boards were vestedwith the right to make "supervisory" decisions con-

cerning personnel, program, budget, and other areas as well, it is im-

portant to have some knowledge of how they operate. 'The data presented

"in this chapter suggest that the decision to establish policy boards

was not misguided.

Policy boards tend to be large, and to meet monthly. Most policy

boards have a committee structure, with program development and budget

11
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committees being most prevalent. Policy-boards-meet for approximately

two to three hours on each occasion.

Slightly less thah 60 percent of the eligible members typically

attend each policy board meeting. Although teachers represent only

two-thirds of the membership, they contribute over 70 percent of the

attendance. It would appear that policy boards are active and teachers

are clearly in the majority. The important question, however, is, Do

they accomplish anything?

It would appear from these\data that teacher center policy boards

do, in fact, accomplish a great deal vis-1-yis individual teacher center

1projects. ';The typical teacher center policy board renders approximately

five decisions per month. Two of these decision fall, into what has been

called the policy/supervisory category. Thete are decisions that have

the potential for an ongoing and long range effect on project operations.

Two decisions are also made in what has been called the administrative

category. These decisions, although they may be very important, are

limited in impact when compared with Policy/supervisory decisions. Fi-

nally, one procedural decision is typically made at a policy board meet-
.

ing. In almost every case, these decisions relate tocinternal policy'

board business, and although not important, are obviously necessary for

the policy board td function.

Approximately one-third.of the decisions made relate to the program

that emanates from the teacher center project. These decisions tend

more often to be of the administrative than of the policy/supervisory

type. On the other hand, approximately 40 percent'of the decisions are.
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of the project management type, and they fall more often in the polity/

supervisory category. Thus, project management, policy/supervisory .

decisions are most likely to occur in the area of grants and other

=sources of income and personnel. Program, administrative decisions are

most likely to occur in the area of professional development resources

and collaboration and communication with other agencies and/or institu-

tions. There area fair number of these types of decisions made in the

area of travel as well.

Curiously, most decisions (85%) made by policy boards are affirma-

tive decisions to do something. Only about five percent of the deci-
A

sionsare decided non-affirmatively or tabled to the future.

Approximately one decision in ten delegates responsibility to either a

subcommittee or to the teacher Center director or staff. It would ap-

pear from these data that the specter 'of party line or role group domina-

-tion of policy boards by the majority of classroom teachers has prob-

ably'rot occurred. Rather, it is suspected that a great deal, of dis-

cussion and infOrmal communication occurs so that potentially disrup-
,

tfve topics are not brought to the policy board for decision, while

those that are brought to the policy board for decision have already

',been discussed, with the interested parties fairly certain of the out-

come in the decison making process.

Whardo these data mean? First, it appears that teacher center pol-

icy boards work. Furthermore, it appears that they are not disruptive,

i.e., they seem to have survived quite well within both institutions

of higher education and local education agencies. Interestingly, policy



boards have not chosen to "run" the program. Rather, they have con-

tented themselves (perhaps wisely) with meeting only two to three hours

per month, and allowing the staff to operate the program within the

guidelines and policy established at policy board meetings. This would

seem not only logical, but also a sign of maturity, as most policy

boards were either highly influential or even the sole source of se-

lecting staff members.

If in fact policy boards do work, and if in fact they make deci-

sions that establish policy from which program activities, services and

resources emanate, the question must be raised, Are teacher centers

different? In the next two chapters, one can find the answer to that

very important question. Suffice it at this point to note that the

activities, as well as the services and resources that are typical of

teacher center projects are definitely "atypical" when compared with

nearly any other kind of inseryice or staff development program for

practicing education professionals.

Reference

Feistritzer, E. Report on Educational Personnel Development. Washing-
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Chapter IV

Services and.Resources

Teacher centers are addressing the needs of individual teachers

through staff services and resources. Services are delivered through

the skills that teacher center staffers bring to the helping relation-

ships they maintain with teachers, whereas resources are supports avail-

able for teacher use without staff facilitation. Services and resources

ar
1

r alike in that they are readily accessible--they are available when

and where teachers need them. -The teacher center staff is available to

provide direct assistance to teachers, usually on short notice and often

right in classrooms, while resources are typically made available in

convenient locations at hours teachers can use them. Additionally,

services- and resources evolve in direct respone to what teachers in-

dicate they need. Staff services, without aiiy known exception, are

provided at the request of teachers and typically every effort is made

to tailor the assistance to individual teachers. With resources, usu-

ally a large collection of materials and equipment is provided, allow-

ing teachers to pick and choose what is most appropriate.

Services and resources are clearly important in teacher centers.

In providing services and resources, centers are addressing the "if

onlys" teachers so frequently express. The typical project offers seven

distinct services and resources (Table Fl). Six projects offer ten or

more: In the typical project, teacher\ vailed themselves of services%
and resources 34.6 times per month (Table 2). During the eight-month

data collection period, individual teacher use of services and re-

sourcessources was documented 55,628 times. The number of, times teachers were

N
c' N\



served individually through services and resources was greater than

the 43,1850mes they were served during the_same period-through the

more visible group' activities.

Identifying and Describing Services and Resources

Each project was asked in the One Time Only Report (Appendix C)

to identify and describe each service and resource. This was often a

difficult _task for project documentors since there was no existing

language, for specifically communicating the various ways teachers re-

ceive individualized help through centers. It thus became very import-
_

ant to'translate statements such as "We make every effort to help

teachers any way we can," into observable events that could be counted

accurately.

Two rules were.used td help clarify the various services and re-.

sources: ,1) each. service and resource had to havea name; and, 2),

. each had,to be advertised. That.is, each service and resource had Io,

be so clearly definea and publicized that all teachers' in the service

sarea had received information as to what each was.,and how each could

be 'used. These rules distinguished the ongoing,,established services

and resources frbm the spontaneouS provision of individual help. Al--

though it is known that,much help is spontaneously:provided when teachers.

and teacher center staff happen to come into contact, e.g., over coffee"

in the lounge,!.hese'informal encounters 'were not documented as "serv-

ices." 'Even though the content may indeed relate to professional mat-

ters, it is impossible to anticipate these encounters and therefore it

is not possible to document these reliably. On the other hand, if the
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staff has announced that it is available, for example, to provide materi-

is development consultations and teachers know how to avail themselves

of this service, then the service can be described as an ongoing sup-

port and its usage can be systematically-documented.

In order to complete the One Time Only Report, many projects had

to gO through a process of specifically defining, for the first time,

their services and resources. Each service and resource was labeled

and described. For each, the project documentor was also asked to

specify which staff person was responsible for it, how teachers knew

abbut it, under what conditions and for what purposes it was available,

and how teacher use would be documented. Details of each service and

resource were further clarified in the-first introductory telephone in-

terview.

In the 37 projects, a total of 258 distinct services and resources

were described. .A content' analysis of these examples delineated 34

types of services and resources which were subsumed by four major cate-

gories. Since there was no attempt to define the services and re-
.

sources with uniform specificity across projects, some types are more

specific than others. For exam*, a number of projects delineated

several types of specific consultations that staff is able to provide,

e.g., curriculum development, materials development, demonstrations.
cs

In other projects, however,'the staff's availability to provide consul-

tations was defined only generally and across all areas of assistance.

In order to provide information tat would be helpful in project

Management, data were collected according to the level of specificity

r
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each service and resource is made available and advertised in each

project. During the data collection period, several projects more

specifically defined thetr services and resources and this necessitated

the documentation of sub-types. For, instance, in one project, staff.
demonstrations are so well developed as a service and.use is so fre-

,

quent, it was important to document.two sub-types of demonstrations.

The computer analysis program was designed to process information at

.

the level it was reported by each project and also to aggregate across

projects according to more general types.

Each of the 34 service and resource types will be examined in

detail. Utilization data'are presented by category -- material resources/ /

equipment, consultathie staff services, facilitative staff services,

and monetary interpreting the data, importantresources. In int ta, it is

to keep in mind thit site some projecti began documenting sooner than /

others, more data are available on spie types than on others, Further)

more,'a number, of projects delineatect additional services and resources

iduring the data collectiun peiiod: Therefore, tec:.:ier use of any pa -

ticular service or resource must be considered relative to-the amount
1

. ,

of data that is a.!ailablc on that service or resource.
/

Teacher usage of each type rf service and resource will be dis-
,

cussed with respect to number of "data minth';," determined by

tiplying the number of projects which offer a particular service or

resource by the number of months the type was documented. The amount

of data available on the many types varies greatly. The least amount

of data is available on "general staff /consultations in schools;" the
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most is available on "professional libraries." Less than one percent

of the data were contributed by the former whereas about 12 percent
. -

were contributed by the latter. Average utilization of each,service/

resource type'per project per month was determined by dividing the total

usage for each type by the number of data months. Since examination

orthe data revealed that over half of the distMbutions were positive-

ly skewed, medians are reported as the most appropriate measure of

central tendency.

Material Resources and,Equipment

Materials resources and equipment are all the supports, exclusive

of monies, which are available for independent teacher use: Utiliza-

tion typically occurs at the teacher center during hours convenient to

teachers. Although teacher center staff certainly playia key role in

coordinating the use of materials and equipment, these are typically

organized and made available in a way that teachers csIn use them with-

out direct staff facilitation. The provision of materials and equip-
.

ment is, clearly a teacher center priority. Of the 258 services and

resources provided by the 37 projects, 40 percent fall in the materials

and equipment category. All but three (91.9%) of 'the projects provide

at least one type of materials or equipment. The typical project pro-

vides 2.8 types (Table F3), yet 40 percent of the projects offer four

or more types! Materials and equipment were used 47.8 times per month

in the typical project. Well over half (58.1%) of the total usage of

all teacher center services and resources was reported in this cate-

Cl
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gory (Table F2).

Professional lending library

The most commonly available resource is the professional lending

library. Abou0 t three-quarters of the projects provide a collection of

professional books and journals at-the center. Usage of the profes-

sional library was documented by more projects over a longer period

of time thanny bther-type of service or resource. This type was

documented for 12 percent of the data, months. Therefore, it is not -

surprising that usage of the professional library contributed greatly

,to the total -usage of services andyesource. During the eight-mOnth

data collection' period, the professional library Was, used 6,520 times

and contributed il./ percent to the total -utilizati7 of all services

and resources. In the typical project, teaehers used their lending

privileges 19 times per month. But pit should be pointd out that the
.3

large standard. deviation 1)-T F... 33.1; Sp, = 58.1) suggersts that in a number

of projects teachers used the library much more frequently (Table F4).

Instructional aids

In a number of projects (30%) there are Collectionsof instructional

aids which teachers can bbrrow for "use in their own classyooms. These

aids include such commercial items as :,games, curriculum unit kits,, ditto

masters, and learning activity packages. Usage of instructional aids

was documented for five percent of the data months. The 2;958 uses of

this resource contributed 5.3% of the total utilization of all services

and resources. In the typical project, these aids were usec\ 20 times

per month: But, as with the professional-library, there is much,vari-
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ance among projects (X = 36.5; SD = 66.0). In a number of projects

instructional aids were used much more frequently (Table F4).

Production equipment y.

Over half (54.1%) of the projects provide equipment teachers can
. .

.use to make instructional materials. The equipmerit is sometimes quite.

sophisticated (e.g., photography lab) and in some projects is quite

specialized (e.g., badge maker). As one would expect, duplicators are

usually available. Probably the most popular piece of equipment is the

laminator. One project even has .a poster-size laminator.

Production equipment is the most frequently'used resource provided

byteacher centers--35 times per month in the typical project. The'

extremely large standard deviation (X = 76.8; SO = 197.10 indicates

that, in a number of projects; equipment is used over 200 timesTer

month. -Although equipment contributed. only eight percent of the total

data, almost 10,000 uses of it contributed abouti8spercent of the

total utilization of all services and resources (Table,F4).

Audiovisual equipment

Only ten percent of the projects have audiovisual equipment which

teachers can borrow for-classroom use. Thfs equipment includes such

items_as film strip and movie projectors and tape.recorders. This re-
.

source was documented for only 1.4 percent of the 6ta months. There-

fore, it is not surprisinY that usage of audiovisual equipment con-
.

tributed less than one percent of the total utilization of services and

resources. In those projects where this equipment is available, it was

used six times per month (Table F4).
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Make and-take supplies

A number of centers take pride in the vast array'of materials they

have assembled for teacher use in creating their own instructional mater--

ials. About one-thi-rd of the projects provide make and take supplies.

Although data were reported on this resource. for only 4.5 percent of

the data months, close to 9,000 uses' of make and take supplies con-

tributed about 16 percent of the total' utilization data. In the.typi-

cal project, teachers use make and take supplies 25 times per'month.

There is, however, tremendous variation among projects CT = 122.4;

SD = 379.1). Some projects reported over 400 uses of make and take

supplies pei. month (Table F4).

Recyclables

Nearly 40 percent of the projects systematically scan their re-

,

gions,for recyclables which are then brought, together at the centers

for teacher use. These castoffs come from a wide variety of sources.

Many are contributed by teathers. But in most projects the teacher

center staff also makes regular visits to area factories and other

business concerns for free materials.. Usage of recyclables was re-

ported for 4.5 percent of the data months and totaled 2.,351 times or
- %

4.2 percent of the total utilization of all services and resources. In

the typical project, recyclables were used 11 'times per month. As with
.

.

most of the other resources there is much varecice among projects (X =

\32.2;,SD = 99.7). In some projec s recyclables were used more than

100 times per month (Table F4).

Local resource files

More than one-quarter of the projects maintain files of community
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people who have indicated their willingness and availability to provide

assistance to teachers in special areas of expertise. Although the .

teacher center staff does not provide direct facilitation in linking

teachers with these resources, obviously a lot of staff time goes into

'organizing these files and keeping the information current. This re-

source was documented for 3.5 percent of the data months, but its util-

ization contributed only 1.5 percent of the total usage of all services

and resources: Where these resource files are available, they are used

an averagebf19 times per month (Table F4)'.

Computerized information systems

Two projects (5.4%) have computer terminals available for teacher

use. Through these terminals teachers can access a range of organized

information banks. Teachers can also enter their-own successful prac-,

tices for access by other teachers. Little information, less than one

percent of the data months, is available on use of terminals. Whei.e

they are available; computer terminals were used nine times per month

by teachers doing their own searches for information (Table F4).

Teacher idea files

'Teacher idea files are provided.by two projects (5.4%). One of

these projects has developed a file-with several thousand entries by
0

requiring each teacher who attends a workshop to submit one idea to'the

file as the "price" of admission. These collections of successful

teacher practices were used 15 times per month (Table F4).
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Summary

Materials and equipment are the most prevalent of all the sup-

ports provided by teacher centers for individual teacher use and are

the most frequently used by teachers. Over 40 percent of all the

service and resource'data Were with respect to materials and equipment.

Usage of materials and equipment contribUted 58.1 percent of the total

utilization of all services and resources. Having a Well-equipped

center where teachers can make instructional materials and can borrow

others is, erearly important in over 90 percent of the teacher'center

projects.

The professional library appears to, be fundamental to, the teacher

center facility. About three-quarters of the centers have a profes-
..

sional literature collection.. Teachers sign out books and journels 19

times per month in the typical project. This figure, ,however, is most

conservative in that it does not include the number of teachers who

,drop into the center to browse and read but do not take advantage of

thq lending privileges. The professional library is important,in set-

ting the tone and atmosphere of the teacher center. It says to teachers,

"Here is a place rich in resources where you can come, even if you have

only a few minutes, to-sit comfortably with a cup of coffee and explore

tfie latest materials. The chances of your having an opportunity to dis-",

cuss recent articles and new ideas with old and new friends is high."

Slightly more than half of the projects provide equipment teachers

:can use to make instructional materials. Almost all which do not have

this equipmek stated that if more-money were available, this is the

II rs

I
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area which would be developed. In those projects.which do have pro-
.

duction 'equipment, it is the most heavily used resource. In some pro-

jects usage runs as high as 2001 times per month. The availability of

everything that is needed for making materials in one convenient l'Oca-

c, tion is clearly a luxury' for teachers. Also clearly appreciated by

teachers is having access to production.. equipment at times that are
9

convenient, for example, in the evening and on weekends.

Although a number of school districts have production equipment,

.it,is often distributed among schools 'and is often unavailable after

school hours. Many. teacher centers have provided a service to school

districts and teachers by pulling equipment together intoone location

and making it available at conYanientlhours. This has been accomplished

without additional expense and equipment that has not been used.preyi-

,ously is now in regular use.

About half of the centers provide materials that,teachers can use

for making instructional materials. These are either make and take

supplies (32.4%)°'or recyclaf)les (37.8%). Eight (21.6%) of the projects

have both types of production materials available.- Usually materials

are provided in conjunction with production equipment. When production

materials are provideethey are heavily used by teachers. Although only

.4.5 percent of the avelable data is with respect 'to use of make and

take supplies, close t 9,000 uses contributed over 15 percent of the

total utilization of all services and resources. If the use of re-

cyclables (4.2%) is included, this percentage of the total goes up to

/.10&44
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about 20 percent. . There is, of course, a tremendous amount of variance

among projects. In a few projects the make and take lab is the very

heart of the teacher center around which the rest of the program re:-

volves. In these projects, average usage of materials is over 400

times per month.

Several projects provide more specialized resources for teachers.

About One-third of the projects have collections of instructional aids

which teachers may borrow for use in the classrooms. 'These are used 20

times per month where they are available. About one-quarter of the

projects have local resource files which .are also used about 20 times.

per''month. Teacher idea files are not common (5.4%) but where they

dre.available they are used.about 15 times per month. CoMputer ter-
,

minals are-not commonly available (5.4%) and they are not as frequently.

used as one might- expect, only nine times per month.

Almost ,a11- teacher centers provide some type of material resources.

.and equipment for teachers. In-:some projects, a well - equipped facility

lsthe core of the teacher center program. In a number of projects,
-

4

the teach& center faCllity is where teachers can find everything they

need in one location. The heavy utilization of materialresources and

-equipment indicates that teacher centers are meeting a need that is,not

being met through other institutions or channels.
.

Consultative Staff Services

The. provision of each service and resource for individual teacher

use depends entirely on the teacher center staff. However, the roleT
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staff plays varies according to the type of service or resomrce.,

Although material resources equipment are usually organized in

such a way that they can be used without staff facilitation, the staff

plays a crucial role in establishing and maintaining the environment

that facilitates their use. In providing services, the staff plays a

much more direct role. Consultative staff services includes all types

of established systems for providing direct, one-to-one staff assist-

ance to teachers.

Over 80 percent of the projects provide some type of consulta-

tive service. Almost half offer two or more (Table F3). About one-

quarter of the total utilization of services and resources was con-

tributed by consultative services. These were used an average of 40.1

times per month per project (Table F2).

Materials development assistance

More than half of the times teachers received direct one -to --one

.assistance from teacher center staff it was in connection with the de-

velopment of instructional materials. Materials development assistance

is provided in only six (16.2%) of the projects and data are available

for only 1:6 percent of the data months. Yet, teacher use (8,912 times)

of materials development assistance contributed 16 percent of the total

utilization of all services and resources. In the projects where this

service is available, it was used 139.5 times per month (Table F5).

There is tremendous variance among these projects (3( = 342.8; SD =

553.8) and it is important to highlight the fact that the high standard

deviation\exists primarily because of the activity of a single project.

This project operates three fully-equipped materials centers, each

staffed with at least one full-time mater. ls expert. Although this

n
LAI
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project is definitely atypical, it provides an example of the appeal

that a well-equipped and staffed materials center holds for teachers.

General consultations

Over 60 percent of the projects provide a general consultative

service. Staff is available to work with teachers individually in

any area of interest or concern upon request. Data are available on

general consultations for 8.8 percent of the data months;; teacher use

of these consultations contributed 5.1 percent to the total utiliza-

tion of all services and resources (Table F5). Although these data

are clearly important in understanding how teachers.ari4e served through

teacher centers, the frequency data do not stand alone. These data

need to be examined with the/knowledge that these consultations were

often long term and quite intensive. In a number of cases, a con-

.saltation with one teacherspanned several months. Unfortunately, the

frequency data do not reflett this. For example, .a one-hour materials

development consultation nd a two-month consultation, involving Six

sessions with one teacher, were both counted as One teacher use of

staff assistance. This not to say the data are not helpful; but

it needs to be understood that the methodology did not capture the

intensity of utilization, since only frequency counts were recorded.

Teacher use of genera consultations tended to be greater in those

projects where the staff is vailable at the center. Whereas 41 teach-

ers were served per month by rojects (10.8 %) providing consultations at

the center., 31 served by rojects (24.3%) providing consultations

in schools. Thl :difference pr bably relates tothe fact that by having
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teachers come to the center, staff memhHrs do not have to allow travel

time to schools and therefore have time to work with more individual

teachers. Additionally, it is suspected that each on-site consulta-

\tion is more intensive and requires more time, thereby reducing the

number of teachers that the staff is able to serve. Interestingly,

in those projects which advertised consultations most generally,

i.e., "at the center or in schools," only ten teachers per month used

them (Table F5). This suggests the possibility that frequency of

teacher use may be related to the specificity of the advertised descrip-

tion of the service. If a consultative serve is described too gen-

erally, teachers may not, know what to expect and therefore may be less

likely to make °requests.

The likelihood of this being the case is buttressed by the utiliza-

tion information on the specifically defined consultations. In addi-

tion to materials development assistance, seven different types of

specific consultations were documented. Excluding the utilization data

on materials development'assistance, teachers received direct one-to-

one staff assistance 5,186 times. About half of these were general

consultations, but about half were consultations in very narrowly de-

fined areas of assistance. Furthermore, teacher center directors have

reported that, when a specialized type of consultation has been deline-

ated and advertised, it is teachers who have not been previously served'

that usually make the requests.

Each of the specific types of consultative services will be ex-
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amined in the following section. Considered as a group they give more

specific information as to what the general consultations involve.

It is probably safe to assume that the general consultations reflect

the same pattern as the specific consultations with respect to purpose.

For example, the most frequently utilized specificoconsultation type

was "follow ,up on activities." Therefore, one can assume that in the

general consultations, this type of assistance is also most common.

Follow up on activities

This service, which makes tremendous demands of the teacher center

staff, occurred in only three (8.1%) projets. After a group activity

such as a workshop is offered, the staff works with individual teachers

to translate the general workshop ideas into specific ideas for the

classroom. A specific example of this service would be a staff.person

going into a teacher's classroom, after a course on individualizing

instruction, td help the teacher organize learning centers. Although

this service is not commonly available in teacher centers, in those

centers where it does exist, it is used an average of 38 times per

month. In other words, when it is offered, teachers use it (Table F5).

Teacher project consultations

A number of teacher centers offer incentive awards to teachers to .

pursue independent projects. In six (16.2%) projects, teacher center

staff provides specific assistance to teachers working on these independerit,

projects. In delivering this service, a staff member acts as a con-

sultant to the teacher's individual project. Often staff'is available

right from the very beginning of the project, helping the teacher de-
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;

velop a plan. In those projects where this service is available, it

was used 12 times per month (Table F5).

Curriculum development assistance

In four projects (10.8%) staff is available to provide assistance

to teachers in developing, modifying or enriching curricula for spe-

cific classrooms. For example, a teacher might receive staff help in

expanding the fifth grade math program to provide more challenging

experiences for gifted students. Curriculum development assistance

was used 11 times per month in those projects where it is available

(Table F5).

. Demonstrations

The availability of staff to do classroom demonstrations is a

'feature in five (13.5%) projects. This service is used an average of

seven times per month. In four of the projects the staff responds to

specific teacher requests for demonstrations. In the other project,

the demonstrations are related to project focus areas. For example, all

staff members might be available during the month of February to demon-

strate science inquiry lessons (Table F5).

Clinical observations

Seven (18.9%) projects provide specific clinical help for teachers.

Three 0.1%) of these have staff available to do focused observations

of teachers in classroom settings. This is usually a three-step pro-

cess. First, the teacher and a staff member have a pre-observation

conference in whch the purposes of the planned observation are deline-

ated and discussed. Then, the staff person carefully records what is
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observed. This ,'ecord provides the basis for a post-ohservation con-

ference focused on the congruence of what transpil:ed "ith what was

intended. Four (10.8%) projects provide a similar service but also

have videotape equipment for recordiw:', the teaching episode. In each

of the projects which offer intensive clinical help, About five teachers

are served per month (Table i-5).

Teacher leader assistance

A number of projects emphasize providing opportunities for teachers

to help teachers. Efforts are made, for example, to use teachers as

workshop leaders. Three (8.1%) projects provide special assistance for

these teacher leaders. Staff is available to help teachers in planning,

organizing materials and in accomplishing all the other tasks involved

in offering workshops. Where this specific help is available, it is

used seven times per month (Table F5).

Summary

Most of the projects provide some type of direct one-to-one assis-

tance to teachers. About three-quarters of the projects offer at least

one specifically focused consultative service. Additionally, over 60

percent provide broadly-defined or general consultations. About 25

percent of the times teachers were served individually through serv-

ices and resources, it was through consultative services.

Materials development assistance stands out as being by far the

most frequently used consultative service. More than half of the

times teachers were served directly through consultative services, it

was in the area of materials development. Where technical assistance
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in the production of instructional materials is provided, teachers

clearly take advantage of it. Production materials and equipment are

heavily used when they are provided as a resource which teachers can

use independently of staff facilitation, 25 and 35 times per month

respectively. But in the six projects which have staff available to

provide expert assistance in materials development, average teacher

use jumps to over 100 times per month.

Utilization of other types of consultative services was about

evenly split between the general consultations and specific consulta-

tions. Both contributed about five percent to the total utilization

of all services and resources. The existence of specific consulta-

tions is particularly important because it can be assumed that these,

considered as a group, define the nature of the general consultative

services.

In providing classroOm-specific followup on group activities,

teacher centers are delineating a new dimension of inservice program-

ming. Although this service has been specifically advertised by only

three projects (8.1%), in these projects it is certainly being used,

38 times per month. This service is an exemplar of job-embedded pro-

fessional development. Teachers in groups are introduced to new

approaches and then individual assistance is provided to impldment

these in a wide range of classroom settings. This type of service

requires particularly intensive staff involvement and a high level of

staff expertise. It is, however, one of the missing links in more
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(

traditional approaches to inservice.

Another missing link being addressed by teacher centers is in

the area of curriculum development. In most districts, teachers are

expected to follow a standard district-wide curriculum. Typically,

however, teachers are provided little help in modifying and adjusting

this curriculum to meet the needs of children with vast differences.

Teacher center staff are providing direct assistance to teachers in

developing specific classroom plans and procedures which are consis-

tent with district goals. As with followup on activities, teacher

center staff assume a role not unlike that of a translator.

In providing demonstrations, teacher center staff are providing

a service that many institution-based inservice educators approach

reluctantly. Willingness and ability to demonstrate in classrooms has probably

done much to strengthen the credibility of teacher center staff.

In doing clinical observations, teacher center staff are engaging

in an activity that has been the domain of university professors and

school district administrators. But, the context is very different

and probably relates to staff credibility. Without any known excep-

tion, clinical observations by teacher center staff have been initi-

ated upon teacher request and for a purpose specified by the requesting

teacher. Teachers are inviting teacher enter staff to help in spe-
,

citric pedagogical matters.

Teacher center.staff are also playinga very important role in

providing help to teachers working on individual projects. .Providing

financial support to teachers to pursue independent projects is im-
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portant An itself. But buttressing this resource with staff facilita-

tion can only strengthen the quality of these independent projects.

This is also the. case with the teacher leader assistance that

teacher center staff are providing. It is important that teacher

centers are capitalizing on the expertise of"classroom teachers by

providing opportunities for them to lead activities for their col-

leagues. Yet, the quality of this lydership can only be *proved if
4

teacher leaders are given professional assistance along the way.

The priority teacher centers put on responsive inservice is be-
t

ing operationalized, to a large extent, through consultative services.

Additionally, the teacher center collegial spirit is best captured by

the data on consultative services. The teacher center staff is typ-

ically perceived as well-seasord professional teachers who have a

.primary interest in helping teachtrs and who are available and capable

or providing direct assistance when and where it is needed by teachers..

The number'of'a eas in which this help has been provided is staggering.

Regardless, it almost always directed at helping teachers deal

with the special `circumstances embedded in their teaching assignments.

Facilitative Staff Services

In providing facilitative !2, teacher center staff link in-

dividual teachers with appropriate resources, rather than provide 'direct

assistance. Facilitative services complement the consultative services

in operationalizing the responsiveness that characterizes teacher cen-

ters. Teacher center staff members provide direct assistance through

consultative services.' If, however, the:staff is unable to provide
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direct service, a facilitative role in finding appropriate resources

is typically provided.

Facilitative services are provided by almost two - thirds (64.9%)

of the projects, and are used less frequently than consultative serv-

ices. In those projects where facilitative service is provided, it

is used 24.3 times per month as compared to 40.1 time for consulta-

tive services (Table F2).. Data on facilitative services were col-

lected for 16.3 percent ,of the data months and the utilization of these

contributed about 11 percent to the total for all services and resources.

General matching service

The typical project has only one facilitative service and it is

most often a general matching service (Table F3). About 35 percent of

the projects offer this type of service which involves the teacher

center staff acting as brokers. They advertise that if teachers call

or come into the teacher center, there will be'staff available to

assist in finding whatever resources are needed. Data were available

on this service for,5.1 percent of the data months. Usage of general

matching servi es contributed 2.4 percent of the total utilization ofc,

all services an 'resources. In projects where this service is avail-

able, it was used 11 times per month (Table F6).

Hotline

Five (13.5%) of the projects highlight the priority placed on

immediate response to teacher needs by operating a telephone hotline.

TeacherS can call the center to request center assistance in virtu-

ally any area. Of need. Where hotlines are available, they are used
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12 times per month. But as indicated by the extremely large standard

deviation (3( = 68.2; SD 309)there is much variance among projects.

One project which maintains a 24-hour answering service contributed

greatly to the large standard deviation (Table F6).

Mobile unit

Only two (5.4%) projects haVe a mobile unit for taking a wide

array of instructional and production materials directly to schools

where teachers teach. Both of these projects serve very rural areas.

In serving 100 teachers per month, they appear to be meeting a very

definite need (Table F6).

Teacher matching

Of*the more specific types of facilitative services offered,

4

teacher matching is the most common. About one-quarter of the projects

will put a teacher who needs help into contact with a teacher who is

able to provide it. In these projects, an average of five teacher

matches were facilitated per month (Table F6):

. .

Computer search

Six (16.7 %) projects hwie access to computer terminals which en-

able stdff to do computer searches for individual teachers. This

service, which brings a particularly,wide ranle'of resources to teach-

ers, was used an average of seven times per.month (Table F6).

Instructional inaterials matching

AlthoUgh only three (8.1%) projects documented the staff's spe-

cific help to'teachers in locating (and often'delivering) specific
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instructional materials, this facilitative service was well utilized,

13 times per month (Table F6).

Summary

Although not as common as consultative services, facilitative

services are clearly important- -they link teachers-'with resources that

are not readily available. They are espedially important in sevicing

rural areas where many teachers may be spore distance from the teacher

center facility. Facilitative services bring the center and its re-
,

sources to the schools. Although a couple of'projects have fully-

equipped mobile vans, it is more typical for center resources to be

brought to distant teachers in the trunks of cars owned by teacher

center staff.

Teacher matching t particular skill on the part of teacher .

\ center staff. First, teachers with special expertise need to be

k6.
\ identMed. Although this is sometimes accompljshed by asking teachers

to make'collegial recommendations or,to personally volunteer, it is

Aare typical for the staff to engage in consultations witt) individual

teachers to help them identify their arengths. Staff must also en-
+

gage in consultations with requesting teachers to identify the exact

nature of their needs. In short, in order to -make successful matches,

th! staff must have detailed information on both the teachers request-

ing assistance and those providing it. The staff must also handle the

logistics of making it possible for two teachers to work together.

'Finding appropriate instructional materials for teachers is also

a demanding task'for teacher center staff. If a teacher kneW exactly
.
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what was appropriate, a request for assistance would probably not be

made. The teacher center staff must be skilled in translating gen-

eral requests into specific deliveries. To provide this service, the

staff must be very familiar not only with what materials are available

but also with the potential uses of the various materials.

Computer terminals, as a resource available for independent

teacher use, were not as frequently used as one would expect. Like-,

wise, they do not appear to be getting much use even when staff 1,co-

vides the service of performing a computer search. Since computer'

searches are so quickly done, this is puzzling. Whereas with virtu-

ally every other service and resource one is left with the question,

How does the staff ever, manage to serve so many teachers in this way?,

with thecomputerized information banks one must ask, Why aren't more

being served? The only possible explanation is that teachers have not

found- the praduct of computer searches to be particularly helpful.

This, of course, raises another question, Why not? Perhaps, the dif-

ficulty of accessing appropriate resources from information banks is

under-estimated. If takes skill and sometimes detective work to get

usable information. This is-particularly true in education computer

banks which are notorious for their lack of organization.and their

inclusion of often misleading cross references. In order to optimize

. the use of computerized information banks, an initial effort must be

made by experts in the field to better organize the iriforMation that is .

'available. Furthermore, educators need to be given specific training

in how to use computer terminals. If this does not occur, it appears
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that the potential of computerized information will be short-circuited.

Monetary Resources

About 70 percent of the projects have money set aside to support

individuals in specific types of professional development activities.

Typically, a project provides one type of financial support (Table

F3). Financial support is most often used to pay substitutes so that

teachers may participate in professional development activities during

the school day. Additionally, they are used in some cases to support

independent projects, travel to professional meetings, and tuition

for college courses. Without any known exception, projects that pro-

vide financial support for individual teachers do so within clearly

specified grameters. Teachers are made aware of the type of support

that is available and the conditions-under which it can be used. They

also know how to apply for it, as well as the evaluation criteria that

will be employed.

Although data are available on monetary resources for 19.7 per-

cent of the data months, the utilization of monetary resources con-

tributed only 5.2 percent to the total use of all services and re-

sources (Table F2). Clearly, monetary resources are not used as fre-

quently as other services and resources--only nine times per month in

the typical project. It can be assumed that,there is not much finan-

.-cial support to be distributed to indivtduals.

Substitutes

About half (48.6%) ofthe projects have set aside money that can

be used to provide substitutes for teachers so that they can engage in

AA*,

L./
n
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professional activities during the normal working day. In the typi-

,

cal project? substitutes were provided 18 times per month (Table F7).

Usually substitutes are used to release teachers so they can engage

in independent activities. Release time is most often used to provide an

opportunity for teachers- to spend an afternoon at the teacher center

making instructional materials; or to engage in individual consulta-

tions with i4w1 teacher center staff. Release time also facilitates

teacher matching programs. It is important -Co note that release time is

not commonly 1,!-sed to free groups of teachers to participate in group

activities (sae Chapter V) held during the working day.

Incentive awards ,

Although 43-ver 40 percent of the projects have provisions for

awarding money to teachers to work on individual projects, incentive

awards are not frequently made. The average use is five times per

month (Table F7). Typically, however, incentive awar are not granted

on a monthly basis. Rather, the typical center considers all teacher

requests for financial support as a group, using a competitive process

06 an annual or semi-annual basis.

In sum, 588 incentive awards were granted. This number contrib-

uted 1.1 percent to the total.utilization of all services and resources

(Table F7). It is important to note that in most instances the teacher

center staff is very...involved in helping teachers with incentive awards.

Staff assistance was documented for 436, or almost 75 percent, of the

incentive awards (Table F5). Therefore, in the great majority of cases,

incentive awards have pr6vided an opportunity for teachers to take ad-
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vantage of the staff consultative services Detailed data on 'incen-

tive awards are not available. But there appears to b;-! a tendency for

awards to be made to small groups of teachers\(tw , three) rather

than to indiviudals working totally alone. There is also a tendency

for the awards to be used for developing new ctirriculum mnterial. . It

`seems teachers are most likely to apply for and be gra ncentive

awards if there is something needed for the classroom.

Professional development fund-

Slightly over one -thin X) of the projects have set aside

money to support the ,attendance of teachers at professional conferences.

rSince use of thesp funds contributed less than one percent to the total

utilization of all services and resources, it can be assumed that

teacher centers have not allocated great amounts of money to these

funds (rab's,e F7). Most projects have established quite rigorous cri-

teria to guide the awarding of money for this purpose. Usually a cen-

ter will not provide total support for a teacher to attend a profes-

sional meeting; more commonly the teacher must also contribute part of

the cost. Additionally, most centers require that teachers who use

money for conference attendance must bring something back to the pro-

,

ject. For example, a teacher who receives partial support,to attend a

conference on programs for children with limited English speaking abil-

ity would probably be expected to make reports and present
,

some work-

shops after the conference.
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Tuition reimbursement

Only five (13.5%) of the projects make any provision for directly

reimbursing teachers for tuition paid to colleges. Use of these reim-

bursement funds contributed less than one percent to the total utiliza-

tion of all services and resources (Table F7). These data support a

very conservative interpretation of the level of support teacher cen-

ters are providing to individuals involved in college course work. These

data would'suggest that the cost of participating in credit-bearing

course work is usually borne by the participants. However, it is known

that a number of teacher centers provide indirect support for college

course work. For example, about eight percent of the total number of

teacher center group activities could be participated in for college

credit (Table G30). The data in this study cannot be used to support

a definitive statement regarding the level of-Support teacher centers-

are providing for college course work. It is happening. But questions

regarding t o w Pat extent and under what conditions need to be specific-

ally addressed by future studies.

Summary

Although 70 percent of -ale projects have set aside monies 'which

individual teachers can for certain purposes, these monies are not

frequently awarded. One can assume that there just isn't much to go

around. Of all the times individuals availed themselves of services

and resources, only about five percent were related to monetary re-
.

sources.
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The typical project has set aside monies for only one purpose and

this is most likely to be for substitutes or for incentive awards. Sub-

stitutes are not commonly used to release teachers for group activities

held during the school day. Rather, substitutes are much more likely

to be used to free teachers so that they can work on independent pro-

jects. Incentive awards were not frequently granted. But a teacher

who received an incentive award, typically not only received some money,

but also received teacher center staff assistance on the project.

Professional development funds and tuition reimbursements were

rarely used. The data raise particularly important questions about

the type of support teacher centers are providing for college course

work.

Other Services and Resources

Four other types of services and resources were identified which

could not be classified as examples of the four major categories thus

far presented. It is important to note that teacher use of these was

not considered in determining the total utilization figure.

Newsletter

The teacher center newsletter is very important. All but four

projects regularly, usually once per month, publish and distribute a

comprehensive listing of all teacher centdi. activities (Table F8).

These newsletters also often include articles written by teacher cen-

terstaff as well as teachers. It's probably safe to say that there is'

no other inservice program for teachers that comesclose to teacher
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centers in establishing a regular and vitally .needed communications

metwork. In the typical project, 1708 teachers receive a newsletter

once per month.

Collegial drop -irk

In about one-quarter (24.3%) of the projects, teachers have an

open invitation to visit the teacher center. A teacher can expect

with some certainty that there will be a friendly suppqrtive atmo-

sphere, a pot of coffee brewing, and-comfortable chairs for just

sitting and talking. In the typical project, the drop-in as a service/

resource, was used 52.5 times per month (Table F8). The very large

',standard deviation indicates that in more thari a few projects this number

was in the hundreds. (If a person "dropped in" and then becamein-

volved in another service or resource available at the center, this

was not counted as a use of "drop-in," but rather was documented as a

use tf a specific resource and/or service.)

Printing service

Four (10.8%) projects offer a printing service. The staff (c-rton

a secretary) will duplicate instructional materials for teachers. IT,

the typicl project, this service was used by teachers ten times

(T4M-i F8). But the large standard deviation (1 = 46.6; SD = 76.1) in-

di,ultes that there were a number of exceptions to the-average.

:-,tate authorized textbook examination site

Two (5.4%) Tr tly? projects were authorized as textbook'examination

sites by the state education department. In states where a textbook

examination procets exists, this can be a-very important,§ervice.

There were only 61 instances of.this happening, yet the very existence

"I
LO 4
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of the service exemplifies the length that centers will go to provide

support for their clients (Table F8).

Summary

.cher centers may be most clearly distinguished from other ap-

r . .r.,es to inservice education by the priority that is placed on addres-

sing the needs of individual teachers. The 55,628 times that teachers

were served individually through services and resources was greater than

the 43,185 times they were served during the same period through the

more visible group activities. Two themes permeate the data on services

and resources. These themes -- responsiveness and collegiality--contribute

greatly to a definition of the teacher center approach to inservice edu-

cation.

Teacher centers provide an exemplary model for responsive inservice

programming. As will be reported in Chapter V, teacher centers are able

to develop and offer group activities based on what teachers view to be

important. Most importantly, the "turn around" time between identifying

and responding to teacher-perceived needs through group activities is

very short, typically only a few weeks.. With services and resources,

the, turn around time is'typically even shorter, often immediate, and the

responses are specifically tailored to individual teacher needs. The

important point is that a teacher with a need can receive assistance

through services and resources even though other teachers may not have

the same need al the same time. The tear center is a vast storehouse

of professional expertise and other supports that is conveniently lo-

cated and open when it can be used by-teachers needing it. The supports

that teachers'are likely to need are br6vit together and organized to
W

optimize accessibility. All that is required to tap into these services
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:rtes is teacher initiative.

Based on the data collected-in this study, it can be said that

teacher initiative is alive and well. The utilization data on services

and resources confirm the fact that teachers will initiate professional

development experiences even though there are no obvious tangible in-

centives available. Teachers took advantage of the gervices and re-

sources over 50,000 times in the absence of any tangible incentives- -

teachers receive no credit for engaging in professional development

through services and resources and there are no salary advancements or

stipends related to this type of work. Participation in services and

resources almost always occurs on teachers' own time, e.g., before or

after school or during free periods. Clearly, however, teachers will

get involved if they perceive that which is offered to be useful and

worthwhile. The data are consistent that supports for better teaching

and instruction are what teachers perceive as useful and worthwhile.

For instance--

d reache,s oeed materials and equipment for producing instruc-
materia7s for use in their own classrooms. These

s!i-rlftt were taken advantage of over 20,000 times in the
;;;.14t-..nc,nth data collect1A period! In the typical project
Y%se were used 30-40 times per month. But the exceptions
are notable. A few projects have teachers coming in to
produce materials over 500 times per month.

Teachers appreciate expert help, especially as it relates
to developing materials. In the projects that have staff
available to help in materials development this assistance
is used well over 100 times per month.

There are at least two lessons learned from these data. If there is a

commitment toD!be responsive toteacher needs, the first thine one must

do is to bring together in one location a wide range of pro action mater-

0 r)



ials and equipment. Secondly, in order to optimize use of production

supplies, have a specialist with expertise in materials development

available to help teachers. The level and type of assistance teacher

centers are providing in the area of materials development suggests

that this is not being currently addressed by any other approach to

providing.support to classroom teachers.

Since teachers are voluntarily initiating consultations With

teacher center staff it can be stated that these professional experi-

ences are also a valued component of teacher center programming. For

instance--

Teachers initiate consultations especially with respect to
improving instruction in their classrooms. Consultative
services were used over 14,000 times during the data col-
lection period--in the typical project 40 times per month.
Teachers particularly want classroom followup on the large
group activities and in developing classroom-specific cur-

,

ricula.

The teacher center staff is being heavily relied on and turned to by.

teachers for direct assistance in instructional matters. Again, as

with the data on materials, the frequent utilization of this type of

r:.y7rIssional support suggests that it is not available through any other

inservice education program. The data suggest that to deliver on a com-

mitment to provide useful and worthwhile assistance to teachers, it is

important to have full-time staff people who are perceived as competent

in addressing cla.csroom-specific concerns.

There are two key dimensions to providing responsive inservice for

teachers. First, the content of the inservice programming must be per-

ceived by teachers as being important. From the data on services and
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resources it has been learned that teachers will, on their own time,

seek out opportunities to engage in professional development experi-

ences if these relate to improving instruction in the classroom.

Tangible incentives are not required to encourage teacher participa-

tion if teachers believe the experiences to be worthwhile and valu-

able. The second key dimension of responsive inservice regards de-

livery. The inservice opportunities must be accessible to teachers.

Teacher centers have excelled in bringing inservice to teachers.

Teachers know that they can get almost immediate help whenever they

need it. All the services and resources the teacher center offers are

usually no more than a 15-minute drive or a phone call away. It is

important to highlight the obvious--the teacher center staff is crucial

in providing responsive inservice that is valued and is accessible.

The theme of collegiality also permeates all the data on services

and resources. This theme cuts across virtually all.the data collec-

tion areas. Teachers are naturally attracted toward a professional en-

vironment. For instance--

Teachers "dropped in" to the typical center 52 times per
month. Teachers use the teacher center as a professional
check-in point, as a place where they can keep in touch
with other teachers.

Teachers are also naturally attracted toward professional assist-

ance in a collegial environment. Teacher center staffers are class-

room teachers by training and orientation. Professional credibility

is not an issue; it is assumed. This enables teachers and the teacher

center staff to relate collegially as in a partnership. Teacher cen-
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ter staff in most cases operate with an "on call" stance. They com-

municate quite clearly that they are there if there is anything they

can do. If they cannot provide direct assistance, there is the ex-

pectation that they will find someone who can. For instance--

Teacher center staff facilitated teacher requests over
6,000 times during the data collection period. Most often
this facilitation involved matching material or consulta-
tive resources not readily available through the teacher
center.

Teachers are also naturally attracted to a place where it is known

other teachers are working on their-own projects. The popularity of

materials development areas certainly is related to teachers needing

to make instructional materials. But additionally, one gets the sense

that there is an additional pull: teachers re reasonably sure that if

they go to the center there will be other teachers there, as well as

teacher center staff, that will be eager to share and help each other.

The teacher center, through services and resources, provides opportun-

ties for teachers to, work on independent projects that are important

for individual purposes. But, the atmosphere generated by teacher

centers is one of "We are all working together!"



Chapter V

Group Actiiiities

In addition to serving teachers individually through established

staff services. and resources, teacher centers develop'and provide pro-

grams designed to meet the common needs of groups of teachers. Dur-

,ing the period of this study, 1658 group activities offered by 37

projects were documented. For the purposes of this study an "activity " --

is an advertised, interactive event designed to bring to-

o
gether a group of teachers for instruction.

has a clear beginning and a clear end. (In contrast to

services and resources, an activity is not an ongoing,

established project component.)

is discernible, describable and has a label, e.g., "sem-

inar," "course," "workshop," "lecture series," "symposium."

,s has a content focus, e.g., "math skills;" "mainstreaming,"

"child development," "levels of questioning," "teacher

stress."

is supported fully or in part by the teacher center. project.

Thus, not included as program activities were events not convened for

instructional purposes. For example, planning meetings, needs assess-
.

ment meetings, and "coffees" were not regarded as activities for the

purposes of documentation. Also not included, although they may in-
,

deed relate to professional development, were unscheduled, spontaneous

interactions, e.g., a group of teachers deciding at lunch to get to

gether after school to work on the new curriculum. ,These unannounced,

impromptu professional interactions are impossible to anticipate and

nr)
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thus impossible to document with reliability.

The documented program activities covered a broad range of topics

and were characterized by different instructiooal processes. There

were examples of almost every conceivable type of program, ranging from

two-hour make and take workshops to intensive eight-month curriculum

development p-rojects. The topics ranged from instruction of children

in basic skills to income tax preparation forteachers. For each of

the activities, project documentors Were trained to provide information .
.

with respect to 15 different questions spanning the gamut from the

genesis of the activity, i.e., Why was the gecision made to offer the

activity?, to the completion of.the activity, i.e., How-was it evalu-

ated?

Data collection

It should be emphasized that in the telephone interview each ques-

tion was asked im the open -ended format: For example, project docu-

meotors were asked to describe the instructional format. The inter-

viewers were trained not to accept, without probing, responses such as,

"It was a workshop." Rather they were trained to-pYobe for complete,i

non - ambit, , if 'ormation. In this example, they were trained to fol-

low up with the question, "What do yali mean by 'workshop'?" The re-.

sponses to. the follow-up questions probing for definitional dlarity

were recorded by the interviewers and were- -the basis for the data

analysis. This is important to underscore because, the categories that
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were used for coding and analyzing the data, rather than being im-

posed, emerged from the actual activity descriptions.

The importance of the telephone_interviewin probing for complete,

non-ambiguous information should bF.; highlighted. It had been learned,

in the field test that some of the language used by teacher center

people has either a site-specific or regional meaning. For example,

one project director offered the following criterion for distinguishing

between a "workshop" and a "seminar:" those activities for elementary. ,v

teachers are called "workshops" whereas those for secondary teacher

are adVertised as "seminars." This is one example of many which

necessitated probing beyond labels for complete descriptions. In

aggregating the data, many categdries were used. These labels have

1

common meaning across projects, were used by trained coders and con-

stitute a precise language for inservice education.

Data interpretation

Although frequencies (number of activities and the number of par-

ticipantS) are 'reported for every descriptive category, the interpreta-

tion is enhanced by:the use of "participant hours." Participant hours

are determined by multiplying the number of participants by the number,

of hoursithe participants were actually engaged in an activity. Thus,

if 10 teachers took a course which met 15 times and each session was

threo holurs in length, this activity would generate 450 participant

hours. Although in many cases there is a direct relationship between

the numb

,partiCip

r of activities, the numberof participants and the -lumber of

nt hours, it is the many exceptions that make participant hours

a valuab'Ie interpretive tool.

ri
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The value of participant hours is demonstrated in theffollowing

example. Data were collected with respect to when activities Were

convened (Figure 5). Activities were most likely to be held after

school (35 %), during the working day (27%), or during a holiday (23%)

A better understanding of the influence of activity scheduling is

derived from examining the participant data. Fully 43 percent of

all people who participated in teacher center group activities did

so in activities held during the'working day. On the other hand,

r.

only 22 pertent of the total number of participants attended activities

held after school and 19 percent attended activities held On holidays.

Fin-ally, a third perspective is n ied if one examines the participant

hour data. Although only 23 pet Jf the activities were held on

holi ays, and these involved less oan 20 percent of the total number

of p rticipants, these activities generated the greatest number (37.5%) E4

ofthe_participant hours.

35%
27%

23%

.It x1,001 ".0 1,01May

Number of Activities

---
Figure

vt

43%

22%
19%

.fl Khoo? during d,

Number of Participants

16%

37%

she ached durtv dal

Participant Hours

Time activities held: three types of data.



Any data analysis which relied only on frequency data for activ-

ities and participants would,be incomplete and could result in misin-

terp!tation. For example, one might conclude, given that more teach-

ers attend activities during the working day, that teacher center pro-

gramming could be best expanded by offering more of these school day

activities. But this is only part of the picture. The participant

hour data suggest that programming might be best expanded by offering

a greater number of intensive activities during periods when teachers

are totally free from instructional responsibilities, as they are when

they are on vacation.. A stronger interpretation would he. that there

is a need for balance in teacher center programming. The short term

activities held during the working day are valuable in terms of reaching

the greatest number of teachers. But the activities held during vaca-

tions are valuable in terms of providing in-depth experiences.

Data analysis also involved examination of central tendencies.

drtetle over 300 distributions studied, none approximated a normal curve.

Witholifexception the distributions were positively skewed. Since the

means were consistently inflated by extreme cases, medians will be re-

ported as the most appropriate measure of central tendency. In all

cases the medians are more conservative than the means. For example,

the median number of participants for activities held during the school

day is 18--definitely less, but probably more typical, than the 42 par-

ticipants indicated by the mean (SD = 106.1). A few activities with

large attendance had a dramatic and distorting effect on the means, e.g.,

a Superintendents' Day for all teachers in a district (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Mean and median number of participants
for activities held during the school day..

A more accurate description of the typical teacher center activity held

during the working day is provided by tne- median - -50 percent of the activ-

ities which were held during the school day had 18 participants or less,

whereas 50 percent of the activities had more than 18.

Clients Served Through Teacher Center Activities

The 37 projects which participated in this eight-month study

pleted 1658 activities, served over 43,000 teachers.and generated close

to 280,000 participant hours. (This is the equivalent of the 'revel of

activity that would be expected from 41 projects over a six-month

period or from 21 projects over 12 months.) A typical project completed

five activities, served 98 clients and generated 567 participant hours

per month (Table G1).

Without a doubt, the primary clients-of teacher center programming

are classroom teachers. Of the 43,185 people who participated in teach

LL
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er center group activities, 80 percent were classroom teachers (Figure

7).

100%

90% _

80%

30% -

Other Clients 20%

Administrators
Community Clients
Non-Professional School
Personnel

. Certified Non.Teaching
Personnel
PreService Teacher

10% _

N
s.'7.7-..\-- '\'

Teachers
80% 1573

Other

0

Clients
20% 419

200 400
s.

1200 1400

Figure 7. Types of clients served through
teacher center group activities.

Teachers were involved in 95 percent of all activities (Table G2).

However, the focus on classroom teachers was not to the exclusion of

other teacher center clients. Other clients were involved in about

one-quarter of the teacher center activities. Of the total number of

teacher center activities, 5 percent were focused exclusively on clients

other than classroom teachers (Table G3). Clients other than class-
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room teachers most likely to be served by teacher centers are school

administrators and people from the community. Both the community and

administrators were represented in 11 percent of the total number of

teacher center activities. Far less likely to be included were non-

professional schdol personnel (41, e.g., paraprofessionals, and

certified non-instructional personnel (2%), e.g., librarians. Of

particular note is the absence of programming for preservice teachers.

Preservice teachers participated in less than two percent of the teacher

center activities (Table G4). The target of teacher center programming

is clearly the classroom teacher.

Content Focus of Activities

Each activity description was examined. to determine the substan-
,t,

tive focus: "What was the activity about?" Two major categories of

content focus emerged'from the analysis of activity descriptions.

Almost three-quarters of the total number of participant hours were

contributed by activities designed to help teachers develop expertise

related to instructional responsibilities in teaching assignments.

These activities were classified as having a content focus on the

instruction of children. About one-quarter of the participant hours

were produced by activities having a focus on the more general develop-

ment of teachers. These activities were designed to help teachers

develop in ways that transcend their day-to-day instructional respon-

sibilities (Table G5).
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Content focus on the instruction of children

In the content analysis of this category, four dimensions were

identified -- school curriculum, children with special needs, pedagogy

and specific client groups. E'ach activity focused on the instruction .

of children was coded on each relevant dimension. Of the 1196 activ-

ities focused directly on the instruction of children, about two-thirds

were targeted on more than one dimension (Table G11). An example of an

activity coded on two dimensions would be "The Direct Instruction Ap-

proaiTh to Teaching Spelling" (pedagogy and school curricula).

As depicted in Figure 8, strengthening the pedagogical skills of

teachers clearly stands out as a priority in teacher center programming

(Table G6). Almost 60 percent of the total number of participant hours

were contributed by activities designed to develop teacher ski 1 in

providing instruction (Example: "Questioning Skills"). Pedagogy was

followed in emphasis by activities focusing on school curriculum, i.e.,

on the subject matter to be taught to children (Example: "Energy Con-

servation"). Over one-third of all participant hours were generated

by this kind of activity. The belief that teacher centers are par-

ticularly valued because they tailor their activities to client needs

is supported by the fact that over 20 percent of all participant hours

were produced by activities targeted at the needs of specifically de-

fined teacher client groups (Example: "English Teachers' Seminar"). A

number of activities, 14 percent, were directed at helping teachers

better understand and serve children who have been identified as need-

ing special attention (Example: "Mainstreaming"). Each of these--

101
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.pedagogy, school curriculum, specific client groups, and children with

special needs--will be examined in detail.

Pedagogy. Six types of activities focusing on pedagogy were

identified--instructional management, classroom management, materials

presentation/development, understanding instruction or children, and

equipment/media. Activities concerned with instructional management

clearly predominate. About one-fifth of all teacher center activities

focused on developing teachers' skills, strategies and other how-to's

of instruction (Example: "Approaches to Individualizing Instruction").

Activities of this type contributed over 20 percent of the participant

hours. This is more than was contributed by any other type of activity

(Table G7).

With respect to number of participant hours, there was little

difference among four of the si. pedagogical types. It can be said

that about equal emphasis is beinc' given to classroom management,

materials presentation/developmeht, understanding children/instruction

and curriculum development. About 10 percent of the participant hours

were related to classroom management, to activities designed to help

teachers better understa.nd and deal with social, personal, and emo-

tional issues in the classroom (Exampll: "Improving Classroom Climate").

Another 8 percent of the hours were generated by activities designed

to help teachers select, develop or organize instructional materials

for use in the classroom. These were primarily hands-on opportunities

for teachers to develop instructional materials for classroom use
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(Example: "Learning Centers Make and Take Workshop"). Seven percent

focused on curriculum development. These were activities to help

teachers develop.new curricula or, more typically, to extend, enrich

or modify existing curricula (Example: "Developing Curricula for

Gifted Children"). Also important to teacher center programming are

activities designed to strengthen the foundations for providing instruc-

tion. These activities, classified as "understanding children and in-

struction," contributed six percent of the participant hours (Example:

"Mastery. Learning- -A Theory of Teaching"). Although most of the activ-

ities of this type were theoretical, many addressed diagnostic or

evaluation skills (Example: "Analyzing Test Results").

In teacher center programming much less attention is given to

helping teachers use equipment or media in the classroom. Less than

two percent of the participant hours were contributed by these activ-

ities (Example: "Trouble Shooting Audiovisual Equipment").

The most frequently offered activities addressed instructional,

management (19.2%). A close second in terms of frequency were mater-

ials presentation/development activities (16%). But the materials

activities generated proportionately less of the participant hours,

only about eight percent. Analysis of the medians reveals that al-

though both of these types of activities typically have about the same

,,number of participants, participants are engaged for fewer hours in

the typical materials activity..

On the other hand, the classroom management activities (6.8% of

total number) genbrate proportionately more of the participant hours,
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about ten percent of the total. In looking at the medians, classroom

management activities stand out as having the largest group size and

the greatest number of participant hours per activity. A_probable

explanation is that these activities, e.g., "Behavior Modification,"

have a more general applicability than other types of pedagogical

activities. The disproportionately large standard deviation for the

number of participants (7= 27.3; SD = 42.6) also points to the dis-

tinct likelihood that the groups attending classroom management activ-

ities numbered well over 100 in a few cases.

School Curriculum. About 36 percent of all the activities were

directed at improving teachei- expertise in teaching in the curricula

areas (Table G6). One-half of these activities focused on basic

skills, i.e., reading, basic computation and written communication

(Table G8). Basic skills contributed about 17 percent of the total

participant hours (Example: "Reading Comprehension")- Activities fo-

cusing on other traditional areas of the school curriculum contributed

about nine percent of the hours. An activity such as "Science Experi-

ments" would be considered an example of this type as would activities

addressing all other school subjects commonly associated with and ac-

cepted as being within the purview of the school's traditional program.

Contributing slightly less than ten percent of the hours were the

special interest areas. These are subjects of current or regional in-

terest which may or may not eventually become adopted as standard 6ur-

ricular areas (Example: "Environmental Education"). Also coded as be-
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ing of special interest were topics specified as being extensions of

the traditional curricula (Example: "Geology of the Coulee River Basin").

The typical school curriculum activity had about 14 participants.

There is a tendency for more participant hours to be associated with

activities focusing in the special interest areas than in either basic

skills or other traditional curricula areas. An insight into this is

provided by looking at the standard deviation (7= 40.3; SD = 132.4)

for the number of participants in special interest area activities.

This very large standard deviation suggests that activities exploring

subjects of current or local interest are likely to be offered for

very large groups, often numbering over 100 participants.

Specific client groups. About 29 percent of the total number of

activities focused on the needs of specific client groups (Table G6).

An activity was coded as having a specific client group focus if either

the advertisement was directed at a specific role group or if all the

participants in an activity represented the same group. Activities

were most likely (14.1%) to be targeted at elementary teachers. But

about eight percent were targeted at secondary teachers (Table G9).

It is interesting to note that activities focusing on the needs

of specific sub-groups of elementary and secondary teachers, e.g.,

primary teachers and tenth grade English teachers, generated more hours,

over four percent, than the other three groups targeted by teacher cen-

ter activities. The other groups--teachers from specialty areas, staff

of a specific school, and other education personnel--collectively con-
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tributed only three percent of the participant hours. If an activity

is to be directed at the needs of a specifically defined client group,

it is most likely to be directed at the needs of classroom teachers,

particularly elementary teachers.

Interestingly, although there were fewer activities directed at

secondary teachers than at elementary teachers, these typically gen-

erated proportionately more participant hours. There is a tendency

for the typical secondary activity to have a slightly smaller group

. size but to meet for a longer period of time.

Another interesting finding is that more narrowly targeted activ-

ities tend to generate fewer participant hours. Activities for ele-

mentary teachers had a median of 71 participant hours, but activities

for specific groups of elementary teachers had only 32.5 hours. The

same phenomenon is repeated for secondary teachers.

Children with special needs. Few activities (11%) were directed

at helping teachers better understand and serve children identified

as needing special attention (Table G6). Those that do (4.3%) arelmost

likely to focus on the needs of handicapped children (Table G10). These

are activities directed at helping children who have been identified as

having physical, mental, motivational or emotional disadvantages (Ex

ample: "Mainstreaming").

About three percent o the participant hours were related to help-

ing teachers understand or vlork with gifted children, those who have

been identified as having exemplary skills and talents (Example: "Teach-

ing Math Problem Solving to Gifted Children"). -Contributing about the

k

1

i

1
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same percent of participant hours (2.6%) were activities directed at .

helping teachers understand and work with children of particular ethnic,

cultural or racial backgrourds (Example: "Literacy Training for Bi-
c,

lingual Students").

Receiving less attention in teacher center programming were the

needs of children from poor families. Only 1.0 percent of the par-

ticipant hours were concerned with dealing with the needs of economically

disadvantaged children (Example: "Language Arts Materials for Title I

I 1

Programs").
1

it should be noted that activities focused on the economically

disadvantaged children, although not frequently offered, tend to in-.

volve more participants than do activities focusing on children with

other special needs. On the other hand, activities aimed at the in-

/

sttuOtiOn of handicapped Children tend to have smaller groups but to

meet for longer periods of time (Table G10).

/ Contefit type of activities focused on the instruction of children.

Only about one-third of the activities focused on the instruction of

Children were coded-on but one of the dimensions presented above (Ex-

ample: "Basic Computational Skills"--school curriculum). Activities

such as these generated 42 percent of the participant hours rel'ated to

instruction of children (Table G11).

Almost two-thirds of the activities focused on the instruction of

children had more than one content target, i.e., they were coded on more

than one dimension. Activities with two content targets generated 38

percent of the participant hours (Example: "Computational Skills for
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Children with Learning Disabilities"--school curriculum and special needs

of children). Activities coded on three dimensions generated over 18 per-

mit of the participant hours (Example: "Strategies of Teaching Reading

for Secondary Teachers"--pedagogy, curriculum,and specific client gro-dp).

The feel examples of activities targeted on all four dimensions contrib-

uted only one percent of all the participant hours (Example: "Math

Learning Centers for Bilingual Students at Smith School"--curriculum,

pedagogy, children with special needs and specific client group).

There is little disparity in the median number of participants

involved in the different content types. But the disproportionately

large standard deviation (3( = 29.2; SD = 80.95) for the number of par-

ticipants for one-dimensional activities suggests that, of the four

types, this type is most likely to involve large groups. This may be

connected to a slight tendency fOr participant hours to increase as

an activity becomes more specifically defined. A tentative explanation

might be that the more broadly conceived activities are more likely to

be conducted at the awareness level for larger groups than those that

are more specifically defined.

The 21 specific content focus areas were examined with respect to

content type (Table G12). The .ctivities most likely to have only one

dimension of content focus all fall in the pedagogy category. Seventy-

six percent of the classroom management activities addressed no other

dimension of the instruction of children. Seventy percent of those

concerned with equipment/media, and 44 percent of those relaf-.d to

undrstanding instruction/children were also undimensional. With

6
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those three exceptions pedagogical activities were more likely to ad-

dress more than one dimension of the instruction of children. Forty-

four percent of these activities were targeted on two dimensions.

Several content areas stand out as being most likely to be re-

lated to more than two dimensions. About 42 percent of all activities

addressing basic skills also addressed two other dimensions (Example:

"Materials for Teaching Metrics in the Elementary School"--pedagogy,

school curriculum, specific clients). Over 40 percent of those activ-

ities addressing curriculum development were also related to two other

dimensions (Example: "Extending the Math Curriculum for Gifted Child-

ren at the Elementary Level " -- curriculum development, special needs of

children, specific clients). Activities targeted at elementary teach-

ers are likely (55.8%) to be targeted on three dimensions and over

eight percent were targeted on four dimensions.

Although only two percent of the activities were targeted on four

dimensions, analysis reveals an interesting finding. About half of all

the activities addressing the needs of economically disadvantaged children

were targeted on all four dimensions. About 11 percent of the activities

directed at both gifted children and those coming from particular cul-

tural backgrounds were also targeted on all four dimensions.

Content focus on the development of teachers

About one-quarter of the total number of participant hours were

not directly related to improving the instruction of children (Table G5).

Rather, these activities focused on developing teachers as professionals

in ways that transcend their day-to-day responsibilities in classrooms
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(14%) or on addressing teachers' personal interests (10%). Although

it is assumed that all'of these activities will eventually translate

into improved instruction for children; the relationship is nowhere

near as direct as those which have already been discussed above

(Figure 9).

Development of teachers as professionals. About 14 percent of

all the participant hours were related to the general development of

teachers as professionals (Table G13).. The greatest number, 7.2 percent,

were concerned with making teachers aware of professional opportunities

(Table G14). By far the most frequent-activity of this nature was an

orientation program to the teacher center itself. Although activities

of this type were quite common and attracted large groups of participants,

they contributed only about two percent of the participant hours. These

activities were obviously of short duration.

The greatest number of participant hours in this category, 6.3

percent, were concentrated on helping teachers develop their non-teach-

ing professional skills. This type of activity provides training

which is helpful to teachers in terms of fulfilling themselves profes-

sionally but not with respect to classroom teaching. Examples of this

would be training teachers how to be workshop leaders in teacher center

activities and training teachers to write grants. Activities of this

type typically are quite intensive, generating a high number of par-

ticipant hours.

About one-quarter of the participant hours in this category

11
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dealt with professional issues and concerns that teachers face. An

example of these activities would be a seminar on teacher rights.

Less than one percent of the participant hours were generated by activities

concerned with general educational topics. These are so broadly de-

fined that the linkage to classroom instruction is almost abstract.

An example would be "Inequality in Education." Teacher centers simply

are not focusing heavily on this type of programming.

Development of teachers as individuals. Less than ten percent

of the total number of participant hours were related to the develop-

ment of teachers as individuals (Table G13). Within this sub-category

the most participant hours, 6.9 percent, were contributed by activities

targeted at meeting the personal needs teachers might have (Example:

"Teacher Stress"). These were often large group activities (Table G15).

Notable, because of the lack of attention given them by teacher

centers, are activities which would be considered personal enrichment

for teachers. Less than two percent were of this-type (Example:

"Bread Baking"). Also getting little attention from teacher centers

are activities which'are designed to give teachers practical informa-

tion. About one percent of the activities were concerned with such

things as income tax preparation for teachers.

Summary of content focus

Teacher centers are demonstrating a high priority on addressing

the needs of teachers as these relate to instructing children. About

three-quarters of the programming-addressed these types of needs. The

focus was most often on improving pedagogical skills. Activities con-
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cernsd with instructional management contributed the greatest number,

over 20 percent, of participant hours. `It should be highlighted that

instructional management activities are usually targeted at a specific

curriculum area, special needs of children or needs of specific groups

of teachers. Less than 15 percent were general offerings such as

"Models of Teaching." Much more common were activities such as "Using

the Distar Reading Curriculum."

Instructional management appears to be the number one priority in

teacher center programming. But a close second is the area of basic

skills. About 17 percent of the total number of participant hours were

related to this type of activity. Basic skill activities are definitely

most likely (96%) to be offered with respect to instructional manage-

ment, special needs of children or specific client groups. Activities

such as "Reading Comprehension" are extremely rare. But activities

such as "Improving the Reading Comprehension of Visually Impaired Stu-

dents at the Secondary Level" are common.

Materials presentation/development activities are common (16%),

following right behind instructional management (19.2%) and basic

skills (17.9%). But these activities generate relatively fewer parti-

cipant hours. These activities are typically for small groups and meet

for few hours.

On the other hand, although classroom management activities were

not at the top, of the list in terms of-frequency of offering, they gen-

erate relatively more participant hours- -they are likely to-be large
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group and meet for greater periods of time. Classroom management activ-

ities are, of all the types, most likely to have abroad general focus.

Three-quarters of these activities were not specifically related to a

special curriculum area, special needs of children or specific client

groups.

Activities addressing classroom management, the special interest

curricula areas and the special needs of economically dis.advantaged

children tended to'involve larger groups of participants than did

other activities. An explanation may be that these topics, when they

are offered, have a broad appeal and/or are site-specific priority con-

cerns. Interestingly, although there were fewer activities targeted

at secondary teachers, these tended to meet for longer periods of time

than those aimed at elementary teachers.

Only about one-quarter of the teacher center activities were not

directly related to the instruction of children. Of those that were

not, professional awareness activities were most common. These typi-

cally involved but a few hours and served large groups. Activities ad-

dressing personal needs were also 'common. They also tended to be large

group Activities and of short duration. Notable, because of their ab-

sence, were enrichment activities. Less than two percent of the activ-

ities- were of this type.

Rationale for Activities

The promise of the Teacher Centers Program is to provide inservice

Programs for teachers based on the needs of teachers as they themselves

perceive them. Is this promise being translated into programs? Are

1 1-4.1 kJ
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there mechanisms for delivering on this promise? Two specific ques-

tions were asked to explore the genesis of activities. WhJ actually

made the decision to offer each activity? Secondly, Why was the deci-

sion made?

The content analysis of the activity descriptions revealed eight

different sources' of decision'making with respect to teacher center

programming (Table G16). The teacher center director stands out is

being most often responsible for making program decisions, doing so

for almost 40 percent of the activities. Teacher center staff, other

than the director, made the decisions for another 28 percent of the

activities. Therefore, the decision to offer almost 70 percent of the

activities was made by either the teacher center director or other

staff members. In short, the teacher center professiOnal staff is

clearly important in terms of making final decisions.

This Js not to say that the policy board'is not involved in pro-

gram decisions. Although the policy board made the final decision for

only 13 percent of the activities, these generated over one-quarter of

all the participant hburs. Additionally, another 10 percent of the.

hours'related tgactiAties were cooperatively decided with the policy

board. Thus, the policypoard was involved in activities with 37-per-

cent of the hours. In contrattalthough the teac;, ^ center staff

made more (70%) of the'decisions; these activities generated only about

50 percent of the participant hours,.(Table'G16).,

11 4s.,0
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About five percent of the participant hours were associated with

activities that committees independently decided to offer. Another five

percent were related to activities the teacher center (i.e., staff,

policy board, or committee) decided to offer in conjunction with dis-

trict administrators. That school aistrict administration made the

decision to offer 16 activities across projects is interesting in that

this occurred at all. However, these contributed less than one percent

to the total hours.

A better understanding of decision-making sources comes with look-

ing at the medians for participant hours. Here the patterns of in-

fluence comes through more clearly. The typical activity on which the

policy board made the final decision produced over twice as many par-

ticipant hours as those generated by any other decision.maker. A

rank-ordering of.the participant hour medians shows that the policy

board working cooperatively with the teacher center director/staff/

committee contributed the Second, highest'number of paqicipant hours.

On the other hand, the teacher Center director and other teacher center

staff made decisions for activities which generated the lowest number

of participant hours. In short, the professional staff makes most pro-

gram decisions. But the poliCy board is likely to be involved if large

groups of people and/or long periods of time are,involved (Table G16).

Why were activities offered? Here client request clearly stands'

out as being most important (Figure 10). Over 35 percent of the par-

ticipant hours were generated by activities teachers asked for (Table

.11.7
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G17). The most common pattern probably is a teacher, or a small group

of teachers, going to the teacher center staff and asking that a par-

ticular type of activity be offered. The second greatest amount (15%)

of participant hours were generated by activities identified through

the formal needs assessment. It can be inferred that teacher center

staff also made many of the final decisions for activities identified

in this manner. Also staff, typically on the basis of very informal

needs assessment, make recommendations that certain activities be of-

fered. This happened with regard to over 10 percent of the participant

hours. Thus, in relating the data on who made the decision to why it

was made, it can be concluded that the teacher center staff is very

important in translating the perceived needs of teachers into programs.

Staff members rely heavily on unsolicited_teacher requests and also on

the formal needs assessment. Even in cases where the staff makes a

recommendation, it can be assumed with some certainty, that the recom-

mendations are based on informal'needs assessments. Staff people have

described this process as "walking the halls" and "staying in touch."

About ten percent of the parOcipant hours were related to activ-

ities school districts requested. This often occurred wherethe dis-

trict had recognized that the teacher center is an appropriate and ef-

fective vehicle for aspiring toward district.priorities. For example,

a distrlct might request a teacher center to organize the inservice days.

The medians indicate that when the center offered an activity in response

to a dittrict request the number of both participants and participant

113



hours was quite high (Table G17).

Almost nine percent of the participant hours resulted from policy

board initiatives. For example, the policy board decided to move in a

direction not specified in the proposal. The medians show that these

activities are typically small group but generate a large number of

participant hours meaning these are typically long-term activities.

That teacher centers are'reaching out to work with other organiza-

tions in the education community is borne out by the fact that about

eight percent of the hours were related to activities the teacher cen-

ter offered cooperatively with a unit other than the district. An ex-

ample of this would be the teacher center and Teacher Corps coming to-

gether to offer a single activity. These collaborative activities

were often very large group events. The mean number of participants,

67, (S.D. = 182.6) points to this.

Four percent of the participant hours were from activities that

were offered based on the success of prior similar activities. A

verbatim example is The workthop on newspapers was so successful in

the Fall that the director decided to offer it again in the Spring."

Less than two percent of the participant hours were from activities

that were either recommended-by a committee or had come'about because .

a teacher had engaged in some kind of independent study that was then

shared in 'a group activity.

Summary

The teacher center director and other staff make most of the

120



decisions to offer activities. Although the policy board makes fewer

program decisions, these are likely to result in activities that

generate more participant hours. A logical division of labo seems

to have occurred in a number of projects with the policy board

assuming the staff will make decisions regarding typical activities

but becoming more involved in decisions regarding longer term activ-

ities. It is probable that the longer term activities are most costly

and therefore require more direct policy board involvement.

Most teacher center activities are offered because teachers ask

for them. Interestingly, teacher requests that result in activities

are most often informal. The teacher center staff plays a very,import-

ant role in translating teacher requests into programs. Alttrugh the

formal needs assessments and project objectives define the

within which specific requests are considered, these seem not to deter-
°

mine spedific activities. For example, the formal needs assessment

might have revealed that teachers desire information on using computers

in instruction. However, the actual decision to offer a workshop on

computer assisted instruction in math in October at a certain school

would likely be in'response to a'specific teacher request.

Activity Processes

Each activity has a rationale and topic that can usually be com-

municated. But, what do people do when they are brought together to

foCus on a topic? These processes are typically more difficult to

communicate, to describe. Haying learned in the field test that terms
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such as "seminar" and "workshop" have a wide range of meaning, these

general labels were not used in documenting activity processes.

Rather, a number of specific questions were asked to develop some sense

,of what the activities involved from the perspective of the partici-

pants, i.e., What did it mean for a participant to be involved in a

specific activity?

Duration of Activities

Over 4000 meetings were held in conjunction with the 1658 activ-

Oties (Table G18). The median number of meetings per activity was only

one. But the mean of 2.4 (SD.= 0.57) suggests a bi-modal distribution;

that is, a number of activities met more than two or three times. The

typical meeting ran about two-and-one-half hours (Table G19)..

For each activity the span cf time between the first and last

meetings Of the group was determined. Activities which met only one

time predominate.: The median of one meeting per activity is high-

lighted by the fact that better than twothirds of all teacher center

activities were begun and completed in the span of one day (Table G20).

It is important to note that 'of all teacher center participants, al-

most 80 percent are involved in the one-time, one -day. activities.

But although,the one-day activities predominate with respect to both

frequency of offering and number of participants, these activities con-

tribute disproportionately little:to the total number of participant

hours, Only 37 percent of the -total number of hours were generated by

the one-day activities. The one-day acti.vities dre learly an import-
.1
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ant vehicle for reaching the greatest number of teacher center clients.

But these one-day activities should be appraised in the context of

information that teacher centers are offering other types of develop-
,

ment experiences as well.

The greatest bulk of participant hours were related to activities

that met from two days.to one week and from two to four weeks. These

activities generated 24 percent and 21 percent of the hours respective-

ly and in combination nearly half of the participant hours. Although

only about 17 percent of the participants were involved in these activ-

ities, thesi participants were obviously involved for greater periods

of time. It might be inferred that these experiences were quite in-

tensive since the number of contact hours were concentrated into rela-

tively short periods of time.

One-fifth of all activities met for a period of time extending be-

yond one month. Only about 5 percent of all participants were involved

in these more lengthy activities. Looking at the means for the number

of participants, there is a tendency for the variation in group size

to decrease as the time span expands. The shorter term activities are

definitely more likely than the longer term activities to be large

group.

Duration types. There are certain conditions imposed on any activ-

ity by the number of hours and times the participants meet. Obviously,

a one-time, two-hour experience is quite different from an experience

engaged in ten times for two hours each. Activities spanning differ-
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ent periods of time require different levels of involvement and com-

mitment from participants. From the perspective of a potential par-

ticipant it is quite a different type of decision which leads to at-

tending a two-hour meeting than that which leads to enrollment in a

course that is going to meet 15 times over a period of four months.

It was not possible to delineate every possible combination of

three factors--number of hours, number of meetings, and span of time

from beginning to completion. But those most common in teacher center

programming were identified as duration types (Figure 11). Over 90 per-

cent of all activities were identified as being one of nine types (Table

G21). By examining the frequency of teacher center activities and the

amount of participation with respect to these duration types, it is

p.ossible to derive a more thorough understanding of the variations in

teacher center programming.

Almost 80 percent of all teacher center participants were in-

volved in the one-day activities. There was greater participation in

one-day activities which met for less than three hours (57.4%) than

in those that met for a longer period of time, typically all day

(21.2%). But it can be inferred that those who participated in the

longer (D2) activities had more intensive experiences than those that

participated in the shorter (D1) one-day .activities.

Of the other seven types of activities, D3 activities involved

the greatest number of participants. This duration type includes all

activities that met two, three, or four times in a period of less than



Number
of

Meetings

Number of
Hours

per Meeting

Span
of

Time

1 1/2 - 3 1 day

1 3 1/2 9 1/2 1 day

2 - 4 1/2 - 9 1/2 2 - 6 days

2 4 1/2 9 1/2 1 - 4 weeks

2 4 1/2 9 1/2 5 -16 weeks

5 8 1/2 - 9 1/2 5 - 8 weeks

5 8 1/2 9 1/2 9 -40 weeks

9 -12 1/2 9 1/2 4 8 weeks

9 -15 1/2 - 9 1/2 9 -20 weeks

Figure 11. Activities: nine duration types.
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one week. A common example was the weekend retreat, typically starting

on a Friday evening after school and continuing through the weekend

with conclusion on Sunday afternoon. About 8 percent of all partici-

pants were involved in this type of programming. Given the short span

of time, the D3 activities should be regarded as quite intensive ex-

periences for participants. They generated almost as many participant

hours as the Di and 02 activities.

About 5 percent of the activities were classified as D4. These

are activities that have as many as four_ meetings but these were spread

over a period of time ranging up to four weeks. The most common ex-

ample of this type was the short-term course which met once per week

for one month. These involved about three percent of the participants

and produced about four percent of the, hours.

The D5 activities are like the 04 activities with respect to

number of meetings but they are spread over a greater period of time

ranging from fiveto sixteen weeks. These are less concentrated ex-

periences. An example was a study group that met once per month during

the Fall semester. About one percent of the activities, participants

and hours fell into this category.

The D6 and 07 activities are alike in that they both meet more

than four but fewer than nine times. The difference in these two types

is in span of time. The meetings in D6 activities are concentrated in

a period of time ranging from five to eight weeks whereas in the 07

activities the meetings are spread out over a longer period of time
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ranging from 9 to 40 weeks. An example of a D6 activity was a lecture

series held once per week for eight weeks. An example of a D7 activity

was a curriculum develophErit,group which met once per month throughout

the school year. Neither of these types of activities were frequently

offered nor did they reach many of the teacher center participants.

Also not common were D8 activities. These meet nine to twelve

times over a period of time ranging from four to eight weeks. An

example of this was a course which met three times per week during the

month of July.

D9 activities also have many meetings, from nine to fifteen weeks,

but these are spread out over a greater period of time, from 9 to 20

weeks. An example was a support group which met every other week during

the Spring semester. These made up about three percent of the total

number of activities and involved about two percent of the participants.

But they generated about nine percent of the hours.

The 010 activities were the "other" combinations of number of

meetings, hours and spans. 010 included only about nine percent of the

activities but there was an unexpectedly large loading on this type

for participanthours (27.3%). Examination of the D10 activity des-

criptions revealed that most of these were summer activities that were

not captured by the nine specifically defined types. Unfortunately, the

computer prcgram was based on a content analysis of the data which oc-

curred before summer activities had commenced. A number 6f these activities

identified by computer as 010 had nine to twelve meetings over a period
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of less than three weeks. A large proportion of the participant hours

generated by the "other" activities reflects the intensive summer pro-

gramming that occurred in some projects. Also, there were a number of

activities which had five to eight meetings in a period spanning five

days to four weeks. Most of these were short courses which met five

times in a one month period. These were not picked up by'06which had

been intended to identify the short-term courses.

Size of Groups

More than half the teacher center activities addressed 15-or

fewer participants with a number (13.4%) of these addressing less

than six. A ?pical teacher center activityls definitely not a large

group event (/able G22).

Close one-quarter oPall'activities served medium size groups,

from 16 to 25 participants. A smaller number, 17 percent, were larger

group events, with participation ranging from 26 to 50. Only about

six percept of the activities could be classified as very large groups,

that is, /with more than 51 participants.

Instruction/Facilitation

Classroom teachers play an important role in facilitating teacher

center programming for their colleagues. In almost one-quarter of all

he activities, the primary facilitator was a practicing classroom

/ teacher. The predominance of classroom teachers in teacher center pro-

gramming is heightened when it is considered that teacher center staff

people provided the instruction in almost 30 percent of all activities.

128
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It is known, from the background information provided by the 37 pro-

jects, that most teacher center staff people, with the exception of

the director, were, classroom teachers immediately prior to assuming

staff positions with teacher centers. So, in effect, more than one-half

of the activities were conducted by people whose primary role group

affiliation would be considered that of classroom teacher (Table G23).

A distant second in terms of providing instruction were profes-

sors (11.4Z). Looking at the participant hours medians, it is clear

that professors are likely to be associated with the more intensive

activities, e.g., credit bearing courses. Classroom teachers are more

likely to facilitate shorter-term activities.

Independent consultants, defined as experts who have no insti-

tutional role affiliation, were also likely to be associated with

activities generating more participant hours. About eight percent of

the activities were facilitated by consultants. In comparison with

professors, the participant groups were larger. The large standard

deviation for the number of participants (5( = 44.9; SD = 131.8) in-

dicates that in a number of instances the groups were very large. So,

whereas the participant hours associated with activities conducted by

professors were likely to be generated by long-term courses for medium

size groups, the participant hours, associated with consultant-led

activities,were likely to be generated by short-term activities for

very large size groups (Table G23). This is probably related to the fact

that many independent consultants are expensive out-of-town speakers.
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Teacher center directors facilitated less than eight percent of

all activities. It is known from interviews with directors that this

is much less than they had anticipated when they initially assumed

the role of director. Although most directors had anticipated their

primary function would be running activities for teachers, their roles

have evolved to have other primary responsibilities, particularly

administrative.

School administrators, for example, building principals and central

office staff, facilitated only about six percent of the activities.

Other local resource people, for example a scientist from the community,

instructed in about eight percent of the activities. Less frequently

involved in facilitation were professional teaching staff other than

classroom teachers e.g., reading specialist. They instructed in less

than three percent of the activities (Table G23).

Almost one-third of all activities involved more than one instruc-

tor or facilitator. In most cases, the facilitators were from

the same role group. But in ten percent of the activities the facil-

itators were from different role groups. It is interesting to note

that when the facilitators were from different role groups, the number

of participants and hours were typically much greater than when the

facilitators were from-the same role group. A probable explanation would

be that when different role groups are involved in facilitation, the

activity is likely to require more contact hours to allow input from

each of the facilitators (Table G24).
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Instructional Processes

The typical activity involved at least two different types of

experiences for the participants. Verbal presentation by the instructor

was by far the most common means of facilitation (Table G25). Pre-

sentations were made in 70 percent of the activities. Participants had

an opportunity to engage in a discussion in over half of the activities.

In a great number of cases presentation and discussion were in con-

junction with the same activity.

In almost half of the activities there was an experiential com-

ponent to the activity. This was often related to materials develop-

ment, but also included such opportunities as videotaping, peer observa-

tion, field trips, or independent projects. Demonstrations were offered

by the instructors in 38 percent of the activities. The greatest num-

ber of these had to do with materials development and they were often

conducted in conjunction with an-experiential opportunity for partici-

pants to develop their own materials. There were also a number of in-

stances where the facilitator demonstrated specific teaching skills and

strategies.

Media was used in only six percent of the activities; but it should

be noted that when media were involved, the activity was likely to gen-

erate a greater than average number of hours. An explanation would be

that if, for example, one is showing a film, more time is required to

have a total instructional experience.

Less than one percent of the activities involved concurrent ses-

sions. In these, the participants had multiple options and/or experi-
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ences. Often these were conference-like, with teachers participating

in several different types of experiences. As would be expected, the

activities with concurrent sessions, which typically involved all the

processes delineated specifically above, attracted large groups of

participants and generated an inordinately large number of participant

hours.

Evaluation

In most projects a standard procedure is used for evaluating each

activity that is offered. Most commonly this is a written question-

naire. Standard procedures were used to evaluate over 60 percent of

all activities (Table G26).

Followup evaluations were done for only about three percent of the

activities. But in the few cases where this was done, the activities

generated a very high number of participant hours. It can be inferred

that followup is most likely to be a part of an activity if it has been

a long-term experience for the participants. In looking.at the medians

for number of participants, it is clear that folTowup is likely to be

done when the group of participants is relatively small. The mean

of 14 (S.D. = 6.5) indicates that this procedure is rarely used for

large group activities.

In about seven percent of the activities an activity-specific

evaluation procedurewas used. The pure example would be an ex-

amination given at the end of the course. Like the followup procedures,

the activity-specific evaluation procedures were most commonly

done in the more intensive activities associated with a large number
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of participant hours.

The teacher center staff relied on eliciting informal verbal feed-

back for four percent of the activities. This process was used in in-

stances where there tended to be larger groups (X = 37; SD = 67) and

for activities that required few contact hours.

Fully one-quarter of the activities had no evaluation component.

But the typical non-evaluated activity generated very few participant

hours. With a mean of 38.2 (SD = 108.9) it can be inferred that it is

the very large group, short-term activity that is least likely to be

evaluated.

Summary

Over two-thirds of the activities involved no more than one meeting.

These one-time activities attracted over three-quarters of all teacher

center participants. Next most important, in terms of frequency and

participants, were multiple session activities spanning one week or

less. These involved about ten percent of the participants.

More than half the activities involved fewer than 15 participants.

Many (13.4%) involved less than six participants. The typical teacher

center activity is definitely not a large group event.

More than half the activities are facilitated by either practicing

classroom teachers or teacher center staff whose primary role affilia-

tion is that of classroom teacher. Professors facilitated about 11 per-

cent. Independent consultants, teacher center directors, school admin=

istrators and local resource people each facilitated about eight percent

of the activities.
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The typical activity included a verbal presentation by the in-

structor and provision for group discussion. Demonstrations, how-

ever, were common, particularly with respect to materials, as were

other experiential, hands-on experiences for participants.

Most activities were evaluated through the use of a standard

procedure, typically a written questionnaire. About one-quarter of the

activities were not evaluated but these tended to be very large group

activities which met for short p&iods of time.

Participation Inducers

A cluster of questions was asked in an effort to understand what

motivates teachers to participate in teacher center activities. Does

the way teachers are informed of activities have a bearing on whether

or not they will participate? Does when an activity is offered make

a difference? Is participation related to where an activity is of-

fered? And finally, do teachers find tangible incentives, such as

college credit, powerful inducers? Assuming that teacher centers

aspire to increase interest and participation in their programs, these

data should provide valuable insight into how to design inservice so as

to optimize teacher participation.

Method of Announcement

With only four exceptions each of the 37 projects has a periodical

publication. Typically, these are distributed monthly and provide a

complete listing of all teacher center activities to be offered in the

near future. These newsletters are by far the most frequently used
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vehicle for advertisement, announcing over one-half of the activities.

About one-third of the activities were announced through activity-

specific print material. These materials included, for example, fly-

ers, brochures and posters. Often these materials were used to sup-

plement announcements previously made in the newsletter. Looking at

the medians, it can be seen that activity-specific advertisement is

associated with activities with greater participation and participant

hours (Table G27).

The use of district communication channels is interesting. Ex-

amples of these channels are a district newsletter and the school

building public address system. These channels were used for only 11

percent of the activities. But over 20 percent of the total number of

participant hours were associated with activities advertised through

the district or. school. Activities advertised in this way attracted

the largest group size and generated the most participant hours.

,Participants were personally notified of upcoming events for 14

percent of the activities. Some personal contact methods were tele-

phone calls, letters and memos, as well as personal contact. Activities

advertised in this way generated over 10 percent of the participant

hours. This was most likely to be used for activities of short dura='

tion.

Public media were used for only seven percent of the act-

ivities. Teacher centers do not rely heavily on media such as

television, radio and community newspaper announcements. However,
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when these methods are used, they tend to be associated with large group

activities.

Time Activities Convened

Activities were most likely to be held after school (35%), during

the working day (27%), ,or on school holidays other than weekends (23%).

Over 40 percent of the teacher center participants attended activities

offered during the working day. However, these activities generated

only 30 percent of the total number of participant hours.

More participant hours were associated with activities held on

school holida, s. Twenty-three percent of the activities were held on

holidays but they generated over 37 percent of the participant hours.

These are obfio

,Although m

were associated

sly more intensive experiences for participants.

st activities (35%) were held after, school, they

with only 16 percent of the participant hours. These

types of activities appear to be less intensive (Table G28).

No other times for holding activities generated. more than 5 per-

cent of the participant hours. These included activities held in the

evening (5%), and on weekends (5%). Slightly over three percent were

associated with activities which started during the school day and

continued into after-school. hours. These all occurred in one project

which has made arrangements with the district to release teachers

during the last period of the school day to begin afternoon profession-

al development activities. The number of contact hours tends to be

high under these conditions. Less than 2 percent of the activities

1 06
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started after school and continued into the evening.

Location of Activities

Activities are most likely to be held either at the teacher cen-

ter (55%) or a school (33%). Although more activities were held at

the teacher center, these attracted smaller groups of participants

for shorter periods of time than those held in a school. An interpreta-

tion would be that teachers find activities held in schools more con-

venient and/or that teacher center facilities are not large enough for

large group activities (Table G29).

Only a few activities (2%) were held in district buildings other

than schools. But these activities, held i.n facilities such as a dis-

trict's central office, tended to generate a large number of contact

hours. The same was true for the activities (3%) held on college

campuses. These sites seem to be used for the longer term or more

intensive activities. Community facilities such as libraries were

used infrequently (1.6%).

Available Tangible Incentives

For virtually every activity, "professional and/or personal in-

terest" was specified as being the reason most participants attended.

This response, however, was probed for other possible activity features

which might have attracted some participants or encouraged them to

attend. If any tangible incentive were associated with an activity,

this was recorded as a possible inducer whether or not it was used by

teachers. For example, if the activity were approved for state recer-

1;;7
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tification credit, then this was listed as an incentive. But it is

important to underscore the fact that it is not known exactly how

many teachers received the benefit of the incentive. It is likely

that some participants already completed all requirements for re-

certification (Table G30).

Almost 40 percent of all teacher center activities did not have

any tangible incentive attached to them. But since these activities

only generated 13 percent of the participant hours, it can be inferred

that incentives buttress professional interest in attracting teacher

participants (Figure 12).

The opportunity to participate in teacher center activities during

the working day appears to be a powerful motivator for teachers. Some-

times substitutes are provided. More often teachers participated during

their free period or lunch hour. Almost 20 percent of the activities

involved teachers during the working day, accounting for almost one-

quarter of the participants and generating over 23 percent of the

participant hours.

Almost ten percent of the activities were held on working days

but when schools were not in session. About 20 percent of those who

participated in center activities did so on these district/school

inservice days. Clearly the very large group (Y= 57.4; SD = 134.4)

activities are held on days when school is closed for inservice

(Table G30).

Only 12 percent of the activites could be engaged in for district

credit or a salary increment. Eight percent of the activities could
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Figure 12. Incentives possibly motivating teacher
participation in group activities.
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be engaged in for college credit, usually applicable toward a graduate

degree, and 7 percent for state credit, typically related to state

requirements. It should be emphasized that in many cases one activity

was offered for all three or two of these credit types. Thus one could

state with certainty that no more than 27 percent of the activities had

any kind of credit hours attached.

Activities offered for credit generated a greater proportion of

the participant hours than those without credit ( Table G30). Al-

though only about eight percent of the activities had college credit

attached, these produced about 25 percent of the participant hours.

Likewise, about 12 percent of the activities carried district credit,

but these produced 18 percent of the hours. The activities (6.8%)

for state credit generated 12 percent of the participant hours

(Figure 12).

Examination of the participant hour medians reveals that of the

three types of credit-bearing activities, the typical course for college

credit required many more hours of participation than an activity for

school district credit. Activities for state credit were also longer

than those for district credit (Table G30).

In less than eight percent of the activities were participants

encouraged to attend with monetary incentives such as stipends or

reimbursement for travel expenses.

small group, short-term activities.

About five percent of the activities had an added attrition.

When this was done it was for
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What was called an attraction varied tremendci Toss projects.

In some projects it was felt teachers attenc1E1 beca,:,ie free instruc-

tional materials were distributed. In others, having a pot-luck

supper was considered an added benefit. A couple of activities were

cited as being particularly-inviting because they were held in a

colleague's home.

Inducer Types

It was hypothesized that each activity has a drawing power that

cannot be totally explained by teacher interest in the activity's

announced topic. It was suspected that three factors, in addition to

relevant content, are important in inducing teacher participation.

These three factors--time of offering, location of meetings and

tangible incentives--were examined in combination with each other.

"Time" was considered as an inducing factor in activities held at the

most convenient time, assumed to be during the working day. "Location"

was considered a positive factor for activities held either at a school

or the teacher center. If an activity had any tangible incentive at-

tached to it, it was considered as having an inducing factor. It

was predicted that activities positive with respect to all three

factors would generate the most participant hours.

Four different inducer types were delineated on a continuum

ranging from no obvious external motivators to those with three (Table

G31)., Activities with no inducing factors were not rated positive

with respect to time, location, or tangible incentive. An extreme ex-
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ample would be a non-credit bearing seminar held on a college campus on

a Saturday evening during Spring vacation. Interestingly, four percent

of the activities were of this type and they actually attracted over

2700 participants. That there were any activities in this category

that attracted any participants is noteworthy. Although these

activities were not typically, long term, they'd° stand out in

attracting an average of 35 participants. It can be inferred

that these activities had particularly strong drawing power based on

the topic. A more typical example was an evening mainstreaming sym-

posium held at the district's central office.

Slightly less than one-quarter of the activities had one positive

inducing factor. A number of these were held at a school or the center

(i.e., location as an inducer) but after school and with no tangible

incentive. Activities with only one inducer generated about 20 percent

of the hours.

More than one-quarter of the activities had two positive inducers.

These activities, as predicted, produced proportionately more par-

ticipant hours (32.1%). A common example was an activity held at the

teacher center (i.e., location as an inducer) for college credit (i.e.,

tangible incentive as inducer) but after school (i.e., time not posi-

tive).

Over 40 percent of the activities were held during the working day

at either the center or a school and had some kind of tangible incen-
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tive. These activities with three inducers involved about half of

all teacher center participants but they produced only 42 percent of

the hours (Table G31). The typical activity with three inducers was

more likely to be large group (X = 29.7; SD = 82.2) than the activities

with fewer inducers. An example likely to have large group participa-

tion was the inservice day conference held during the working day

(i.e., time as an inducer) at a school (i.e., location as an incentive)

when school was not in session (i.e., tangible incentive as inducer).

A more frequent example of this type was a workshop held during the

working day (i.e., time) at a school (i.e., location) that teachers were

able to participate in because they had either a free period or sub-

stitutes were available (i.e., release time as an inducer).

Summary

Participation is clearly related to having a program which ad-

dresses a relevant topic. More topics emerged from teacher request

than from any other source, supporting the belief that teacher centers

should be responsive to teachers' needs as they themselves perceive them.

But although relevant programming is definitely important in attracting

participants, it is well known that this by itself is not enough. As-

suming a number of offerings have about equal relevance, why is it that

some attract more participants than others?

Method of advertising seems to be very important. A periodical

announcement vehicle such as a newsletter is valuable. Participants

anticipate this list of announcements of upcoming offerings. A compre-
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hensive listing of current and future programs provides a context for

participant selection of activities.

Activity-specific print materials are particularly important,'

probably serving to supplement the more comprehensive newsletters.

These'specific materials distributed shortly before an activity serve

as reminders to those planning to attend and additionally they prob-

ably attract some who hadn't previously planned-on attending.

Time is important. Teachers are more likely to attend if activ-

ities are held at convenient times. More teachers are likely to attend

activities held during normal working hours. Several provisions can be

made to allow inservice during the day. Lunch time activities are

popular--teachers are there and they seem to like activities which are

brought to them at this time. Secondary teachers seem to'be attracted

to activities that are held during their planning periods. In the typ-

ical secondary school each period there are several teachers available

for inservice activities. A number of teachers can be served if the

same activity is repeated during several different periods. Providing

substitutes is clearly one way to carve out time for teacher inservice

but this can be costly. There is also mixed teacher feeling on this- -

some teachers don't like to leave their classes for inservice. That

the greatest percentage of participant hours was generated by activ-

ities held on holidays supports the notion that teachers are highly

likely to participate when they are free from instructional respon-

sibilities.



The very common after school workshops should probably be closely

examined. It cannot be assumed that teachers are available for in-

service at this time. Although after school activities were offered

frequently, they were not characterized by a high rate-of-participation.

Teacher centers might attract more-participants by offering fewer activ-

ities but by offering them at times during the day when teachers are

periodically relieved from classroom duties or on vacation time when

teachers are totally free from school-related responsibilities.

Teachers are also more likely to attend activities which are held

in locations convenient to where they work. Probably one of the most

attractive features of most teacher center programming is that teachers

don't have to travel great distances to attend. Possibly the most un-

attractive offerings-are those held'after school at distant locations.

Almost forty percent of the activities had no tangible incentives

attached. But these generated less than 20 percent of the participant

hours. Although over 30 percent of all clients participated in activ-

ities with no tangible incentives, teacher center staff should be

aware that teachers are not likely to participate in long-term act-

ivities under this condition.

The availability of college credit appears to be very important

in attracting participants to long-term activities. Also the avail-

ability of district and state credit also induces long-term participa-

tion.

Time, location and tangible incentives are important in attracting
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participants. It was found that participation was directly related

to each of these factors independently and also in combination with

each other.

Summary

Before attempting to summarize the data concerning group activ-

ities--a data pool that is very large--some perspective is necessary.

Although group activities are considered by many to be the backbcne of

inservice education, that notion has been challenged within teacher cen-

ters. Thus, as one thinks about what occurs in group activities, it

should also be kept in mind that more teachers took advantage of in-

dividualized services and resources in teacher centers during the period

of the study than enrolled in group activities. Although group activ-

ities are very important, one must never forget this contextual fact.

As one would expect, the primary clients in teacher centers are

classroom teachers. However, administrators are also being served, as'

are non-teaching professionals and non-certified school staff. Only

preservice teachers appear to be receiving short shrift in teacher

center activities.

Perhaps one reason that teacher centers have not been as disruptive

within institutional settings as some had previously thought they would

be is that the content of their programs is not only not radical, but

probably quite consistent with what other vested interest groups would

suggest as important. Fully 75 percent of the participant hours gen-

erated in teacher center activities focused on improving instruction

for children. Interestingly, the primary focus was on pedagogy, i,e.,
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specific methods for interacting with children in instructional set-

tings. The second main area related to the instruction of children

was curriculum, and basic skills was at the top of that list. Often,

in fact, curriculum and pedagogy were addressed in combination. Thus,

the typical content for teacher center activities is clearly not radi-

cal, and in fact suggests that when teachers are given the autonomy

to develop their own inservice activities, they focus on content areas

that are very similar to what other groups would be likely to select.

Probably the most significant finding is that teachers like to

become involved in activities that deal with the development and pro-

duction of teacher-made materials. This could suggest that teachers

desire not to be the "slave" of textbook publishers, but in the past

have had little opportunity to do anything about it. In fact, if one

analyzes the skills of your typical teacher training staff, whether it

be in a school district or on a university campus, one rarely finds

much expertise in.the materials development area.

One additional finding concerning the content of teacher center

activities appears quite important. Teacher centers did not focus near-
,

ly as many of the activities on helping children with special needs as

some might f.:xpect. In fact, only about 14 percent of the par,ticipant

hours had that focus, and less than five percent of these

were in the area of helping teachers develop skills to deal with handi-
,

capped youngsters. This suggests that many of the current inservice

initiatives, to help teachers deal with children who have special

needs, are addressing the needs of someone other than teachers, i.e.,
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politicians, advocates, and bureaucrats.

Approximately one-quarter of the participant hours were generated

by activities that did not focus on the instruction of children, but

rather on the personal or professional development of the teacher.

The great bulk of these activities focused on such topics as helping

teachers learn about other opportunities, and developing non-teaching

professional skills such as skills for helping colleagues learn, and

skills for grant writing. A very limited number of participant hours

were generated by activities focusing on personal areas such as teacher

stress, or on what some might consider.to be extraneous areas such as

cake baking and belly dancing. At any rate, for those who raise the

specter of teachers using the teacher center for non-professional

activities, these data offer very little support.

It was reported in Chapter III that teacher center policy boards

focus on policy, and to a great extent delegate the day -to -day deci-

sions to staff members. That finding is.buttressed in the data con=

cerning group activities. Although the single most important reason

for offering an activity was client request, the actual decision to

offer that activity is typically made by the teacher center director

or other staff members. One might conclude that policy boards make

many of their most important decisions in the personnel area,.i.e.,

careful selection of those whoare charged with the responsibility for

being responsive to'teacher needs.

Atthough the instructional and facilitative procesSes used in

teacher center activities are not startling (i.e., lecture and discus-
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sion), there is what appears to be more experiential and hands on 1-n-

volvement than one typically finds in inservice programs. Interesting-

ly, the great bulk of this' hands on experience relates to the develop-

ment of materials for use with children in classrooms. Again, teacher

interest in materials comes through.

One of the most distinct facts concerning group activities is that

they tend not only to be very short, but they also tend to be very fo-

cused. In other words, teachers prefer specifically targeted and de-

fined activities that can be initiated and completed within a short

time span. They also prefer activities that serve limited numbers of

clients at any single time, i.e., the great bulk of teacher center

activities enroll less than 15 clients. Finally,-and this is not a

startling finding,' teachers prefer to enroll in activities that are

taught by a classroom teacher or those closely related to, classroom in-

struction. But the "traditional" inservice instructors are still being

used at moderately high degrees in teacher centers, i.e., college pro-

fessors, school administrators and other professional Staff, and out-

side consultants.

One of the important lessons to be learned from teacher center

activities is that teachers like, and respond to, high levels of com-

munication. -Teacher centers send out what some might think to be inor-

dinate numbers of flyers and periodic newsletters. An analysis of

these data, however, suggests that the more specific and personal the

communicative agent, the more likely teachers are to attend.

Teachers appear to attend activities for a variety of reasons, the
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most important probably being that the content provokes an interest in

them. Beyond that, however, the time of day is very important. An

analysis of these data can be misleading if one does not look carefully

at what they mean. Although the largest number of activities occurred

after school, these activities generated a disproportionately lower

number of participant hours than did those offered at other times.

Additionally, convenient location and geographic accessibility is im-

portant to teachers--something that those who have had to wrestle with

campus parking problems have known, for years. Finally, although tan-

gible incentives are important, the data gathered :thus far in the

teacher centers_study_suggests that teachers are motivated to become

involved in activities for something other than the trinkets that have

so often been associated with teacher involvement. Teachers do prefer

tangible incentives for involvement in long-term, highly-intensive,

or long-duration activities. They dosnot, however, require concrete

rewards for involvement in the short-term, highly-focused activities

that characterize teacher centers.

This study has gathered data concerning teacher center policy boards,

individualized services and resources, and group activities. A great

deal has been learned that should aid not only those involved and inter-,

ested in teacher centers, but also those who have a more general inter-

est in inservice teacher education. The next chapter will explore the

meaning of some of the findings of this study and will speculate about

how these meanings might be translated into programmatic improvements.
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Chapter VI

Implications for Inservice Education

This study was about teacher centers. However, much has also

been learned that should prove helpful to both program developers and

researchers in the larger enterprise of inservice education. If teach-

er centers are, in fact, an organizational structure for inservice edu-

cation, then those things that have been learned from teacher centers

ought to be useful in other approaches to helping professional educa-

tors enhance their skills.

The implications presented in this chapter are based in data.

But the data=based implications have been supported by knowledge gained

in informal observations during the past two-and-one-half years, as well

as by4Dowledge of the field of teacher education gained through years

of experience.

About Teacher Centers

This descriptive study, which relied on self report data, yielded

information that is both reliable and accurate, but does not provide

for the testing of theoiAies_or for the generation of important new

principles. Rather, descriptive research attempts to "paint a picture"

of a phenomenon. It attempts to answer the question, Wh'at exists?

In this instance, it attempts to provide baseline information about

teacher centers specifically;andinservice education in general; that

has not been available in the past. It is important to look at the

qualitative aspects of these data so that it will be possible to bet-

,.ter understand the speculative nature of the implications for inservice

education that will be provided later. The findings presented below
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are viewed as important but not exhaustive.

Policy boards

Teachers are taking an active role in policy board decision-
making meetings. Although they constitute only 64 percent
of the membership, they contribute 71 percent of the at-
tendance at meetings.

Policy boards make more decisions with regard to managing
the project than they do with respect to program development
and implementation.

Policy boards make about an equal number of policy decisions
and administrative decisions. Policy decisions are more
likely to be made with respect to project management than
they are with respect to program development.

Policy boards often act on the recommendations of standing
committees. The typical policy board has four standing com-
mittees and these are most likely to be assighed responsi-
bilities with respect to program development and to budget.

Group activities

Over 43,000 teachers participated for over 280,000 participant
hours in group activities offered by 37 projects, (This is
the equivalent of the level of participation that would be
expected from 41 projects over a six-month period.)

The typical project completes five activities per month and
serves 93 clients.

:ighty percent of the clients are classroom teachers.

Developing teacher pedagogical skills is the primary concern
of teacher centers. Next in priority is developing teacher
knowledge in school curricular areas (basic skills is #1).

Over one-quarter of the activities are narrowly focused to
meet the needs of small groups of specifically identified
teachers.

Teacher center staff make the decision to offer most of
the activities.

These decisions are typically made within the context of
project objectives, but in response to the specific re-
quests of individual teachers or small groups of teachers.
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Most of the activities meet only one time, but the greatest
number of participant hours are generated by activities
which meet more than once.

More than half of the activities were for small groups,
less than 15 participants.

Verbal presentation by an expert was by far the most common
means of instruction/facilitation. But in more than half
of the activities there was also a small group discussion
and/or an experiential component.

More than 60 percent'of the activities were formally eval-
uated.

Most activities were announced by newsletter. Those activ-
ities, however, that were announced by specific print mater-
ial, e.g., flyer, generated more participant hours.

Most activities were held after school and either at the
teacher center or in a school building.

Almost 40 percent of all teacher center activities did not
have one tangible incentive for participation. They were
most often activities that met only one or two times.

Tangible incentives,, when they were used, were most likely
to be release time or a credit of one type or another.

Services and resources

Teachers were served more times individually through estab-
lished services and resources (55,628) than through group
activities (43,185).

In the typical project, the staff provides direct individual-
ized service 40 times per month.

Additionally, the staff matched individual teachers with spe-
cific resources an average of 24 times per month.

In the typical project, an average of 48 teachers per month
took advantage of materials and equipment available at the
teacher center.

On the average, about 9 teachers per month received some
kind of financial support from the teacher center to pursue
individual goals, e.g., release time, incentive awards.
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The data represent literally hundreds of facts that can be viewed

in relationship to each other.' In act, an attempt was made in the

past few chapters as well as in the appendices to provide as much of

the information--as many of the facts--as was possible. It is only

when one observes these facts, thinks about them, and attempts to re-

late them to other facts, as well as to other knowledge, that new

insights are developed -and new understanding occurs.

Content from the Perspective of Classroom Teachers

The data gathered indicate quite clearly that the substance,

structure, delivery format, and other aspects of teacher center activ-

ities, services and resources are determined by those who receive

training, i.e., classroom teachers for the most part. No one could

or would claim that each and every activity, service, or resource can

be linked directly to classroom teacher determination. Rather, in many

cases, filtering mechanisms such as committees and policy boards were

used, while in other cases formal needs assessment procedures were

used. However, a great number of the activities that occur in teacher

centers are directly related to client request, and the rest of the

program development is not far removed. Thus, one can think about the

implications for inservice education by asking the question, What do

teachers view as the content priorities in inservice education?

Substance

Using teacher centers as a cutting edge for learning, one can build

a very strong case for heightened activity in Anservice programs that are

related to instructional materials development. One finds this perva-

sive in teacher centers. Many of the services, resources and experien-
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tial activities focused on providing skills in developing materials

that can be used in their classrooms with children. Although this may

not appear startling on the surface, an inspection of the precis of

inservice programs that are developed in a number of institutions,

e.g., colleges, school districts, intermediate school districts, etc.,

reveal that scant attention is paid to this topic. Additionally, one

finds very few teacher educators who cite as a primary strength their

ability to work with teachers in the development of teacher-made in-

structional materials. Not only does the need apparently exist for

inservice educators to move in this direction, these data suggest that

perhaps teachers are as frustrated with the curriculum and instructional

materials that are commercially available as are those who revile them

in the literature.

Nearly 60 percent of the participant hours in teacher center activ-

ities were related to the development of pedagogical skills. This means

that teachers, when they have a voice, clearly ask for new and better

ways to instruct children in classrooms. This may sound like an ex-

pected finding to some, while it may sound startling to others. How-

ever, when one peruses the inservice offerings frequently made avail-

able to teachers, the development of pedagogical skills certainly does

not constitute anywhere near 60 percent of that list. It is also im-

portant 6 note that, for the most part, teachers are not looking for

complex skills to be mastered. Rather, they appear to be more inter-

ested in enhancing their repertoire of basic skills and techniques that
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have distinct implications for classroom practice. Thus, while teach-

ers would not likely gravitate toward intense training programs on de-

veloping teaching skills for concept attainment and concept formation,

they would likely move rapidly into programs designed to enhance their

already existing skills or to develop new skills for use with already

existing curricular areas, e.g., a workshop on new games in phonics.

Most importantly, however, is that inservice staff developers need

not devote a great deal of effort to tempting teachers with new and

exotic programs. Rather., evidence from this study suggestsclearly

that a prilary concern for teachers in inservice programs is, in fact,

the enhancecient.of skills for instructing children.

If one wants to develop iiservice programs that reflect teacher-

perceived needs, one need not.spehd a ,great deal of time developing

prPseams that are designed to help teachers instruct children with

special needs. As ontrJe as that may ring, teacher center activities

were siffdly.not heavily focused on helping teachers develop skills in

working with hvidicapped, Qifted, tuturall,y different, or economically

disadvantaged children. There may be a varietyof reasons for this.

It is possible that many ttachers view good instruction as applicable

to any child. Additionally, there is the possibility that teachers

view the special programs that are available for dealing with handi-

capped children in the clace,rrnm to be someone else's needs, i.e,

those who promote the progrzns. Regardless, the facts cannot be denied.

:..acher perceived needs are to be reflected, there should be minimal

emphasis on developing skills to work with children having special needs.
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. a
It is probably not surprising tKat teachers will attend activ-

ities addressing classroom management. This type of programming is

not so prominent, however, as some might expect. While teachers are

looking for new and better organizational structures for managing

classrooms, they are not beating down the doors for programs on dis-

ciplining children. One must be careful, however, not to misinter-

pret the message being delivered by teachers--although good management

skills are necessary, and although most teachers can use additional

training in this area, classrooms are not chaotic, and children are

not out of control.

Finally, teachers still request programs that will help them de-

velop curriculum. Although closely related to the development, of

materials, curriculum development activities tend to extend over

greater periods of time. Teachers are interested in looking at that

which is taught, they are interested in enhancing the curriculum that

is required, and at the same time they are interested in developing

new curriculum areas.

The structure of content

It has been said that one can separate educators into two dis-

tinct classes--those who attempt to render things complex, and those

who attempt to simplify. If one can accept this distinction; then

teachers clearly prefer inservice programs that attempt to reduce the

complexity of the world they live in. Notable in the teacher center

activities are content offerings that are highly targeted and focused,

of short duration, and often designed to help teachers master very
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basic, quickly transferable classroom skills.

Some "teacher center watchers" were skeptical at the onset of the

Program that the content of teacher center activities would be narcis-

sistic, i.e., they would, to a disproportionate level, focus on the

personal aspects of a teacher's life such as the stress of classrooms

or the effect of teaching on personality development. This has simply

not occurred. Rather, if one uses the content of teacher center of-

ferings as vguide, then one must take the position that teachers are

much more interested in doing their job well, and in learning new

skills that will help them achieve this. Although there were some

program activities relating to the personal needs of teachers, simply

stated, they were few and far between.

Other interested observers of teacher centers predicted a dispro-

portionately high frequencyof what some might call "silly" activities.

'Ag6in, an analysis Df the content of teacher center programs simply

does not support this. To be sure, there were a few activities in the

"cake decorating, rug hooking, and belly dancing" domain, but activ-

ities-of this nature,were very rare, and cannot, in any wayi be con-

strued to reflect pejoratively on the quality of teacher perceived

needs for inservice education.

In summary, probably the most important observation to be made

is that teachers are, indeed, a very diverse group of professionals.

Generally,. they perceive themselves to need basic help with the most

fundamental tasks of teaching, and, they prefer that content be broken

into very specific and focused segments. The substantive needs of
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teachers support a view of teachers as being interested in and serious

about their work, as well as being willing to put forth the effort to

learn things that are perceived to be potentially helpful in the tasks

of instructing children.

Inservice Delivery from the Perspective of Classroom Teachers

Inservice educators have a great deal to learn from teachers about

the delivery of their programs. If one accepts the "course" as the

standard delivery mechanism for inservice education, and adds to that

the conventional practice of workshops and seminars, then teacher cen-

ter delivery formats are characterized by their diversity. In fact,

there is probably no aspect of teacher centers that so clearly pro-

vides a hallmark for distinction as does the creative delivery formats

that have emerged.

Individualized inservice

If one were to set the goal of providing individualized, one-to-

one assistance to many teachers as a necessary characteristic of either

a university,or school based inservice program, the staff developers

would say "impossible." But it is just this that has been achieved in

teacher centers--and it has occurred at a pace that is startling. It

must be underscored that teachers actually received individual service

fronFteacher centers in frequencies greater than they participated in

group activities.

If one accepts the notion that individualized inservice is very

labor intensive, then the question must be raised concerning how

teacher centers were able to provide it at such a high level. This is
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a doubly important question when one considers the very limited staff

(abou't 11/2 full-tiM'e staff members per. project) that are availabl6 for

program delivery. There were numerous instances of teacher center

staff working individually, with teachers to solve instructional,prob-

lems and to help teachers develop new skills. Teacher centers de-

velope'd other methods as well, methods that are very creative, and

appear to be very satisfying to clients. First, teacher center staff

(and sometimes this even included volunteers and secretaries) became

linking agents. They worked toward helping teachers locate and make

contact with appropriate and needed resources. These resources may

have been human (another teacher), or they may have been material (a

book or a set of instructional materials). In some cases, they were

technological, involving computers. This ability to develop creative

ways of linking teachers with needed resources-has become endemic to

teacher centers, and should provide inservice educators with a model

worth emulating.

A second method used by teacher center staff to provide individual-

ized service to teachers is embedded in the concept of accessibility.

Teacher centers strive to make resources available in a manner that

optimizes opportunities for use. Examples of this type of program de-

velopment can be found in materials and equipment centers that teachers

can visit and work in without direct involvement of teacher center staff.

In some cases, even money was made available. The important point is

that by branching' beyond the notion of person to person contact and

embracing the notions of linking teachers with resources and providing

160
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accessibility to auto-instructional tools, the concept of individual-

ized inservice for teachers has beeh greatly enh4nced.

It is possible to find some'Of.the talismans of individualized

inservice indroupactivities as well. Teacher centers tend to be

characterized by experiential activities-- activities where teachers

become actively involved in their own development. This active rather

than passive involvement in group activities promotes personal involve-

ment, not only with instructors and"facilitators, but with colleagues

as well. When this occurs, one can observe a different type of in-

dividualized inservice.

Overarching the approach to individualized inservice has been

the recognition of the importance of ambiance. Teacher centers,

whether intentional or not, accepted from the onset the need to provide

an inviting and secure environment where activities were held.and where

services and resources were provided. Probably the single most import-
..

ant concept underlying this. ambiance has-been the uncondittonal accep-

tance of teachers and their self perceived needs. For many teachers,

a fellow professional was saying for the first time, "Tell me what you

want, your needs are important to me.",

Hopefully, teacher educators will look closely at the individual-

ized teacher inservice that has emerged from-teacher center, projects.

Even more hopefully; perhaps they'll learn f...-nm these experiences.

Perhips the more conventional and institutionalized inservice programs

will begin to emulate the best of teacher centers by providing direct

service to individual teachers.

1C1
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ForMat

There appear to be three factors which characterize teacher cen-

ter actiAties that should provide important lessons for inservice

educators. Succinctly, teachers prefer activities that are brief in

terms of the number of times they meet, that are convenient, and are

designed for small numbers of participnts. It should also be re-

membered that teachers prefer specific and highly focused activities.

Interestingly, when these three characterishics are evidentothe need

for tangible incentives drops significantly. - It's almost as if teachers
.40

believe that short, accessible, small group and highly focused 'inserv-

ice activities are designed for them, while long,, course-like activ-

ities are someone else'sse's idea concerning what they should hr. At
c

any rate, teachers will participate readily in the shorter, fo,:used

activities with little or no tangible incentive, while the longer

activities require one or more of the standard incentives such. as

credit, release time, or stipend.

There is clearly a place in inservice education for training activ-

itieS that occur during the working day. Not only does this communi-

cate recognition of the importance of inservice education, but it also

has the marked benefit of providing the opportunity for intensive

staff deyelopment activities that are-not possible in the more standard

course and workshop formats. It is noteworthy that activities that are

designed to occur during the working day can provide as much as six

hours of uninterrupted time for programs to occur. There is obviously

an implication here for matching the complexity of content with the

1C2
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delivery format that has not been frequently recognized in the past.

Finally, and this also relates to intensity, there appears to be

a clear place for programming when, teachers are not otherwise em-

ployed, such as summer and vacation programs. It is true that the

majority of teachers and the largest number of activities.do not occur

during this time. However, when staff development needs are clearly

defined by teachers, and those needs are complex, then the summer and

other holiday type delivery format is often most appropriate. There

is a certain logic to this implication that is difficult to miss. It

is almost impossible for teachers to find the time and energy to learn

highly sophisticated classroom skills when they meet only once per

week for two houf.s or so after school. Thus, it is not surprising

that teachers tend to reject this type of programming during the school

year, whether it is in teacher centers or in other types of programs.

Yet, if the opportunity for long term and intense involvement is of-

fered when teachers are totally free from classroom responsibilities,

a significant number of teachers become involved, and are willing to

make the necessary commitments.

Small points about delivery

Certain other factors related to the delivery of inservice programs

for teachers have emerged from this study of teacher centers: In some

cases they appear to be so obvious and simple as to be almost not worth

mentioning, but when one analyzes the structure of the more conventional

types of inservice programs, it is clear the need exists to refresh the

minds of those who work with teachers. First, staff development and

1''9
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inservice programs for teachers need a great deal of promotion. This

may relate to the perceived poor quality Of inservice that has his-

torically existed. Regardless, promotion is related to the perceived

relevance and thus to the credibility of an inservice program. Teacher

centers have, in fact, become models of "PR," and they appear to have

become that way because they believe so strongly that the programs

that are being offered are worthy of note. Imagine if you can, the

likelihood of a college or school district sending out colorful flyers
6.7

to two or three thousand teachers that are designed not only to inform,

but also to excite those teachers about course offerings. It is not an

easy thing to imagine--it hasn't happened thu's far. However, that type

of promotional activity characterizes teacher centers, and it appears

to be well received in the field.

-Closely related to the need for promotional activity, is the need

for basic communication. Teachers have been attempting to communicate

to inservice educators for years that it is difficult to learn about

inservice opportunities that exist. W011, it's entirely possible

that teacher centers may have found the key to this basic need for
1

communication. To some, the teacher center mode of communication might

appear to be overkill. HOwever, it is doubtful thatteachers view it

that way, Such mechanisms as weekly or monthly calendars, newsletter's,

regular flyers, advertisements and announcements in commercial, media;

and frequent meetings characterize the teacher center approach to main-

taining two-way communication channels with the clients that are being

served. Again, this type of approach, to communication goes far beyond
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the twice or three times per year course bulletin, or the otticial

catalog of either a university or school based teacher education pro-

gram. It is recognized that underscoring the need for public rela-

tions and communication may be underscoring the need for the obvious,

but it is also underscoring a need for activity that has not tradition-

ally existed in inservice programs.

Teacher centers have also been characterized by their use of non-

traditonal instructors/facilitators. No one, including those who work

in teacher centers, denies the appropriateness of either professors or,

for example, subject matter coordinators in school districts as in-

service educators. Rather, teacher centers have simply expanded that

list in attempting to match the content of the inservice program with

the expertise of potential instructors. Thus, classroom teachers have

become involved as instructors at a very high level. However, the

diversity of instructors goes far beyond classroom teachers. District

administrators have become involved, as have outside consultants. Lo-

cal community resources that have particular expertise are frequently

used in teacher centers.

Finally, it is important to point out the need for accessibiliy

of all kinds of programs for teachers. Program activities, services

or resources that are difficult to find and utilize will simply go

unused. Professional libraries must be easy to get into, to use, to

borrow from, and the ambiance must ;7, pleasant. Raw materials and

machines should be easily accessible, or they will be underused if

they are used at all. People, courses, whatever--all aspects of pro-
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grams for teachers must be developed and implemented with an eye toward

a delivery format that is attractive and easily accessible to the pro-

gram clients.

About the Governance of Inservice Education

The governance dimension of teacher centers is the most visible and

has received the most publicity since the inception of the Program.

Thus, it is important to briefly review the realities of the govern-

ance structure established by the Teacher Centers Program.

Teacher centers were not, in fact, set up to be run by teachers.

Rather, the teacher center policy board was established to provide for

more teacher influence than has historically been evident in any in-

service program. This was achieved'by requiring a majority of class-

room teachers to be members of the policy board. However, members from

administration and from institutions of higher education were also man-

dated. In essence, the teacher center policy board provided a new

forum for collaboration. This forum was fortified with the requirement

for teacher majority, and with the commitment of the grantee institu-

tion to allow policy board supervision to occur. Thus, although teacher

center policy beards were established to provide for much greater teach-

er influence, they did not encourage a radical usurption of power and

autnor -hat many had believed would occur. Finally, it must be noted

that teacher centers and teacher center policy boards are not part of

the institutionalized bureaucratic structure of either school distrircts

or institutions of higher education. This fact allows for creativity

and diversity to occu.--, but the knife cuts both ways. Succinctly, be-

cause the required structure of teacher center policy boards does not
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appear to school administrators and school board members to have been

made in heaven, it is questionable at best whether the structure will

survive the termination of external support--an occurrence that must

inevitably happen.

Within this context, it is important to note that policy board

governance does, in fact, occur in teacher centers. Data from this

study demonstrate quite clearly that policy boards do make decisions,

do establish policy, do lead program development, and do so Without

disrupting, in any noticeable way, the institutions in which they are

housed. This is important, perhaps remarkable, when one takes into

account that teacher center policy boards have maintained a fairly

strong and sometimes almost complete control over personnel and budget

matters within the programs. In all but a very few instances, the

school districts and colleges or universities that house teacher cen-

ters have been able to handle the supervisory power embedded within the

policy board with little or no difficulty. The implication is clear.

The fear of relinquishing some aspects of control is probably much

worse than the actual effect. This point should be made repeatedly,

and should be thought seriously about by every teacher, teacher educa-

tor, and administrator who values the development of ongoing inservice

programs for teachers. The governance issue simply is not a major

stumbling block, and may even be a red herring in the discussions about

and planning for different kinds of inservice programs. Hopefully,

this point will remain clear, and will transcend teacher centers pro-

grams so that others who become involved in developing staff develop-
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ment or inservice programs for teachers can work toward a governance

system that promotes responsiveness to teachers without disrupting

the organizations in which they operate.

Governance boards, at least teacher center policy boards, appear

to mature quite quickly when given the authority to operate in specific

areas. Governance, it appears, it not a time consuming or even a per-

sonally consuming activity. Delegation to subcommittees and to staff

occurs. As long as the lines of communication are kept open, and

as long as the policy board maintains its right to make final crucial

decisions, the ability to grant wide ranges of discretionary authority

is evident.

By virtue of the fact that the policy boards were established to

guide programs and to direct policy, it is not surprising that more

management decisions were made than program delivery decisions. In

other words, a logical differentiation of tasks emerged within the

governance process, and policy boards, which met on the average of

two to three hours per month, defined their tasks quite realistically.

Stated another way, a mature governance body that has actual authority

and power, is likely to work within the bounds of that authority, and

not to meddle with the roles of others who work in the project.

In the final analysis, policy boards may be most important sym-

bolically. One interesting and defensible analysis is that the early

decisions, those of direction, and particularly those related to per-

sonnel, are probably the most important decisions that governance

bodies make. Stated another way, it is likely that a competent direc-
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for and staff can overcome the problems created by a disruptive and/or

non-productive policy board, but it is not likely that a well running

and coherent policy board can do much to improve programs if the per-

sonnel are not competent. Thus, once these early important decisions

are made, the role of the governance body (in this case the policy

board) may well be greatly reduced, and limited to overseeing and

trouble shooting issues that emerge.

It is highly unlikely that the quality and quantity of the pro-

grams that have emerged in teacher centers around the country can be

directly attributed to policy board activity. Rather, it is more

realistic to view the programs to be directly linked to the capabil-

ities of the staff, and to link the overall guidance and management of

the project to the policy board. It appears, in summary, that if we

have learned anything at all about the governance of inservice educa-

tion programs, we've learned that it is an overstated issue, one that

creates more problems in adversarial rhetoric than it does in program

development.

About Research of Inservice Education

This research project was initiated in the Fall of 1979. The data

reported in this document were gathered between January 1 and August 31,

1980, and represent -37 teacher centers. At the time this report is be-

ing written, over 50 teacher centers are involved in the data gathering

process, and during the entire time of the project only one teacher cen-

ter has withdrawn. Not only do the principal investigators think they

have learned a great deal about teacher centers, but also about re-

1"o
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search on inservice educatioJ.

The firs',:, perhaps sc cbvious it need not be mentioned, is that

research on inservice ed,..ation is de i'acto field based research,

and typically will not withstand the imposition of a preconceived

design.. Rather', and this lesson was learned over time and in a most

fascinating manner, the design for a field study must, in fact,

emerge. There is no question that the researchers must take the lead

in initiating the development of data gathering tools and in gaining

support from those wno will be involved, but.it is not uncommon to

learn more about the phenomenon you are attempting to study as you,

in fact, are developing the methodology for studying it. Thus, the

process is almost cyClical, and the design development phase of a

field-based study on inservice education should probably take longer,

and be more involved than a design development process for a more

standard effort.

Another lesson was learned concerning the meaningfulness of the

variables: under study. Succinctly, the variables under study, the

method for gathering data, the manner in which data are reported, and

he language used to discuss results must make sense not only to the

esearcher, but also to the data providers. It is very difficult to

solicit and maintain involvement in a research process that involves

data gathering on site by those involved in the process if, in fact,

there is not a strong commitment based on an understanding of the topic

of inquiry.

As researchers solicit support and active involvement in the re-
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search effort, it is often important to look for spinoff effects and,

more importantly, spinoff benefits that will help keep field projects

involved. For example, the lesson learned in this study was that the

process of gathering and organizing data and reporting it once per

month to the Syracuse project, provided the program director with a

very usable management tool. In essence, the director, in the process

of preparing for the monthly data gathering sessions, Knew a great,

deal more about his/her. project, felt more control, and felt more con-

fident when dealing with others about the project. Consequently, the

director came to value the research process for the increased competence

it provided him or her in the job, rather than, for ihe fact that it was

generating knowledge.

Finally, it was learned that field practitioners in teacher edu-

cation do value research, and will make the necessary commitment to be-

come involved, if the research makes sense to them, and if they have

some sense of ownership. Those who advocate field studies have been

saying this for years. It is rare, however, that the phenomenon can

be experienced. One must accept the fact that field involvement in

research is time consuming, is costly, and often demands methodolog-

ical compromises. However, it is equally important to recognize that

without significant field involvement the research project might not

occur, and even if it does, it will probably suffer the loss of ac-

curacy and completeness that only field practitioners can provide.

A Final Thought

This study was undertaken with several purposes in mind. One
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objective was to help teacher center projects obtain data that will

allow them to submit their twice-annual performance reports. Addi-

tionally, there were strong pressures to provide information that

would serve those who work with teacher centers in the political do-

main. Additionally, professional curiosity was influential in di-

recting the study, allowing the researchers to ask basic questions

such as, "What are teacher centers like?"

One could probably provide other reasons for the initiation of

this study.. There are, however, two overarching purposes that should

render this study an important contribution to the literature. First,

a methodology for studying inservice education was developed that has

the potential for generalizability. Secondly, a focused attempt was

made to gather baseline information about inservice education (in this

case teacher centers) that has not been available in the past. It is

difficult to suggest future directions for program developMent in

teacher education if one does not know where the field is at. Hope-

fully, this study will begin to help program developers and inservice

researchers answer that question. In the final analysis, this study

and others like it that may emerge, will have to be measured by the

influence they have on training programs for teachers, and in the

final analysis, upon educational programs for children.
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ClArcmont leacher Center
7:3U blest ll(tselinu Mad

Claremont, CA 01/11

Documentor: Jancne Brunett

Marin-Teacher Learning Co-
operative Center

1111 Las Gallinas Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94903

Documentor: Karen Kent

Santa Clara County Educator's
Staff Development Consortium

100 Skyport Drive
San Jose, CA 95011

Documentor: Jodi Servatius

Vallejo Teacher Center
211 Valle Vista
Vallejo, CA 94590

Documentor: William Loudon

West Orange County Teacher Center
658 Lennox Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

Documentor: Anne Cameron

RISE Teacher Center
halls Hill School

.Halls Hill Road
Colchester, CT 06415

Documentor: Chris Stevenson

West .Hartford Teacher-Center
Board of Education

211 Steele Road
West Hartford, CT 06117

Documentor: Miriam McKenna

Atlanta Area Center for Teachers
3000 Flowers Road South.
Atlanta, GA 30341

Documentor: .Howard Knopf

Gary Teacher Center
1430 West 23rd Avenue
Gary, IN 46402

Documentor: Sadie Shropshire

Indianapolis Teacher Center
1102 North West Street
Indianapolis,'IN 46202

Documentor: Pat Gilliam

Flint Hill Teacher Center
Ogden Elementary School
Ogden, KS 66517

Documentor: Joyce Scammahorn

Teacher Renewal and Development
Center

307 South 25th Street
Paducah, KY 42001

Documentor: Juanita Jones

Mid-Coast Teacher Center
P.O. Box 860
Camden, Maine 04843

Documentor: Sally Vogel

Amherst Area Teacher Center
East Street School
Amherst, Mass. 01002

Documentor Merrita Hruska

French River Teacher Center
P.O. Box.476
North Oxford, MA 01537

Documentor: Robert Richardson

Southwest and West Central 'TC
Southwest State-University
Marshall, MN 56258

Documentor: Bill Swope

Staples Teacher Center
524 North 6th Street
Staples, MN 56479

Documentor: Rick Krueger

Teacher Center for Gallatin County
615 South 16th Street
Bozeman, MT 59715

Documentor: Linda Bardonner

Western Montana Teacher Center
818 Burlington B101
Missoula, MT 59801

Documentor: Bob Lukes

Manchester Teacher Center
1066 Hanover Street
Manchester, NH 03104

Documentor: Roberta Banfield
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Newark Teacher Center
131 13th Avenue
Newark, NJ 07103

Documentor: Rona Waller

Teacher Center of Ardsiey,
Greenburgh and Elmsford

475 West Hartsdale Avenue
Hartsdale, NY 10530

Documentor: Jackie Ecker

NYSUT/Hofstra Teacher Center
1000 Fulton Avenue
Hempstead, NY 11550

Documentor: Barbara Scheer

Syracuse Area Teacher Center
400 Huntington Hall
150 Marshall Street
Syracuse, NY 13210

Documentor: Beth Sauerborn Ferris

SPEC Teacher Center
619 Wall Street
Albermarle, NC 28001

Documentor: Jean Owen

Wood County Teacher Center
Court House Square
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Documentor: James Robarge

UPDATE Teacher Center
215 East 12th
Stillwater, OK 74074

Documentor: Joye Butler

B.E.S.T. Teacher Center
200 Silver Lane
Eugene, Oregon 97404

Documentor: Cathy Method

Philadelphia Teacher Center
1816 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Documentor: Jack Steinberg

Pittsburgh Area Teacher Center
Porter Hall 223

s.1

Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Documentor: Serena Jefferson

#1 Teacher Center
2600 Barhamville Road
Columbia, SC 29204

Documentor: Jim Hockman

Cooperative Teacher Center
241 Forbes Avenue
Clarksville, TN 37040

Documentor: Patricia Eisenmann-
Donahue

Oak Ridge Teacher Center
200 Fairbanks Road
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Documentor: Jinx Bohstedt
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INTRODUCTION

The U. S. educational system, even with its ambition of providing
quality education for all of its citizens, is by far the best in the
world. Even in the widely maligned area of reading achievement, e.g.,
a recent international comparison of nineteen of the world's most ad-
vancec! nations showed this country to be number one. Yet Silverman
and other Potable scholarly critics who have carefully studied American
education in recent years, have concluded that educators generally dr
not do a cood job of articulating what goes on in'the system. Even

though it works--and usually very well--we do not know very much about
how or why it works. Although we now have a substantive national store-
house of educational successes, we have a very poor recording of hoi, it
was built. Until recently, the dilemma did not matter.a great deal be-
cause educators--especially the major contributors to the storehouse,
the classroom teachers--did not have much chance to share their successes.
So whether' or not they could effectively relate and build upon their edu
cational experiences was of little importance. But with the new emphasis
on the continuous renewal of all educators, the need to more effectively
draw upon the experience of outstanding teachers is a critical one. As
the direct sharing of classroom successes becomes an increasingly import-
ant approach in the inservice education of teachers, it is equally im-
portant that educators learn as much as possible _!bout how this sharing
process works. Documentation is one approach to improving our knowledge
about how this process and other important parts of the complex American
educational enterprise. It is not evaluation; it is objective record
keeping. It is a very valuable management tool.

The primary purpose of documentation in the Teacher Centers Program is
to help projects to better understand what is happening in their cen,
ters--to know better what works and doesn't work--to identify and artic-
ulate successful Practices. Good documentation will provide a stronger
foundation for determining how to effect improvement in Teacher Centers
projects as well as supply more complete and accurate centers informa-
tion for educational leaders and poliCymakers at the local, State, and
national leve;s. It will, most importantly, strengthen the "sharing of
success reoaroing now we best share successes."

ALLEN A. SCHMIEDER

CHARLES LOVETT

The Office of Teacher Centers
United States Office of Education
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PART I

TEACHER CENTERS PROGRAM DOCUME7iTATICN:

THE CONTEXT, BACKGROUND AND EXPECTATIONS

THE CONTEXT

The Teacher Centers Program has tremendous potential for yielding

information that can be translated into programs which truly meet the

profession-al needs of teachers. There is also a parallel potential for

losing valuable information unless plans, backed up by commitment, are

made to ensure that information is collected and recor,:.?d. There is,

for instance, the real possibility that the Teacher Centers Program

,will be successful, yet possess limited information to explain the phe-

nomenon.

One important reason for documenting the Teacher Centers Program

is Lo ensure tat information is available to support the success that

is widely perceived by those who are irivolved in the Program. There

is clearly a need to provide information to Teacher'Centers Program o

ficials E0 that they oan explain the program to ohers from a foundation

of knowledge. It ).s essential to recognize that the long-term pros-

perity of any one local project is dependent on the substantiated success

of the Teacher Centers Program. It is important to emphasize this point

since it is very easy and natural for 'any one project to overlook this

consideration and to look at success only from the very limited per-

spective of that project.

It is within this con'Axt that the documentation effort was con-

ceived. However, unlike most efforts to document federally-funded pro-

grams, the effort to documont.the Teacher Centers Program has been
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guided by the rule that all documentation activits must relate to the

development of information that will aid practitioners in operating

local projects. In other words, "showcase" approaches have been delib-

erately avoided. The emphasis, at all points, has been on obtaining

information that is useful in actual program development and implementa-

tion at the project level.- The strategy has been to develop processes

for projects to gather and share information. A continuous check on the

Perceived usefulness of documentation is built into this strategy in

that project participation is totally voluntary. Should the documenta-

tion effort ever stray from its primary purpose of helping projects, it

will become immediately obvious in that there will be a rapid dwindthig

of participants.

THE BACKGROUND

All Teacher Centers projects are well aware of the emphasis np

S'haring, since each project belongs to a Cluster group-whi, meets reg-

ularly to discuss areas of common concern, Each Cluster has been very

effective in establishing 4n informal system for sharing in5ormltion

among its constituent projects. This is a most important. aspect of the

Teacher Centers documentation effort in that it is clearly tIe 7i,,at im-

mediately responsive component.

Running parallel to the Clustering activities has been a cre-

plementary effort to develop a more formal, standardized approec to

documenting many different types of Teacher Centers projects. This com-

ponent, which has been coordinated by the Syracuse Area Teacher Center,

has also been guided by the rule that the information that is developed

should relate to project needs. In September, 1978, a Documentation
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Jorking Srouo- was for,d for the puroose of exploring possible ap-

proaches to formal documentation of Teacher Centers o- "-acts. This

group met regularly to consider which areas of teacner

activity and function would be feasible and worthwhile to documen-,. across

Teacher Centers projects. The early meetinas of this group focused on

conceptual matters, as it immediately became apparent that choices wculj

nave to be made, i.e., not everything could be documented. In the Ainter-

of 1979, the Syracuse staff clarified the important concepts of a doc-

umentation effort considering both the data needs at the project level

as well as those at the national level*" Particular attention was given

to developing criteria for determining the specifics of the documenta-

tion agenda.

Four documentation areas evolved from the efforts of Fall, 1972, and

Winter, l979--"Policy Board Meetings.,' Program Activities, "Staff Serv-

ices and "ReSources. These documentation areas have been c .-,,.ptual-

zed in such a way that the information collected has the potervjal of

t n:.; useful at the local project level. Furthermore, they have been

.refined in such a way that information can be collected in a standardized

way across projects so that generalizations can be made about the national

Program.

'Once tnE, bstantive areas of the formal documentation effort

were celineated, the Documentation Working Group and the Syracuse staff

'This group included Patricia Weiler from the American Federation of -earn-
ers, Donald McComb from the National Education Association, and the Clus-
ter coordinators--Patricia Kay (City University of New York), Roberta
Riley (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Carolyn Fay (Indian-
apolis City Schools), ,Ric.lard Hersh .(University of Oregon). Dwain Estes
(Education Service Center ,.-egion 20, Te,kas), Joan McDonald and ,k)seon
Wardlaw (Vallejo,CA Unified School District).

* *See: Sally K. Mertens and Sam J. Yaraer, Documentina Success--A Guidebook
for Teacher Centers, Albany: New York State Education Department, 1979.

1E3
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shifted their primary attention to logistical matters and addressed the

question, "What is the best way to collect information in these four

areas?" This culminated in a Field Test which was designed to compare

the relative merits of two data-collection strategies--the mailed ques-

tionnaire and the telephone interview. Eight projects were involved in

the Field Test which was conducted in Spring, 1979. The telephone inter-

view was found to be the best strategy both from the perspective (ease and

convenience) of the project documentors and from the perspective (accur-

acy and completeness of information) of the Syracuse staff.*

From all views, the Field Test was successful. But the view that

is most important is that.of the people who actually did the work in-

volved in formal documentation. Obviously, the Teacher Centers docu-

mentation, which is a voluntary endeavor, will only succeed if it is

perceived as helpful, and if it does not put an inordinate drain on pro-

ject resources. Thus, it is approPriate to state that Teacher Centers

documentation comes to you recommended by the project directors who par-

ticipated in the Field Test.

"Preparing for the interview forced me to make time for reflec-
tion. I discovered lots of things--for -nstance, we had not
adequately adverti-ad some of our services."

Linda Bardonnp-. Gallatin County (MT) Teacher Center.

"It helped to bring together, into a unified documentation proL
cedure, many record keeping devices we were already using. It

helped to clarify exactly what our program activities and sarv-
ices were '

Wade Scherer ..;ashington West (VT) Kesource Center.

"Documentation required u's to take a better look at our project
activities--made us better define what we were trying to do."

Bob Lukes, Western Montana Teacher Center.

*See: Sam J. Yarger and Sally K. Mertens, "Documenting Teacher Centers--
Report of a Field Test," August, 1979. Available from the Syracuse Area
Teacher Center.

Isi
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"I particularly like the idea of having information about our
project compiled and returned to me in an easily understood
format. This will definitely help me fill out all my required
reports."

Howard Knopf, Atlanta Area Center for Teachers.

"I can put off written reports as long as possible. The inter-
view forced me to be better organized and on a more regular
schedule. Things are less likely to pile up."

Sally Vogel, Mid-Coast (ME) TeacherCenter.

"I liked talking about what we are doing rather than writing
about it. I really looked forward to the professional inter-
action."

Jean Owen, Teacher Center of SPEC (NC).

"The documentation project has helped us to improve our internal
evaluation procedures."

Sadie Shropshire, Gary (IN) Teacher Center.

EXPECTATIONS

Ac '-hose who participated in the Field Test learned, documentation

it nary benefits--some of these were anticipated, but others weren't.

j0t, in your role of dect documentor, begin your involvement in

tmis formal component of Teacher Centers Program documentation, you

should carefully consider how your project might use the information

for refining and improving its own internal processes. On the other

hand, it should be clearly recognized that the Teacher Centers documen-

tation is not designed to accommodate all your project's potential data

needs. Although the documentation strategy is very nowerful, one should

not expect that it can generate information to a, each and every

specific questibn that might be asked, But the information that will be

collected can be used to address many are .s which are believed to be

areas of general interest and concern. A sampler of potential questions

which might be addressed would include--
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What types of professional development activities do Teacher
Centers facilitate?

What resources and services do Teacher Centers provide?

Who do Teacher Centers serve? What is the influence of
Teacher Centers?

How are Teacher Centers organized to provide profeSsional
development activities, services and resources?

What is the extent of teacher involvement in Teacher Can-
ters operations?

Information of this type is essential in developing support at

both the project and Program levls. Furthermore, solid information

about the operation of Teacher Centers can be used to improve the reg-

ulations,, to improve services from the national office and to improve

State technical assistance and dissemination efforts. Finally, any

professional who wishes to improve practice in the field of inservice

teacher education can only profit fru-. ti.e information gathered from this

documentation plan.

The special emphasis, however, has Leen xi developing a documenta-

tion strategy that is useful to practitioners cperating Teacher Centers.

This emphasis might not be extremely obvious in the training Materials

that follow and which have a very nitty-gritty focus. With the tr3ininc,

focus squarely on the bits and pieces of documentation, it may be very

easy to :ose sight of the overall picture even though every effort has

been made to explain the necessary relationships.

In developing the documen.ir .fining materials, definitions

became a paramount concern. Obviousl, a standariizzi system for col-

lecting data across projects depends on the commit:Tent of all those

involved to use a common language. Although the language which is de-
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lineated in the training materials may be different than that used in

your project, the definitions are not arbitrary and are the result of

intense developmental effort that occurred over the period of a year

and involved many people with Teacher Center experience.

The trai0 fi materials that follow are organized into four parts.

The first explains the logistics of the documentation plan. There are

two essential elements to the process: completion of a One-Time Only

deport and participation in regularly scheduled telephone interviews.

The second part focuses on developing a detailed understanding of the

concepts related to preparing the One-Time Only Report, and the third

part emphasizes those related to preparing for the telephone interviews.

In the last part, a synopsis of all the documentation concepts is pro-'

vided in alphabetical form for ready reference.

All of those who have been involved in developing the formal doc-

umentation plan are most excited by the prospects. It is sincerely

hoped that those new to the process will catch the enthusiasm which pro-

pelled the first year's developmental work.
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. PART II

LOGISTICS OF TEACHER CENTERS DOCUMENTATION- -

HOW IT WILL WORK

The documentation Field Test was conducted for the purpose of deter-

mining the most feasible process for collecting and recording accurate

and standardized information from many different types of Teacher Centers

projects. It was found that the regularly scheduled telephone interview,

conducted by a trained interviewer, yields'the most reliable information

and is the most convenient data collection procedure. Therefore, central

to the logistics of Teacher Centers documentation is preparing project

documentors for the telephone interviews. Thus, "The Help Book" is

designed to orientate project documentors to interview procedures as well

as to the substantive areas of Teacher Centers documentation.

Each project documentor will first be asked to complete a One-Time

Only Report which will provide information in those areas where project

information is fairly stable--"Staffing,' "Policy Board," "Facilities,"

established "Staff Services," and'Resources." This information will

provide the framework for the subsequent regular telephone interviews

and will provide the context fOr better understanding Teacher Centers

operations.

Also, prior to the initiation of on-line data collection, each

project documentor will be interviewed by telephone to cl.erify details

of project. organization. This Introductory interview will also provide

an opportunity for the documentors to question the Syracuse staff with

respect to any details of documentation. .Very importantly, it will be

an opportUnity for the Syracuse staff and each documentor to establish
0

prcfetsionai and personal rapport. Additionally, the Syracuse staff
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will develop whatever special logistical arrangements are required for

facilitating the data collection from each project, e.g., scheduling

the regular telephone interviews.

It is anticipated that the Syracuse staff will be able to begin the

regularly scheduled interviews within one month after-completion of the

Introductory Interview. In each interview, project documentors will be

asked provide information on all activities that have been sponsored,

services and resources that have been provided, and Policy Board meet-

ings that have been held. Additionally, any changes in the project

organization will be recorded. This information will be elicited only

for the time period that has been previously agreed upon by each pro-

ject documentor and the Syracuse staff interviewer. In the first set of

interviews, the focus and emphasis will be on fine tuning, the logistical

procedures and the communication processes of the project documentors and

the Syracuse interviewers.

If all goes as planned, each documentor and the Syracuse staff

should be well prepared and trained for regularly scheduled documenta-

tion within two months from the onset of the process. Each project doc-

ntcr will know quite precisely when the telephone interview will take

place (e.g., Wednesday, January 9, at 10:30, and subsequently every third

Wednesday at the same time), and will have had practice in gathering the

information needed at the time of the interview.

Gradually, the emphasis should begin shifting from process and pro-

cedural concerns to an emphasis on improving the quality of information.

The Field Test experience has led the Syracuse staff to believe that this

shift will probably occur sooner in some projects than in others. In
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other words, some patience may be required in moving toward the level of

precision desired in procedures and communication. If the Field Test

can be considered a good sample, the project documentor, in most in-

stances, can probably start looking forward to a "smooth" process in

about the third round of interviews.

The tentative, start-up sequence then --

Phase 1

Orientation to documentation procedures and data-collection areas.

Completion of ONE-TIME ONLY REPORT.

Phase 2

Introductory Interviews conducted by Syracuse staff.

Establish schedule for subsequent on-line interviews.

Phase 3

First round of scheduled interviews for current project informa-
tion to individualize and refine the process.

Phase 4

Regularly scheduled interviews, typically monthly but in some
cases bi-monthly.

Periodic aggregation of information collected from, and for use
by, each project.

Periodic aggregation of all information across projects to dev-
elop composite picture of the Teacher Centers Program.

The aggregation of each project's information will be completed in

time to facilitate the preparation of the Performance Reports. Each

project will, receive a complete record of all project i-formation that

has oeen recorded by the Syracuse staff. Confidentiality will be re-

spected at all times and in no instance will the Syracqse staff release

project information except to the project which provided the information.
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ThE Syracuse staff will periodically aggregate the information frorli

all the participating projec ; in order to develop a composite picture

of the Teacher Centers Program. It is emphasized that, in developing

this composite, the confidentiality of each project will be ensured.

The Teacher Centers documentation effort has the potential of dev-

eloping information that each project will find useful for a broad range

of Purposes.* However, it alust be underscored that this is a totally

voluntary endeavor , ',pry point. Each project must decide for itself

in what ways it w' the project information that is recorded by

the Syracuse sta' ;or example, although the documentation areas have

been developed in such a way as to be compatible with and feed into man

of the required reJrting forms, some projects may well decide not to

use their aggregated information for these purposes. As another example,

some projects may find that the documentation information complements

and/or supplements their internal evaluation procedures; in other pro-

jects this may not pe the case, at all. The Syracuse staff is committed

to developinc the best possible information in several areas of project

operations as a service available to each federally funded Teacher Center.

Each project must determine for itself how this information can best be

used.

!.'er-,ens ''arger, Documentin, Success--.1. Suidetcok,
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PART III

THE ONE-TIME ONLY REPORT

The organizational information elicited by the One-Time Only Report

is essential in developing the context for collecting and understanding

information regg-7.:ding project functions and activities. This first report

is focused on project information that is quite stable and unlikely to

change over short periods of time.

Definitions and explanations are provided here to aid you in com-

pleting the One-Time Only Report. At least half the difficulties in at-

tempting to collect information from many different types of teacher cen-

ters are related to the imprecision of the new and evolving teacher cen-

ter language. As with any set of definitions, some may feel that these

are not totally adequate. But, although some difficulties may still

exist, the definitions are by no means arbitrary. They haVe evolved

through intensive developmental effort over the period of one year and

have been field-tested. In short; they are the best guide that is cur-

rently available and have been proven useable as well as useful,

Definitions will be presented here as they relate to the One -Tire

Only Report format. For additional clarification, examples will be pre-

sented which reflect varying situations. Consider the definitions as

general rules and look to the examples for guidance with respect-to

level of specificity.
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STAFF

For each staff position please indicate the following details --

title,
primary role and tasks,
percentace of time on Teacher Centers project, and
previous job title and years in last position.

"Staff," within the context of the teacher center concept, has taken

on new and variable meanings which reflect the responsive and evolutionary__

nature of teacher centers. Therefore, we must be careful to clarify even

this term, which in most other contexts has quite specific meanina.

"Staff," for documentation purposes, includes --

all those who have an on-going occupational role with the
Teacher Centers project.

These staff members may be either full- or part-:ime, and-considered either

professional or non-professional. Central to the definition is that these

people are permanently attached.to the Teacher Cehters project. "Staff"

does not include those who work in another role capacity, even though they

may, on occasion, be retained for a specific, short -term Teacher Centers

project purpose, e.g., a teacher who is paid for running a workshop after

school.

"Primary role,and tasks" is concerned with what it is the staff per-

son(s) actually does. "Primary" has both temporal and priority dimen-

sions. It is important to know not only which tasks are most time con-

suming but also those which are of the highest priority. For example,

preparing the newsletter may be a primary task of an assistant director

yet only consume one day per month. On the other hand, another assist-

ant director may devote many hours to manning a materials distribution

center, a task which may not have been specified in the formal job des-

cription. Still, in other instances, a particular task may be of the
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highest priority and also be the most time-consuming.

So 'primary role and tasks" includes- -

all those things that a staff person does which are time con-
suming and/or very important in terms of the project priorities.

"Primary role and tasks" may or-may not relate to the formal job descrip-

tion for any one position. For purposes of documentation, the focus is

on what each staff person is actually doing now that the teacher center

is funded and operating, rather than on those tasks which seemed import-

ant at the time the proposal was written or when staff was selected.

"Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project" should be relatively

easy to calculate assuming one has already delineated the population of

"staff" to permanent, long-term employees.

"Previous job title and years in last position" may require some

research. "Previous" means immediately prior to assuming a position

with the federally-funded Teacher Centers project. There will be no at-

tempt to document the entire professional career of each person asso-

ciated with the project.

EX:4AT:E 7

?ro,:'ect ,-)'recur

2.,na.1,7w role and tasks: 7anace7ent .jud ge;, 2:177.2-
t:.:cr. of exrend::tures; suren'ision o. sl.:aff; r0:7uLar roro= tc

3card; ccordinat7:on of a:Z rrcf=ssiona: ac e ana.

aervices, -2nc:uding re.:aining ecnsu:tats.
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and ...ears in teac;:,:r;

,2.osia7ant :.-E..acer Center "s'ircct.:-.
ri7ar./ tasks: resronsi ;rer-:::cr 2" "Y.,7

S CE;
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;:acer?ent ana' sztrerlisicr. s7,:td-m7.

,=7" 7-Eac;ler
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EXAMPLE 3
Title: Secretary
Primary role and tasks: clerical; processes all requests for
delivery of materials to various schools.
Percentage of time on Teacher Centers rrojecr: 100Z
Previous job title and years in last rosition: secretary; 5 years.

EXAMPLE 4
Title: Media Technician
Primary role and tasks: maintains all equipment; coordinates in-
cassroom video-taring service; collects materials frr-"Scrounge
Center."

Percentage ,s,.= time cn Teacher Centers rroject: 100Z
Previous .;co titZe ar.o years in :ast ros7.177,cn: teacher aide; 2 year.

In providing descriptions of the various staff positions try to use

words which communicate as clearly as possible. For instance, before you

write down "runs Teacher Center" try to think out what this means in terms

of the most important and most time-consuming tasks. On the other hand,

providing too many details will result in data over-load. It is recog-.

nized that the project documentor is being asked to tread in a not-easily-

defined middle ground of specificity. But if there are communication dif-

ficulties, every effort will be made to resolve them in the first Intro-

ductory Interview.
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POLICY BOARD

Indicate the number of Policy Board members, voting and non-voting, by

role group--

teachers
e -school district administrators

institutions of higher education
Teacher Center staff

"Polity Board" probably needs very little in terms of definition,

as the Teacher Centers Program regulations define that body quite spe-

cifically. "Voting members" are those who participate in the formal

decision making process. "Non-voting members" are those who serve on,

the Policy Board ex..officio; their input in Policy Board deliberations

is accepted, yet they do not have voting privileges in the formal deci-

sion making process.

"Role group" means the primary professional affiliation of the indiv-

idual Policy Board members. Information will be collected fOr four role

groups--teachers, district administrators, higher education personnel,

and Teacher Center staff.

Classroom teachers K-6 should be counted as "elementary teachers;"

teachers 7-12 should be* counted as "secondary teachers." Vocational and

special education teachers should be identified separately. All Other

teachers working in special areas should be counted as "other."

Members representing the school district who have administrative

responsibilities for, specific schools should be counted as "building"

administrators. These would include such titles as "principal" and

"assistant principal." Administrators who have district-wide responsi-
4

bilities should be counted as "central office" administrators. These

would include such titles as " "curriculum supervisor" and "inserOce

coordinator."

"
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Higher education members should be counted as "professors" unless

they have specific administrative titles such as "Dean" or "Director of

'Extension Services."

All Teacher Center staff members who attend Policy Board meetings

hould be counted as either "voting" or "non-voting" members.

"Other" categories are provided where clear distinctions cannot be

made.

Please provide the following Policy Board information --

professional role group of chairperson
schedule of regular meetings
release time policy
process for developing agenda
standing committees

Professional role group of chairperson?

"Chairperson" is whoever is"formally designated with responsibili

for convening and conducting 'Policy Board meetings. "Professional role

group" is the primary professional affiliation of the chairperson, for

example--teacher, professor, certral office staff,'or Teacher Center

staff.

How often are regularly scheduled meetings convened?-

"Regularly scheduled" iq ;Aid key concept in this question. How

often is the total Pblicy Board members hp convened according to a pre-

established schedule?

E7.4. 4PLE 5

The Po/icy ?card meets the first :,/onday of ever:" month at

Tr) T .7."

"d meats; ."-; "or "7-7;15 4a3la_1:7e

noon,

_ne 5co..r_i meets tz.:ioe 7er ear lc :-...r.nounc.7
%,na-Ir7erson. -,--mmttees
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How many times has the Policy Board met since notification of intent

to fund?

As in the last question the focus here is on the number of reg-

ularly scheduled meetings planned for the total Policy Board membership.

Develop an estimate based on the number of months since notification of

funding and the number of regular meetings per month.

EXAMPLE 8
The Policy Board has met once per month (excluding July and
August) since not in August, :978 for a.total of
12 meetings.

!MAPLE 9
Our Policy Board meetings are flexibly scheduled, approximately
every six weeks, by the Chairversoil. I would say we have met
as .a total group about 11 times since notification in July, 1978.

Is release time provided for teacher members?

"Release time" refers to the practice of providing\sub:titute teach-

ers to'free teachers temporarily from classroom duties to participate in

Teacher Centers activities. Answer "yes" if substitute teachers are pro-

vided so that teachers can attend Policy Board meetings held during the

school day.

What is the process for getting an item on the Policy Board agenda?

"Agenda" is a preannounced listing of business to be conducted at

the meeting. Although many Policy Boards function without the use of

agendas, for those that do, it is important to know how the agendas are

developed.

"Process"--what is it? How does an item of interest or concern

become an agenda item? What steps rust be followed? Does the Chair-

person or a standing committee prepare the agenda? If so, how are po-

tential agenda items proposed to that person or group which develops
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the agenda? Some agendas may be developed through an informal process,

with no prespecified steps that "must" be followed. In these cases,

it is important to know some of the informal ways the agenda may be

developed.

EXAMPLE-10
Our Policy Board does not use a preannounced agenda. At meetings
the Chairperson calls for "old business" and "new business."
Roberts Rules of Crder are followed in conducting the meeting.

:MAPLE 11
We have an Agenda Committee which meets two weeks prior to every
Policy Board meeting to consider all written agenda proposals
which have been received since the last meeting. Each person
submitting an agenda proposal is informed of the action taken.

EXAMPLE 12
We use an agenda. But the process for developing it is quite
informal. Anyone who wants an item discussed merely notifies
the Chairperson. All items are accepted, although some may be
delayed because of time considerations.

What standing committees are there?

"Standing" committees are those sub-group§ of Policy Board members

which are designated to serve for a long-term and specific purpose(s).

They are distinguished from "ad hoc" groups which are established, as

needs arise, to achieve short-term objectives.

EXAMPLE 13
MV Policy Board has no standing committees.

EXA.:LE 14
There are five. Standing Committees--"Agenda," "Eudget," "Per-
sonnel," "Pr ogr=," "Facilities."



FACILITY

For each Teacher Center facility please provide brief description and

the following details--

former useaqe
current use
how many schools served
average travel time required
hours of operation

Getting a definitional handle on "facility" may be difficult in

that many facilities--in being responsive environments--are very short-

term in nature. Documentation will only be concerned with permanent,

intact facilities. In considering whether or not your project has a

"facility," the following definition may be helpful. "Facility" in-

cludes--

a building(s), or room(s) that is exclusively associated with
the Teacher Centers project in that currently it serves no other
purpose.

a mobile unit, such as media van, which is associated exclu-
sively with the Teacher Centers project.

Not inclUded ast'a "facility" is a rooms) or other space(s) which has

another primary useage and Which is used only on occasion for teacher

center purposes.

Inproviding a brief description of the facility give whatever de-

tails would give one a general picture of what it looks like. It is not

necessary at this point to describe physical resources which are avail-

able; these will be delineated in another section of the report.

Many, and probably most, Teacher Centers projects are operating out

-of space, which prior to federal funding, served another purpose. Simply

indicate what the space was known as prior to being called a "Teacher

Center."

Information regarding how, or for what purposes, the facility is
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used is most helpful in developing the picture of what it looks like.

Please indicate if there is space available for such purposes as- -using

equipment, making materials, professional library, curriculum library,

videotaping, meetings, using computers, or lounging.

There are three details requested which are concerned with the

accessibility or availability of the facility. The first asks for

the "number of schools served." Count all those schools which are of-

ficially and currently within the service area. However, if it is known

that realistically teachers from some of these schools never use the

facility, please indicate this as well. This may very well be the case

if a facility officially serves a very large geographic area.

In determining the "average travel time," only approximations are

expected. In making an estimate, use the travel time in minutes that

is required with the most common means of transportation, to reach the

facility. Of course the approximations will be based on your personal

knowledge of the service area--How many minutes would you allow your-

self to make the trip from the facility to the school(s) in the service

area? If there are multiple schools in the service area, then cal-

culate the total number of travel minutes and divide by the number of

schools.

In specifying the details of "when the facility is operated," it is

important to provide only information with regard to regularly scheduled

hours.

EXAPPLE 15
Briefly describe. Three adjoining rooms in a school.
Former Primary useace. Classrooms in elementary school.
Used for. Houses curriculum library; specific space for materials
development and using eouipment; includes teacher lounge area.
Number of schools served. Centrally located to serve five schools.
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Average travel time. Ranges from less than five minutes for
teachers in the school to 25 minutes for those teachers moat
distant. I would estimate average travel time at about 15 min-
utes.

When is site operated? Monday-Friday, 8 A.N. to 6 P.M.

EXAMPLE 16
Briefly describe. Van--about 9.r30 ft. of useable space.
Former primaxv useage. School bus.
Used for. Taking curriculum and professional materials to
teachers. "Make & Take" materials are available. Dark room.
Number of schools served. Five.
Averaae travel time. Not applicable. On-site.
When is site operated? Is regularly available at each school
one day per week, 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
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STAFF SERVICES

For each staff service please provide a brief description and the fol-

lowing information --

title of staff person responsible for
logistical details
method of advertisement

"Staff Services" are those human support systems which are reg-

ularly available over a long period of time and which are provided in an

organized manner. "Services" refers to the specific help that staff

members provide directly to individual teachers* (e.g., classroom con-

sultations). "Services" also refers to specific help that staff members

facilitate (e.g., matching teachers, computer searches).

"Services" includes --

all organized staff support systems which are continuously avail-
able on an on-going basis over an extended period of time and are
publicly recognized as well-established program components.

Therefore, "Services" does not include the spontaneous provision of pro-

fe!',sional help to teachers. Although the importance of these informal

supports, that are available in many Teacher Centers projects, is fully

recognized, they simply do not lend themselves to documentation. Estab,

lished Staff Services can be distinguished from those that are not es-

tablished in that they have a name (e.g., "Hotline," "Computer Search

Service," "Newsletter," "Demonstrations," "Classroom Advising," "Match-

ing Teachers") and teachers have information as to how they can avail

themselves of the service (i.e., service descriptions have been provided

to teachers in the service area).

Many projects have the capability to, and do in fact, provide a

*"Teachers" will be used to refer to all eligible clients of Teacher Cen-
ters projects as specified in the Regulations.

2
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broad range of services. However, sometimes these have not been de-

lineated and thus have not been advertised. Therefore, in some in-

stances, it may be necessary to more clearly delineate a staff service

if we are to document or to keep track of the service's utilization.

EXAMPLE 17
Title: Videotaping.
Briefly describe. Instructional Specialist videotapes pre-
arranged teaching episode. Each taping session is preceded by a
session in which specific teaching plans are discussed by the
teacher and the specialist, and followed by a session in which
the teacher and specialist analyze the tape.
Staff person responsible. Instructional Specialist.
When and how is service available? Teacher calls Center and
makes appointment.
How do teachers know this service is available? Full descrip-
tion provided in monthly newsletter distributed to all teachers
in the service area.

EXAMPLE 18
TitZe: Newsletter.
Briefly describe. Announcements and articles of professional
interest.
Staff pe Assistant Director.
When and how is service available? Monthly. Distribution by
mail.

How do teachers know this service is available? It comes to
them in their personal mailboxes!

EXAMPLE 19
Title: Matching Service.

(")
Briefly describe. A file is kept on teachers able to provide
specific help. Release time is available so that "helping"
teachers can assist those who request help.
Staff person responsible. Secretary.
When and how is service available? Teachers request help by
calling the secretary who makes the "match."
How do teachers know this service is available? "Orientation tc
the Teacher Center" program held in each service area school in
September. Also described in weekly newsletter.
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EXAMPLE 20
Title: Advisory Service.
Briefly describe. The Director and Assistant Director are available ..

to consult with teachers either at the Center or in schools. These

Consultations cover a broad range needs but are usually with re-
spect to instructional matters. Sometimes, rather than providing
direct help, the staff members facilitate by linking teachers with
other sources of professional help.
Staff person responsible. Director and Assistant Director.
When and how is service available? Teacher calls Center and makes
appointment.
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter and
through presentations by staff members at faculty meetings.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Staff will record
number of consultations as separate entry in Daily Log Book. Each

appointment with a teacher is counted as a separate utilisation of
this service.

EXAMPLE 21
Title: On-Site Consultations.
Briefly describe. Staff is available to work directly with teachers
in classroom.
Staff person responsible. The four Instructional Consultants.
When and how is service available? The Instructional Consultants serve
each school one da' per week on a rotating schedule. Any teacher who
desires consultation can schedule time with an Instructional Consultant
by contacting the school secretary.
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter and poster

in each school office.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Instructional Con-

sultants keep record of who they work with.

EXAMPLE 22
Title: Drop-In Consultations.
Briefly describe. Staff available on informal basis to consult with
teachers at the Teacher Center.
Staff person responsible. Director.
When and how is service available? During Center ;zours: Monday

Friday, 8:00-5:00.
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter, word
of mouth plus ready availability of the - Director.
How will teacher use of the service-be documented? Director keeps

record of one-to-one work with teachers. Additionally, teachers, as
they leave the Center, indicate on a checklist what they did while
they were there.
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EX/Of-DIX `:3

Title: Curriculum Development 7orisultations.
Briefly describe. Professional staff works with teachers in developing
curriculum to meet special classroom needs.
Staff person responsible. Three Curriculum Specialists- -one each in
the areas of Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Science.
When a,zd how is service available? By appointment with the Specialists.
UsUally made by calling the Center.
Bow do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter, word of
mouth and school district "Bulletin."
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Curriculum Spe-
cialists keep activity logs.

EXAMPLE 24
Title: Teacher Project Consultations.
Briefly describe. Site coordinators provide specific hip to teachers
with respect to the Teacher Center incentive program. This includes
help in writing as well as in implementing individual projects.
Staff person responsible. Three site coordinators.
When and how is service available? During regular hours at each of
the three sites. Either by "drop in" or appointment.
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter. Twice a
year, when applications are being receivqd, the site coordinators go
door-to-door in schools advertising their availability to help in
developing mini-proposals.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Site coordinators
keep records of all teacher contacts.

EXAMPLE 25
Title : Materials Development Assistance.
Briefly describe. 'Materials Specialist available to give special
help in developing instructional materials.
Staff person responsible. Materials Specialist.
When and how is service available? Daily: 9:00-12:00 at Jamestown site,
1:00-4:00 at Springside. Teachers can drop in during these hours.
How do teachers know this seT-)ice is available? Newsletter. Very vis-
ible at the Center. Can't miss her.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? "Teacher Sign-Out
Sheet." This is posted by the door. -Teachers check what Services
and Resources they availed themselves Of while at the Center.

EXAMPLE 26
Title: Clinical Observations.
Briefly describe. Teacher Specialists are available by appointment
to observe teachers in the classroom and proide specific feedback.
This sometimes involves videotaping.
Staff person responsible. Two Teacher Specialists.
When and how is service available? Teacher initiates by calling the
Center and making an appointment. The actual observation is always
preceded and followed by consultation. ,

How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter, word of
mouth.

How will teacher use of the service be documented? The Specialists
keep records of their work with teachers.
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EXAMPLE 27
Title: Follow-Up.
Briefly describe. Each month the Center has a focus area, i.e., a
number of workshops related to the same topic. All staff members are
trained each month to provide in-classroom follow-up in the focus area.
The purpose is to help teachers relate the workshops to specific class-
room situations.
Staff person responsible. Director, Assistant Director and the three
Instructional Specialists.
When and how is service available? Only teachers who have participated
in the focus workshops are eligible. Teachers initiate appointments
with the staff.
How do teachers know this service is available? The follow-up service
is announced and described at each workshop.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Each staff person
keeps a daily Zog.

EXAMPLE 28
'Title: "Teacher Leader" Assistance.
Briefly describe. We actively solicit teachers to present workshops.
All teachers who are interested are provided direct assistance in pre-
paring for and actually conducting workshops.
Staff person responsible. The two Assistant Directors.
When and how is service available? At the mutual convenience of the
teacher leader and staff person.
How do teachers know his service is available? Newsletters, faculty
presentations. It is a Teacher Center policy that all teacher leaders_
must work with a staff member in preparing to run workshops.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? The Assistant Dir-

ectors keep records of assistance provided in this area.

EXAMPLE 29
Title: Classroom Demonstrations.
Briefly describe. Upon teacher request staff members go into class-
rooms and demonstrate specific instructional management skiZZs in

working with children.
'Staff person responsible. Three instructional coordinators.
When and how is service available? By calling the Teacher Center.
How do teachers know this service is available? The Zast page of
every monthly newsletter has a complete description of all Teacher
Center Services and Resources.
How will'teacher use of the service be documented? The coordinators
keep Zogs. "Demonstrations" are a specific entry.

EXAMPLE 30
Title: Materials/Equipment Matching.
Briefly describe. Staff links teachers with appropriate materials'
and/or equipment.
Staff person responsible. Media coordinator and secretary.
When and how is service available? Teachers call the Center with
their specific requests.
How do teachers know this service is available? Word of mouth.
There is a display in all Teachers' Rooms in the service area des-
cribing all the things available through the Center.
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Staff members
record each "match" they-facilitated.,

if)
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EXAMPLE 31
Title: Computer Search.
Briefly describe. Staff is able to search computerized information
banks for specifically relevant and appropriate resources.
Staff person responsible. Resource Clerk.
When and how is service available? Teachers call the Center or fill in
"Request Form."
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter as well as
a one-time only publication called "How to Get the Most Out of Your
Teacher Center."
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Clerk keeps track
of this. Number of teachers served and the number of accesses are
counted. In reporting to Syracuse we will only report the number of
teachers served. Each time a teacher uses, the service will be counted
separately.

EXAMPLE .32

Title: Center-on-Wheels.
Briefly describe. This is a van which visits each school for one-half
day per week. It is essentially outfitted for make-and-take. It also
carries instructional materials "on loan" from the Center to teachers
who have made specific requests.
Staff person responsible. Instructional Materials Specialist.
When and how is service available? On site, one -half day per week
according' to pre-announced .:regular schedule.
How do teachers know this service is available? Can't miss it! Very
high profile operation.,
How will teacher use of the service be documented? Sign-out sheet in
the. van. Specialist keeps track of deliveries made.

EXAMPLE 33
Title: Delivery Service.
Briefly describe. Director delivers materials/equipment which teachers
have requested from the Center.
Staff person responsible. DireCtor.
When and how is service available? On'-site on a pre-announced schedule
posted in each school office.
How do teachers know this service is available? Word of mouth, mews-
letter director's personal contacts with teachers. Word travelled
very fast on 'this one Importance of this service can only,be under-
stood if one appreciates how rural and isolated we are.
How will teacher use of the' service be documented? Director counts
the number of teachers served.in this way.

EXAMPLE 34

Title : Hotline.

Briefly describe. Twenty-four hour telephone answering service which
records teacher reluestS,for materials and other assistance.
Staff person responsible. Secretary.
When and how is service available? Just call the Center.
How do teachers know this service is available? Newsletter..
11-:yw will teacher use of the service be documented? Count number of
times teachers, are facilitated.
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RESOURCES

For each resource please provide a brief description and the following

information--

title of staff person responsible for
logistical details
method of advertisement
cost

"Resources" are the materials, equipment and monies available for

individual use, which are provided in an organized manner over a long

period of time. Often these (usually not money, however% are available

at the teacher center facility or for use directly in c ssrooms, As

with "staff services," it is important that each resource have a name

so that documentation data can be recorded regarding utilization. Ne-

sources" includes professional development aids such as--Make and Take

Lab,, curriculum library, equipment lending library, dark room, Scrounge

Center, incentive grants. Thus, "Resources" includes--

41 all materials, equipment and monies available for individual

use which are provided in an organized manner over a long per-

iod of time.

There may be some hair-splitting here as the project documentor is try-

ing to distinguish between "Resources" and "Services." In other words,

an arbitrary decision may be required. Take, for instance, "utilization

of computers." On the one hand, this is clearly a piece of equipment

and, therefore, qualifies as a "Resource." On the other hand, use of the

computer may depend entirely on the facilitative efforts ofca staff Per-

son and therefore qualify as a "Service." The'decision regarding which

documentation category to use for counting, for example, computers should

be based on its use. Continuing with the example, "utilization of com-

puters" might' ightfully be counted in bdth documentation categories.
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Teachers might have the skill to independently use the Teacher Center

computer ("Resource").. But also the staff might perform computer

searches ("Staff Service").

EXAMPLE 35
Title: Library.

Briefly describe: About 1,000 professional volumes; subscriptions
to 18 professional journals.
Staff person responsible. Secretary.
When and how available? Located in the Teacher Center which is
open Monday through Friday, 9 A.M.-7 P.M. Lending privilrves.
How do teachers know this is available? Highly visible physical
component of Teacher Center.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? Initial ex-
pense of about $5,000. Budgeted for $500 this year.

EXAMPLE 36
Title: Incentive Grants.

Briefly describe: Money available to fund individual teacher pro-
jects not exceeding $100.
When and haw available? Teachers submit proposals to Standing
Committee of Policy Board.
Staff person responsible. Director.
-How do teachers know this is available? Posters in each school.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? $4,000. avail-
able this-year.

EXAMPLE 37
Title: Equipment.
Briefly describe. Laminator, thermofax, primary typewriter,
computer terminal, VTR, dry mount press, kiln.
Staff Person responsible. Resource. Specialist.
When and how available? At Teacher Center.
How do teachers know this is available? Word of mouth..
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? About $10, 000,_
invested thus far.

EXAMPLE 38
Title:. "Freebies."
Briefly describe. Essentially a recycling operation which in-
cludes just about every conceivable type of material _Contributed
by a wide range.of donors.

.

,Staff person responsible. Van driver..
When and how available? Special processing and dtstribution room
at the'Teacher Center.
How do teachers know this is available? .Listed monthly under
"Teacher Center Resources" in the newsletter.
.How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? Zero.'
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EXAMPLE 32
Title: Lending Collection of Instructional Materials.
Briefly describe. Collection of many instructional aids which teachers
can use directly in the cic,:ssroom. Includes games, curriculum enrich-
ment kits, supplementary workbooks, many different series of ditto
masters as well as many manipulatives parricularly in math.
Staff person responsible. Secretary.
When 2nd how available? Available in special section of the Center.
Teachers may borrow for one-week periods.
How do teachers know this is available? Highly visible display in
the Center.
Haw much did it cost to establish (y.d/or maintain? No direct expendi-
ture. We pulled together many odds and ends which were scattered
throughout the district.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Teachers must
sign out materials.

EXAMPLE 40
Title: HELPO.
Briefly describe. This is a computerized information system. We

have a terminal in the Center and access to five different information
systems.
Staff person responsible. Director and Secretary.
When and how available? Available during Center hours, Monday-Friday,
.9:00-5:00 and Saturday, 9:00-1:00. Workshops are held the first
Monday of every month to teach teachers, how to use the terminal and
the information systems. So far we have trained 110 teachers.
How do teachers know this is available? Workshops are, announced in the
newsletter.
How muck did;; it cost to establish and/or maintain? Terminal cost ,;:400.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Teachers must
sign in with the secretary before using the terminal.

EXAMPLE 42
Title: Only the Best Box.
Briefly describe. This is a file drawer of teacher ideas organized by
grade level at the elementary level and by subject area for secondary.
'taff Person responsible. Secretary.
When and how available? Located. in Teacher Center. Available for use
during regular hours.
How do teachers know this is available? Mostly word of mouth.
How Much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? No direct expense.
"Admission" is "charged" at every workshop, i.e., each participant is
asked to submit an idea ,for the box.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Teachers sign
"Check Out" sheet. The "Best Box" is a separate column for checking.
Additionally, we have a testimoniarposter next to the box where
teaChers make informal entries.as to what ideas they,think they might
try or have tried.

2 I
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MAPLE 42
Title: Connections Directory.
Briefly describe. This is a loose-leaf notebook of people in the
community who can be of special help to teachers, for example in
arranging special field trips or in providing speakers for classroom
projects. This is loose-leaf because we make a special effort to
keep the information current.
Staff person responsible. Director and Secretary.
When and how available? Available during Center hours.
How do teachers know this is available? Newsletter. Additionally,
many teachers know about it specifically because they have made a
recommendation.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? Nothing. We
initially started it by asking teachers to recommend community re-
sources they had found useful. We update by having the recommendation
form a regular feature in the monthly newsZetter.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? This is quite
difficult to get an accurate count on with respect to actual use
within any one report period. All we can provide is an estimate of
use. Teachers are asked to check the Sign-Out sheet by the door.

-EXAMPLE 43
Title: Audio-Visual Equipment.
Briefly describe. Pour tape.recorders, two film projectors; three
slide tape machines, three VTR packs, five Language Masters.
Staff person responsible. 1113clia clerk.

When and how available? Can be checked out for three-day periods.
How do teachers know this is available? Newsletter.
How much did it cost to. establish.and/or. maintain? All this is on
indefinite loan from the school district. We are providing a service
to the district and theteachers,byThandling the logistics of getting
this equipMentin nd out of classrooms.
How will teacher use. of this resource be documented? Media.clerk
keeps careful record of teacher use. Teachers must sign out equipment.'

EXAMPLE 44
Title: Photbgraphy Lab.

Briefly describe. ,A fully-equipped darkroom for photographic produc-
tion.

Staff person responsible-. 'Assistant Director.
When and how available? During Center hours. Special arrangements
can also be made for using evenings and weekends.
How do teachers know this is available? Newsletter, word of mouth.
Also, photography workshops are standard in our programming.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? 83000. Plus we
have budgeted 8500 for supplies'this year.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Teachers sign
"Resource Log" and indicate what resource(s) they used.
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EXAMPLE 45
Title: Release Time.
Briefly describe. Substitutes are available for teachers who wish
to participate in certain workshops offered during the school day
or to visit other classrooms during the day.
Staff person responsible. Policy Board Chairperson.
When and how available? Teachers apply to the Policy Board for
release time. A standing committee screens aZZ requests.
How do teachers know this is available? Newsletter. Every issue
explains necessary procedures.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? $3000. Arrange-
ments have been made with the district to support 100 release days
this year.

How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Count of the
number of teachers who actually use release time during a report
period.

EXAMPLE 46
Title: Professional Development Fund.
Briefly describe. Money available to support teacher participation
in activities offered by other institutions or groups. Can be used
to support travel out of the area, for example, to conferences.
Staff person responsible. Director.
When and how available? Teachers must submit detailed application
to the Policy Board which considers aZZ requests over $100. A

standing committee can make decisions on requests for less than
$100.

How do teachers know this is available? Newsletter, word of mouth.
How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain? $2000 this year.
How wiZZ teacher use of this resource be documented? Count of awards
made each report period.

EXAMPLE 47
Title: Tuition Reimbursement.
Briefly describe. Money available to support teacher enrollment in
courses offered through the U. of D. School of Education.

'person Director.
When and how available? Courses which carry tuition reimbursement
are approved by the Policy Board. Teachers must pre-register and
estabZish need for the credit.
How do teachers know this is available? Semi-annual bulletin.
How much did it.cost to establish and/or maintain? $3000.
How will teacher use of this resource be documented? Count of
number of teachers that use.
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SUMMARY

The One-Time Only Report was developed to provide a context for

collecting and understanding information regarding project functions and

activities. It is focused on recording organizational data that is typ-

ically quite stable and unlikely-to change over short periods of time.

By contract,, the regularly scheduled telephone interviews are designed

to collect information on Policy Board meetings,.*ject activities

and on utilization of staff services and resources during set time

intervals; also, they will provide an opportunity to update, if neces-

sary, the first report. The One-Time Only Report and the regularly

scheduled interviews, therefore, are designed to complement each other

as documentation processes.



PART IV

PREPARING FOR THE TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS
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PART IV

PREPARING FOR THE TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS

It has been found that the best way (both in terms of convenience

and quality of data) to find out what is occurring in projects is to

call and ask. Project documentors will be called by a Syracuse staff

interviewer on a regular schedule that has been designed for mutual

convenience. Typically, this will occur monthly, but in some cases

(particularly in multi-site projects) a semi-monthly schedule may be

more appropriate.

The schedule will be developed by the project documentor and the

Syracuse interviewer in the first Introductory Interview. The docu-
-

mentors will therefore know precisely when they will be asked to provide

certain information. This section will delineate the areas of question

ing which will be-covered by the interviewer, for each telephone. report'

period. It will also Orovide some suggesti-onf for collecting ,informa-

tion which will-be helpful'to prdjectdocumeniors in preparing for the-
.

interviews.

As with the One7TimeOnly Report, it is important to establish a

common language,so thatthe project documentor And telephone-inter-

-vieWer can communicate with ease and accuracy. Many of the terms should

be quite clear by the time the One-Time Only Report and Introductory

Interview are completed. However, it should be emphasized that a "per-
.

fectly clear and smootb" report will probably' not be the norm On the-

first round of interviews. In fact, some project do6umentors May find

the first interviews long. perhaps tedious', or even exasperating,

in fact, was the case in a few of the Fieldest interviews. But in
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the Field Test it was also found that once the initial pain was over,

project documentors began to look forward to the telephone reports.

Hopefully, the guides that are presented here will speed the develop-

mental process along. Definitions and suggestions will be presented in

four areas of project documentation--"Policy Board Meetings," "Activ-

ities," "Staff Services" and "Resources."

POLICY BOARD MEETING REPORT

The One-Time Only Report has been designed to elicit very important

information on Policy Board structure and organization. It is also very

important to collect information on Policy Board processes. Both types

of information are essential in developing an understanding of the Policy

Board, which was quite specifically delineated by the regulations and

which most clearly distinguishes the Teacher Centers Program from other

types of teacher centers. The Policy Board is the one element that all

federally-funded teacher centers share. It is, therefore, paramount

that information is obtained on this very important feature.

The big question is, Does the Policy Board provide an effective

mechanism for involving teachers in decisions regarding their own pro-

fessional development? This question, of course', cannot be completely

answered by the documentation strategy that. is being used. (An in-

tensive, on-site research effort would be required.) However, documen-

tation can provide first-generation data'that can be related to the big-

ger issue. For example, In what areas of decision making does the Pol-

icy Board operate?, and Who participates in the decision making? If

the Teacher Centers Program documentation succeeds in collecting good

information in only these two areas, it will have made a major contribu-
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tion to an understanding of the Program.

The following Policy Board questions will be asked in the regularly-

scheduled telephone interviews:

What'was the date and duration of the Policy Board meeting?'
Who attended?
What decisions were made?

What was the date and duration of the Policy Board meeting?

"Policy Board meeting" refers only to those meetings that are sched-

uled for e total Policy Board membership to discuss teacher center

business. nformation will not be requested for related committee

meetings, or for informal gatherings of Policy Board members. The data

requested by this question, therefore, is quite easily obtained and in

.most instances the project documentor will be reporting on only one or

two meetings in each telephone interview. The documentor should simply

keep a record of when the Board met and how long the meeting was.

EXAMPLE 4F
The Policy Board met on October 10th from 4:00 until 5:30 P.M.

Who attended?

Although. for project purposes attendance is probably taken by name,

the project documentor will be asked in the interview to report attend-

ance information only with respect to role group. In the Field Test, it

was very difficult to get this information. This was surprising since

itcwould appear "attendance" would be very routine information. Obtain-

ing this information might be simplified and facilitated if the project

documentor were to develop a standardized form for recording attendance

at each meeting. A completed form might look something like this--
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POLICY BOARD MEETING
Date: 'ial,keirkt.,24.,

Called to order: 730 R/97.
Adjourned: ;S.-5 RM.
VOTING MEMBERS
Teachers

Margaret Loomis
Betty Gray
Robert Smith
George Abbott
Les Pursiano
Cindy Dailey

School District Administrators
-:John Sauerborn --

Beth Snead
Higher Education

Jack Weinstock
Marie Mungovan

Other
Sister Mary Joseph w-

NON-VOTING MEMBERS
Jane Murray - Teacher Center Director
Gene Jones - Research Associate

If a ,form such as this were available in multiple copies; it would

seem an.easy task for someone to merely check off attendees at each.meet-

ing. Then it would also be quite simple for the project documentor to

calculate the totals by role groups in preparation for the telephone inter-

view.

EXAMPLE 49
Eleven of the thirteen members were present: 5 teachers, 2 admin- .

istrators, 1 higher education representative and 1 non-pudic
school representative. TWo non-voting members, 'cosh Teacher Cen-
ter staff, were also present. Those absent were 2 teacher and
1 higher education representative.

What decisions were made?

Documentation will focus on recording the decisions made by the

Policy BOard. Assuming conventional parliamentary procedures were fol-

lowed (e.g., Roberts Rules of Order), "decisions" would be those mat-

ters voted on. However, it is already known that some Policy Boards

2:21
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operate effectively without adhering to parliamentary procedures. In

still other projects, Policy Boards use a combination of formal and

informal procedures. Therefore, documentation cannot be based on any

assumptions regarding standard operating procedures for decision-making.

The intent of this question is to determine the decision areas in

which the Policy Board operates. The documentation interviewer will

want to know what issues were put before the Policy Board for approval.

So "decision" can perhaps be best defined with respect to "approval"

rather than with respect to any particular approval procedure. What

items did the Policy Board approve? What items were presented that did

not receive Policy Board approval?

In some-projects the Policy Board is involved in almost all areas

of teacher center operation and the list of decisions is likely to be

quite long. In other projects there is more differentiation and dele-

gation of.decision-making responsibilities to teacher center staff mem-

bers. The list of decisions made by Policy Boards in these projects is

likely to be quite short and be focused on policy areas.

EXAMPLE 50
Decisions made by the Policy Board on November 1.
The Policy Board approved the following:

1. Teacher request to attend conference at teacher center
project cost of $200.

2. To advertise "media coordinator" staff position.
3. Parent group request to use teacher center facility

for a meeting.
4. Teacher request for release time to visit another

classroom.
5. Teacher center director's request for $30 to buy

make-and-take materials.
6. Assistant director's recommendation to explore pos-

sibility of offering a summer program.
7. Motion to hire evaluation consultant.
8. Five teachers' requests for mini grants, all under

$50.
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9. Motion to schedule additional Policy Board meeting
this month to finish considering this meeting's agenda.

The Policy Board did not approve the following:
1. Motion to establish committee to consider and act on

mini-grant proposals for Zess than $100.

EXAMPLE 51

The Policy Board met on October 16 and approved the following:
1. Motion that a teacher can attend no more than one

conference or other professional meeting per academic
year with teacher center financial support.

2. Director's recommendation that the Resource Coor-
dinator have "carte blanche" in expending the $2,000
remaining in the "supplies" budget.

3. Motion to establish a standing committee to consider
aZZ program activity proposals. This committee wiZZ
,meet twice per month with the Director and will make
program recommendations to the Policy Board.

4. Four of the mini-grant proposals for over
$200 which had been recommended by the "Incentives
Committee."

The Policy Board rejected the following:
I. One mini-grant proposal that had been recommended by

the "Incentives Committee."

As these examples demonstrate, not all Policy Board processes will

be recorded. Obviously, much occurs at almost every Policy Board meet-

ing that does not involve consideration of business items that require

specific approval. But, if documentation can get a handle on what types

of decisions are being made by the Policy Board, much can be learned

which will help answer the big question regarding involvement in teacher

center decision-making.

It is assumed that Policy Boards keep records of their proceedings,

usually in the form of chronological minutes. The interviewer certainly

will not be able to process or record the entire proceedings of any

meeting. It would be most helpful if, in preparing for the telephone

interview, the project doCumentor would'organize the proceedings, focus-
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ing only-on decisions. For example, the documentor might take the

minutes and underline all items that were approved using one color ink,

and all those that weren't using another. A more sophisticated ap-

proach would be to have the Policy Board secretary organize the minutes

by category, e.g., "reports," "proposals," "budget decisions," ."non-

budget decisions," etc.

These examples are presented only as guides and are in no way meant

to impose an arbitrary structure on the organization of Policy Board

records. But perhaps they will be helpful in suggesting ways the pro-
.

ject documentor might go about preparing for the telephone interview.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES REPORT

Teacher centers, as we all know, are likely to be characterized by

the great variety of program activities they provide. One expectation

of the Teacher Centers Program is that new and different delivery mech-

anisms will be employed than have been evident in programs of the past.

In each telephone interview the project documentor will be asked to des-

cribe the program activities that have been completed by the. teacher

center during the report period, typically during the preceding month.

The.following definitions may be helpful in distinguishing "Program

Activities" from the established "Staff Services" and "Resources" that

are available through the teacher center on an on-going basis. A "Pro-

gram Activity"--

is an advertised, interactive event designed to bring together
a group of teachers to engage in professional development.

o has a clear beginning and a clear end, i.e., it is not an on-
going, established component of the project,
is discernible and describable; it has a label, e.g., ,."sem-
inar," "course," "workshop," "lecture series.," "demonstration,"
"curriculum development project," "materials development work-
shop."
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has a content focus, e.g., "math' skills," "discipline," "main-
streaming," "levels of questioning," "teacher stress," "child
psychology."
is supported fully or in part by the teacher center project.

Not included as Pi-ogram Activity, therefore, are events which are not

related to professional development. Thus, for example, planning meet-

ings,. Policy Board meetings and "coffees" are not regarded as Program

Activities for the purposes of documentation. Also not included, al-

though they may relate to professional development, are unscheduled and

spontaneous interactions. The reason for this is that these profes-

sional interactions are impossible to anticipate, and thus very dif-

ficult to record with any degree of certainty, e.g., a group of teachers

deciding at lunch to get together after school that day to discuss the

new curriculum.

Describe as fully as possible each Program Activity that has been com-

pleted during the data collection period.

In each telephone interview the documentor will be asked to des-

cribe the Program Activities that have been completed in the report

period, usually in the last month. It is important to note that a par-

ticular Program Activity will be documented only at its completion and

not before. So, for example, the "curriculum development project" which

meets regularly from October through April will not be documented in

October, November and the other report periods, but only in May.

The project documentor should be prepared to provide a description

of each Program Activity completed during the specified report period.

A complete description should--
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Tell what the Activity was. What was the title? What.was the

structure or forifiat of the event? or How was it experienced by the par-

ticipants?.

EXAMPLE 5f
"Mainstreaming in the Elementary Grades" was a traditional
course offered for university credit and instructed by a
college professor. It met once per week for four months.

EXAMPLE 53
"The Newspaper in Ecaicat.ion" was a lecture series. Four
different experts in the area were featured in the series
of four lectures.

EXAMPLE 54
"'Contemporary Problems in Music Education" was a nor.- credit
seminar led by a music education professor. The group me;
once per week for 3 weeks.

EXAMPLE 55
"Cardboard Carpentry" was a make and take workshop which-was
held on three consecutive Saturday mornings. It was a hands-
on experience.

EXAMPLE 56
"Reading in the Content Areas" was a mini - conference which
took place all day Saturday. Teachers could choose from a
wide variety of activitiesranging from hands -on develop-
mental activities to lectures by two nationally-recog-
nized leaders in the field. Publishing company representa-
tives were also available as resources.

EXAMPLE 5"
"Puppet. Power" was a demonstration. A classroom teacher
used puppets to teach a spelling lesson to a group of 15
third graders while 10 teachers observed. Following the
demonstration she and the observing teachers discussed the
potential of using puppetry to achieve instructional goals.

EXAMPLE 59
"Back to Basics" was an afterdinner sceech by John Morgan
at a pot-luck supper attended by 93 teachers and other staff.

EXAMPLE ;5.1

"Fctocurri Workshop" was a two-hour sharing workshop.
recioients of mini-grants reported on their projects. There
were nine reports and33 teachers attended.
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Tell what the Activity was about. What was the content focus

of the Program Activity? Whereas the first component of the descrip-

tion addresses the structure of the Activity, this component addresses

tna substance. Both types of information may be quite easily inferred

from the title, as in some of the examples above. But where the content

focus is not .directly related to the title, this information should be

specifically, provided.

EXAMPLE
"STRETCH" is an acronym for "Strategies for Training Regular
Educators to Teach Children with Handicaps."

EXAMPLE '17

"Glasser Training" focused on classroom management procedures.

EXAMPLE-
The focus of the "Diocese Inser' ice Seminar" was child abuse.

Provide logistical details including information with respect to

where the Activity was held, and when--number of meetings, length of

meetings, Activity duration. This is bitty- gritty information which

often provides complementary information regarding the type of profes-

sional development experience. For instance, was it a long-term inten-

.Sive experience? or a .short-term awareness experience?

EXAMPLE
This was a one-time workshop held after school.c-n the Teacher
Center that lasted 30 minutes.

E7f.42.TZE 64

This course was held on campus. The group met for one hour
once per week for 12 weeks.

Tell who instructed or otherwise facilitated the Activity. This

may be difficult to get a handle on since many teacher center Activities

vary dramatically from the traditional didactic practice of "an instruc

tor" teaching "instructees." Still 'it is very important to know who was
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responsible for actually delivering the Activity. That person's name

will not be documented., rather details will be elicited regarding that

person's professional role group and/or other basis for expertise in a

given area. Note that this- .component of the Activity description focuses

on delivery rather than, for example, on planning. If a committee has

been involved through all stages of the Activity development and delivery,

try to identify the key person in the process.

EX4 AJPLE.i..7

The speaker was a central office staff person, who has 2 str;ng
reputation in the field of lei disabes

EX4'PLE
The course was instructed ::,4 a cclloge rsychology trofesscr.

EX4f.IPLE

There was no real instructor for the Potpourri Workshop. But
the teacher center director was clearl responsible for organ-
izing the activity and acted as moderator.

XAM7L'LE ^°

The "Math Games Workshop" was run cy a classroom teacher who
has earned a strong local reputation as an expert in this area.

'7,12.0rE 6?

There was no instructor for this event as such. One teacher
suggested to the staff he would Like to 2et other teachers
together to discuss environmental education. We advertised
"The Environmental Education Sharing Event;" ;ha; was
the extent of staff involvement.

EXAMPLE 79
This offer-ing was condUcted by a team of three clasarcom
teachers.

Tell who attended. Documentation should include very basic in-

formation on the clients of teacher center programs. It is important

to count the number of participants although it is recognized that in

some instances only estimates'will be available.

EX,IMPLE 7=

The mainstreaming course was argeted forel.:mentar:.
Fifteen participated.
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EXAAPLE 72'
It is difficult to say exactly how many teachers heard the
after - dinner speech since some teachers came only for the din-
ner and others came only for the speech. I would guess about .

50 teachers--but there were too many people in_motion tO be
absolutely sure.

Tell what types of incentives may have-led teachers or others to

participate in the Program Activity. Although in some instances the

reasons for participation may be very obvious, in other instances the

reason(s) may have to be inferred by the project documentor. The doc-

umentor should report inferences with respect to intangible motivators

as well as report the obvious tangible incentives.

EXAP1PLE 73
Each teacher received a $50 stipend for participating.'

MAPLE 74
Both university'and school district credit were attached. to
this offering.

MAPLE
Substitutes were hired so teachers could use "release time"
to participate.

EXAMPLE
One might guess that this offering, which was held at a near-
by retreat, was appealing because it additionally provided a
travel and social opportunity.

MAPLE 77
There were no obvious incentives at all. I would have to say,
therefore, that this was an event which generated very high
professional interest. Interest could be the only motivator.

EXAATLE 7?
This activity was offered on "Inservice Day." Schools were
closed and teachers had to participate in three prossional
development activities which were offered h' the teacher
center in conjunction with the school district.

rXAMvLE
Al: activities, including this one, which are offered by
the teacher center have been apprcved as arnZicable toward
State recertification.
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EXAMPLE
This activity was offered again because of the strong posi-
tive feedback we received the first time we offered it.

EXAMPL7'

This activity was the result of a new Policy Board initiative.

Tell who made the decision to offer this Program Activity. Pro-

gram ideas may take various routes in the process of being translated

into Program Activities. Individuals and groups take various roles,

formal and informal, in propelling these ideas. But at some point a

decision is made to offer the Activity. The project documentor should

focus on the point of transition which can usually be recognized if 'it

is thought about. At what point did the emphasis shift from "should we

offer it?" to the logistics, or "how are we going to offer it?" This

transition point is usually marked by a very clear decision in the af-

firmative; a person or group says "Let's do it."

L"X.-1,= :;17

The teacher center director Presented the idea to ;he POlicy
Board which aPrroved i;.

744,117DLE

Four teachers simp:,y got -together and decided to offer the
event. They advertised ;hrouch the Newsletter.

'7,7f.-1.VPLE

Since ;his was soecified in the gran t,, W7,1.7: have to say

the decision was made by the Policy Board.

EXAMcFE
The decision to offer this was made by me, the director. I
told the college professor that the teacher center would
sponsor the activity if she could,inteest at least :0
teachers.

This was a teacher center staff deciSicn.
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Tell why the Activity was initiated. What conditions or pro-

cesses were related to the teacher center initiating this Activity?

Activities do not just happen--there is always a context which pro-

vides a rationale, or justification, for any particular Activity.

Some Activities naturally flow from certain local conditions; whereas

others are developed in response to new information or to changing cir-

cumstances.

EXAMPLE 80

A school staff asked the teacher center to offer this program.

EXAMPLE El
The higher education representative on the Policy Board rec-
ommended this activity. The activity was offered because the.
Policy Board accepted the recommendation.

EXAMPLE S2
An administrator asked the Policy Board to consider the pro-
gram. The school district offered to make provisions for
"release time."

EXAMPLE 83
This program activity was offered in response to an informal
teacher request;

EXAMPLE 84
Plans for this activity were delineated in the proposal.

EXAMPLE 85
The need for this activity was identified in analysis of the
formal needs assessment data.

EXAMPLE 86
The director had the idea and tested it out informally with
various teachers. The activity was offered based on highly
positive response to the suggestion.

EXAMPLE 87
This activity was offered in response to a recommendation of
the "Program Planning" Subcommittee of the Policy Board.

EXAMPLE 88
This district is very involved in implementing PL 94-142.
This activity was offered in support of this law.
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Tell how the Program Activity was advertised. This is essential

information Since "advertisement" helps distinguish Activities from

"non-activities" for purposes of documentation. Documentation, at this

point, is limited to those events which are pre-announced (but with

recognition that much may occur that is not pre announced - -we just do

not know how to document these). Teachers may become aware, either

formally or informally, that a professional development opportunity is

available to them.

EXAMPLE 9g

This activity was announced in the weekly newsletter.

EXAMPLE 97

Due to the short ,notice, a telephone committee was established
to call potentially interested teachers.

EXAMPLE 98

We announce everything through flyers which are posted on the
Teacher Center Announcement Board in every school.

EXAAmEE 99
This was announced by letter to each music teacher.

EXAMPLE 100
This was put together quite quickly and depended solely on
our highly effective and efficient word-of-mouth network.

Tell the process that was used for evaluating' the Program Activ-

ity. It is important to note that the only concern here is process.

The interviewer will make na attempt to gather information relating to

-che perceived quality of the Activity. Rather, the project documentor

should simply describe the process that was used to determine if the

*- s-Activity was perceived as successful or valuable. The process might be

N-every informal or formal. The-point is the person(s) responsible for an

Activity_ almost always has some sense of whether it was a "hit" or

"miss." What type of evaluative information was available for this
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Activity?

EXAMPLE 101
Straight word-of-mouth.

EXAMPLE 7?!2

We interviewed three teachers we thought were representative
of the group of participants.

EXAVPLE 200
Teachers were asked to fill out a standard questionnaire which
we developed and use for every activity.

EXAMPLE 104
The instructor met with sdte members of the class and dis-
cussed what had taken place and how it could be improved.

EXAMPLE 105
We use a standard State evaluation form for every activity.

EXAMPLE 106
The participants took a test.

EXAMPLE 107
The teacher center asked each participant to provide a nar-
rative evaluation.

Tell how much it cost. The project documentor will be asked to

provide cost data only with respect to direct and specific expenditures

for an Activity. In many instances, there will be nothing to report

because it appears that many teacher center Activities are supported

by already employed staff and previously purchased materials and equip-

ment. Documentation will only be concerned with those expenses directly

incurred by a specific Activity. The conservative route is being fol-

lowed because the documentation strategy is simply not sophisticated

enough to deal with pro-rated and proportional costs.

EXAMPLE 108
The following expenses were specific to this Activity:
consultant fee - $300
refreshments - $20
training materials - $45
release,time
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EXAMPLE 109
The following expenditures were made in conjunction with
this Activity:
stipends - $'500
participant travel - J100

Thus a fully-detailed Activities Report for a completed Activity

will_usually have ten components. Based on the Field Test experience,

it is recommended that in' preparing for the telephone interview, the

project documentor think of these components as complementary parts of

a° total description rather than as ten separate questions to be an-

swered. Both the open-ended and the specific question approaches were

tried out in the Field Test. When the interviewer used the ten ques-

tions to elicit the component information, the result was much repeti-

tion and tedium--particularly for the project documentor. However,

when the interviewer merely said "Can you Provide a description of the

Activity?" most of the component information was spontaneously yet con-

cisely reported--almost naturally. If certain bits of information were

lacking in the conversation-like description, then the interviewer asked

appropriate questions. In other words, the information that the inter-

viewer is attempting to record almost always flows quite naturally in

response to one general question and a barrage of specific questions is

not needed. The project documentor should try to think of the interview

as an opportunity to share with a person interested in what has occurred

and should not be perceived as an interrogation or grilling.

On the other hand, the interview is not the appropriate time for

the project documentor to engagelin'free association. As a courtesy to

the interviewer, and with recognition that we are dealing in expensive
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long-distance phone calls, the project dotumentor should have the needed

information readily available at the time of the interview. Each pro-

ject documentor will have to determine the best format for organizing

information for the interview. From the Field Test we know that getting

organized for the interview becomes easier the more one does it. We

also know from the Field Test that many personal styles of organizing

are likely to evolve.

The Field Test project documentors were interviewed to try to

determine how they prepared. One documentor went about this in an al-

most formal way, developing a standard checklist that could be used for

each Program Activity. At the informal extreme, another documentor

worked from a project file of activity announcement flyers with addi-

tional relevant information written in the margins. Still another worked

from a combination of-report forms that the project used for internal

recording purposes. In short, there are many ways for the project doc-

umentor to get organized to provide a verbal description of a program

activity.* The documentor should use whatever organizational approach

makes the most sense, is easiest and is least time-consuming--all within

the context of the documentor's particular project.

STAFF SERVICES REPORT

"Staff Services" are the organized professional support systems that

are available over extended periods of time and are recognized as estab-

lished program components. Since the details of each Staff Service will

be available in the One-Time Only Report, the project documentor will be

*See: Documenting Success for other ideas.
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asked only for utilization data in the telephone interview. Hence,

this part of the interview is much easier to prepare for than the Pro-

gram Activities Report. The interviewer will already have information

with respect to structure and focus. The project documentor will only

need to be prepared to tell how many teachers availed themselves of the

Staff Service during the report period.

EXA:4PrE !"
- 7-.70 teachero z7he .:Zuring he Las:

-7X.A.2PrE

"r:Lirri.:ncLuir! ilsoistan,,e" cf=ero'4 t c 25 teachers.

7.421PLE !

Five teachers toc,< of "7;:e Ser;i2e."
!!?

Ten pairs cf ";,el ink," teachers ,)ere identifiec7. throuE-7h "The
Matching Service.''

EXA.2.!PLE

The Teacher Center s; crili ted 55 requests ".:crTtuter
Sea_rch."

EXA.TDZ.E 1.".

The news:etter re tc O 2.9 achrs .

EXAMPLE :7'
The " teachers.

Tne 5 ro_77.iests-- " "The '.7:c:ssrocr~

'-'emcnstration Seri-12e."

E.,rt72-t-wo teacher cr..? .2arr
the aus'ices :+f "The Teachers'

Tenth unZer

It should be noted that each of the above examples refers to a

Staff Service by name. Naming is important with respect to the need for

clear conceptualization of a Staff Service. But additionally, it is

important within the context of the interview for communication pur-

poses. The interviewer will ask specifically for utilization of each
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Staff Service by name. In the event that a new Service has been estab-

lished during a report period, the project (..41.01 (nor should be pre-

pared to provide a detailed description so y-1,0 i Staff Service can

be added to the One-Time Only Report.

Although much less information will be elicited in the interview

for each Staff Service than for each Program Activity, the utilization

information may be more difficult for the project documentor to col-

lect. Whereas a project documentor may be able to rely on already-

established record keeping systems or even memory to provide Activities

information, the documentor may have to make a special effort to collect

Staff Service utilization data. This will be the case particularly

with respect to those Services which are delivered very informally.

To facilitate the job of the docuwntor, it is highly recommended

that each staff member who is responsible for providing a Service keep

a simple log. This is not difficult, nor is it time-consuming. But

it probably means establishing a new staff reporting system within the

project that will provide the documentor with the utilization data that

will be needed in the interview.

It should be emphasized that the documentor will only be expected

to report the total number of teachers that used each Staff Service.

For example, if there is a "Demonstration Service," it is only import-

ant to report the total number of demonstrations that were performed

and not the nature or focus of each demonstration.

RESOURCES REPORT

"Resources" are the materials, equipment and monies available for
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teacher use which are provided in an organized manner over a long period

of time. Since the details of each Resource will be available in the

One-Time Only Report, the project documentor will be asked only for

utilization data in the telephone interview. The documentor will only

need to be prepared to tell how many teachers used a Resource during

the report period. As with Staff Service Report, it is important that

each Resource have a name so as to facilitate communication in the

interview.

EXAMPLP0'?13

Fifty-three teachers signed the Zog at the "Drop In Center"
during the last report period.

EXAMPLE 120
We funded 15 "Pet Projects" during the last month.

EXAMPLE 121
Ten teachers used the "Equipment Center."

EXAMPLE 122
Thirteen teachers used the "Release Time Bank" for various
purpOses.

EXAMPLE 123

Fifty teachers signed books out of the "Library."

EXAMPLE 124
The "Media Van" served about 60 teachers.

EXAMPLE 125

Forty teachers helped themselves at the "Scrounge Center."

EXAMPLE 126

Twenty teachers signed the Zog book at the "Materials Lab."

EXAMPLE 127

Three teachers used the "Travel Fund" for conference attendance.

As with the Staff Services Report, it may be necessary to estab-

lish an internal data system that will provide the project documentor

with Resource utilization, data for the telephone interview. It may

even be more difficult since in many cases it may be necessary to rely
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on Resource users voluntarily keeping track of their own use of the

Resources. How-Ever, every effort should be made to develop a system

for documenting this very important information. What if someone asks

"How many are using that Media Laboratory that we put a lot of money

into?" Although it may be difficult to collect Resource utilization

information, particularly on those that are available in highly-person-

alized structures, this information is usually critical in justifying

the continued existence of most Resources.
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SYNOPSIS OF DEFINITIONS

The following short definitions may be helpful in documentation

communications.

Advertisement. An advance notice that a teacher center Activity, Serv-
ice or Resource is available. "Advertisement" is an essential criterion
for distinguishing a planned Activity, Service or Resource from those
that are spontaneous. Only planned Activities, Services and Resources
will be documented.

Agenda. Preannounced listing of items to be,discussed at Policy Board
meeting.

Average travel time. Estimate of minutes required to travel from ser-
vice area school to the teacher center facility using the most common
means of transportation. For multiple schools, calculate the total
minutes and divide by the number of schools.

Building administrators. School district personnel with administrative
responsibility for a specific school.

Central office administrators. School district personnel with district-
wide responsibilities.'

Documentor. Person responsible for organizing project data and for
participating in the telephone interview.

Elementary teachers. Classroom teachers, K-6.

Facility. Building room, mobile unit or other space associated
exclusively with the Teacher Centers project.

Field test. Study completed in Spring, 1979 which examined feasibility
of the telephone interview as a documentation strategy.

Higher education administrators. Higher education personnel who have
administrative titles and responsibilities.

Interviewer. Syracuse Area Teacher Center staff member specif'ically
trained in recording telephone interview data.

Introductory. interview. In-depth teleph.one interview of documentor by
Syracuse staff interviewer with regard to organizational details; com-
pleted prior to initiation of regularly scheduled documentation interviews.

Non - voting Policy Board members. Those who regularly attend Policy
Board meetings and are involved in deliberations yet have no role in
the formal decision making processes.
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One-Time Only Report. Written report providing information with re-
spect to project organization; supplemented by Introductory Interview;
must be completed prior to initiating regularly scheduled telephone
interviews.

Policy Board decisions. Those items which the Policy Board addresses
and which are either approved or disapproved.

Policy Board meeting. Official meeting which is scheduled for the
total Policy Board membership.

Primary role and tasks. Those staff tasks which ,re of the highest
priority and/or are most time - consuming.

Professors. Higher education personnel with academic responsibilities.

Program Activity. An advertised interactive event designed to bring
together a group of teachers to engage in professional development.

Program Activity Report. The project documentor will be asked to pro-
vide a detailed verbal description of each Program Activity completed
durina the report period.

Regularly scheduled. An event reoccurring according to a prearranged
timetable usually with uniform time intervals.

Release time. Provision of substitute teachers to free teachers tem-
porarily from classroom duties.

Resources. Materials, equipment and monies available for teacher use
which are provided in an organized manner over a lona period of-time.
Each organized system for making a resource available has a name.

Role group. Primary professional career.affiliation.

Secondary teachers. Classroom teachers, 7-12.

Staff. All those who have an occupational role with the Teacher Centers
project, including full-time, part-time, professional and non-professional
personnel.

Staff Services.. Professional support systems which are provided by
Teacher Centers personnel in an organized manner over a long period of
time and, therefore, are established components of the Teacher Centers
program. Each Staff Service has a name.

Standing committee. Sub-group of Policy Board designated to serve
for a long term and for a specific purpose.
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.Telephone Interview. Syracuse staff interviewer will telephone pro-ject documentor according to a mutually convenient and prearranged,
regular schedule for the purpose of collecting information concerningPolicy Board Meetings, Activities, Staff Service and Resources.

Utilization data. Information regarding how many teachers used avail-aEle Staff Services and Resources during a report period.
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ONE TIME ONLY REPORT FORM
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Syracuse Area Teacher Center

ONE-TIME ONLY REPORT

(PROJECT)

(ADDRESS)

(DOCUMENTOR)

(TELEPHONE)

(DAY OF WEEK INTERVIEW PREFERRED)

(TIME OF DAY INTERVIEW PREFERRED)



STAFF POSITION #1:

STAFF

(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous,, job title and years in last position:

STAFF POSITION #2:

(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous job title and years in last position:



STAFF POSITION # :
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(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous job title and years in last position:

STAFF POSITION #4:

(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous job title and years in last position:



STAFF POSITION #5:
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(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

Percentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous job title and years in last position:

STAFF POSITION #6:

(Title)

Primary role and tasks:

PerCentage of time on Teacher Centers project:

Previous job title and years in last position:
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POLICY BOARD

NUrBER OF POLICY BOARD ME.BERS DY.ROLE GROUP

TEACHERS

Elementary

Secondary

Special Education

Vocational Education

Other

TOTAL TEACHERS

SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS

Building

Central Office

Other

TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS

HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL

Professors

Administrators

Other

TOTAL HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL

,

TEACHER CENTER STAFF

OTHER (list):

TOTAL OTHER

Voting Non-Voting
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PROFESSIONAL ROLE GROUP OF CHAIRPERSON:

HOW OFTEN ARE REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS CONVENED?

HOW MANY TIMES HAS THE POLICY BOARD MET SINCE NOTIFICATION OF FUNDING?

IS RELEASE TIME PROVIDED FOR TEACHER MEMBERS?

WHAT IS THE PROCESS FOR GETTING AN ITEM ON THE POLICY BOARD AGENDA?

WHAT STANDING COMMITTEES ARE THERE?



TEACHER CENTER SITE #

Briefly describe.
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FACILIT.Y (S)

Name)

If converted space, former primary usage.

For what purposes is the facility used?

How many schools does this site serve?

Average travel time required to reach this site?

When is this site operated?

TEACHER CENTER SITE #2:

Briefly describe.

(Name)

If converted space, former primary usage.

For what purposes is the facility used?

How many schools does this site serve?

Average travel time required to reach this site?

4

When is this site operated?



TEACHER CENTER SITE #3:

Briefly describe.
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(Name)

'If converted space, former primary usage.

For what purposes is the facility used?

How many schuols does this site serve?

Average travel time required to reach this site?

When is this site operated?

TEACHES CENTFR SITE #4:

Briefly describe.

(flame)

If converted space, former primary usage.

For what purposes is the facility used?

Hour many schools does this site serve?

Average travel time.revired to reach this site?

Wien is this site operate7

2L?



SERVICE

(Title)

Briefly describe.
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S T A F F SERVICES

Title, of staff persons) responsible for providing this service?

Wien and how is this service available?

How do teachers know this service is available?

HoW will teacher use of service be documented?

SERVICE e2-.:

(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title of staff person(s) responsible for providing this service?

Men and how is this service available?

How do teacfrers know this service is available?

Flow will teacher use of this service he documented?

2'



SERVICE !13:

(Title)

Briefly describe.
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Title of staff person(s) responsible for providing this service?

When and how is this service available?

How do teachrs know this service is availaMe?

How will te:l.cher use of this.servic be decumnnnO?

SERVICE P4:

(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title of staff person(s) responsible for providing this service?

When and how is this service availabl

How do teachers know this service is a ailable?

How will teacher use of this service be 'documented?



SERVICE #5:

(Title)

Briefly describe.
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Title of staff person(s) responsible for providing this service?

When and how is this service available?

How do teachers know this service is available?

How will teacher use of this service be documented?

SERVICE F6:

(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title of staff person(s) responsible for providing this service?

When and how is this service available?

How do teachers know thiservice is available?

How will teacher use of this service be documented?



RESOURCE Pl:

(Title)

Briefly describe.
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Title of staff person(s) responsible for maintaining this resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is available?

'How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How will teacher use of this resource be documented?

RESOURCE £2:

(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title Of staff person(s) responsible for maintaining thiS resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is ;available?

How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How. will teacher'use of this resource be documented?



USOURCE !!3:

(Title)

Briefly describe.
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Title of staff perSon(s) responsible for maintaining this resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is available?

How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How will teacher use of this resource be documented?

RESOURCE #4:

(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title-of staff person(s) responsible for maintaining this resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is available?

How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How will teacher use of this resource be documented?



RESOURCE #5:
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(Title)

Briefly describe.

Title of staff person(s) responsible for maintaining this resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is available?

How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How will teacher use of this'resource be documented?

RESOURCE #6:

(Title).

Briefly describe.

Title of staff'person(s) responsible for maintaining this resource?

When and how is this resource available?

How do teachers know this resource is available?

How much did it cost to establish and/or maintain?

How will teacher use of this resource be documented?
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Please provide us with any information which these questions have not
elicited and which you think would be helpful in developing a better
understanding of your project's structure and organization.

STAFF

POLICY BOARD
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FACILITIES

SERVICES

260
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RESOURCES

OTHER

THANK YOU



APPENDIX D

DATA CODING MANUAL

2c2
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ACTIVITIES

Content Focus: Overview of Opscan #1 - #7

Directions. Every Activity has a content focus. First decide upon the
appropriate major category. Although almost all Teacher Center Activi-
ties are designed to improve schooling for children, some have a more
direct relationship to this objective than others.

Optcan

Opscan #5-#6:

Opscan #7:

if the Activity is designed to help teachers in
meeting the needs of students.

if the activity is focused on the needs of
teachers and other clients but not needs of
teachers directly related to working with
students.

if the Activity is not clearly related to
meeting the instructional, professional or
personal needs of teachers; or if the
Activity addresses both Opscan 1-4 and
Opscan'5-6.

You will use either Onscan #1-I4, or Opscan #5-#6, or Opscan #7. You
will use only one of these three -categories. The oTher two categories

Opscan /1-#4:Content Focus on Teaching Children in Schools

will be left blank.

Directions. Content Focus "on teaching children in schools" can potenLially
be coded four dimensions. This Category is 4 opscan' items,each item
representing one dimension. Code each dimension that.is relevant. But for
each dimension only ohe entry can be made.

Opscan 1: Curriculum

if the focus is on subject matter to be taught
to children,

enter one of the following:

A. -"Basic Skills"

These are the survival skill areas, including reading,
math, verbal and written communication skills.
Examples include- -

Reading Comprehension
Phonics
Writing (but not creative writing)
Metrics
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P "Other Standard Program Areas"

These are the other subject's which are commonly
associated with and accepted as being within the
purview of the school's program. Examples include--

Montant) History
Business Education
Creative Writing
Arts (and Crafts)
Music
Physical Education
Health
Social Studies workshop
Earth Science

C - "Special Interest"

These are subjects of current interest which may or
may not eventually become adopted as standard curricular
areas. Often they are specific extensions of the tradi-
tional curricula. Examples include-

Geology of the Coulee River Basin
Hopi culture
Collecting Oral History
Futuristics in the Classroom
Photography
Calligraphy
Aerospace Service Project
Computers
Nutrition
Careers in Atlanta
Mime
Solar Energy
Environmental Education

"Other"

Use this value if the focus is on school curriculum but
can not be accurately coded A, L, C above. For example--

Fall Enrichment Activities

0pscan P2: Children with Special Needs

if the focus is on helping teachers better
understand and serve children who have been
identified as needing special attention,

enter one of the following:
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A 'Gifted"

These are children who are identified as having
exemplary skills and talents. Examples include--

Teaching Math Problem Solving to Gifted Children
Providing for the Gifted at Home and School

B "Handicapped"

These are children who have been identified as
having physical, mental, motivational or emotional
disadvantages. Examples include- -

Materials for Mainstreaming
Using Newspapers to Involve Reluctant Learners
Make and Take for Teachers of the Physically

Handicapped
Climate in the EMR Classroom

"Cultual Background"

These are children who come from particular ethnic,
racial or sex backgrounds. Examples include--

Breaking Down Sex Stereotypes
Foundations of Multi-Cultural Education
Martin Luther King Materials
Literary Training for Bilingual Students

D "The Economically Disadvantaged"

These are children who come from financially
impoverished families. Examples include- -

Language Arts for Title I Programs
Teacher Corps/Teacher Center

Conference on Basic Skills

E "Other"

This code should be used for those Activities which
focus on even more specifically identified children
with special needs. Examples include--

Children of Divorce
Working with Children Abused at Home
Children with Working Mothers
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Opscan 3: F'eda90gY.

o !f the focus is ,131 helping teaners to relate to
children in an intructional setting.

ent.r one of tk,

A "Instructional Management"

These are Activities targeted at developing teachers'
repertoire and expertise. They focus on the skills,
strategies, methods and other "how tos" of instruction.
Examples include--

Learning Centers in the Middle School
Motivational Ideas for Primary Teachers
Math Reinforcement Activities
Synectics

Chisanhop
Individualized Instruction
Using Role Playing

Newspapers in the Classroom
Small Group Facilitation
Direct Instruction
Great Books Leadership Training
The Structured Approach to Improving Achievement

B "Classroom Management"

These are Activities specifically targeted at helping
teachers deal with the issue of student behavior in
school. Examples include --

Styles of Management
Developing Respect in the Classroom
Assertive Discipline
Glasser Workshop
Using Masks to Improve Classroom Climate

C "Materials"

These are Activities designed to help teachers select/
develop/organize instructional materials and other
materials for use in the classroom. Examples include

,-

Cardboard Carpentry
Reinforcement Materials for Math
Bulletin Boards that Teach
Make and Take
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D "Understanding Instruction/Children"

These are Activities which are designed to develop the
basis or foundation for teacher decision making in the
classroom. They are usually theoretical (e.g., Moral
Development) but they may be skill-oriented (e.g.,
Analyzing Test Results). Included in this Category
are all Activities relating either to the diagnosis or
evaluation of instruction. Examples include--

Teacher Effectiveness
Mastery Learning: A Theory of Learning
Differentiated Styles of Teaching
Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Development
Classroom Diagnosis in Reading in the Content Area
Using Information from Informal Reading Inventories
Using the Results of Standardized Reading Tests
Mathophobia: Systems, Causes and Cures
Humanistic Education
Open Schools

E "Curriculum Development"

These are Activities designed to help teachers extend/ enrich/
modify existing curricula to fit specific classroom
circumstances or to develop new standard curricula.
Examples include--

Incorporating Innovative Ideas in the Curriculum
Curriculum for the Gifted
Integrating Art in the Curriculum

r "Equipment/Media"

These are Activities designed to help teachers use
equipment and media. Examples include--

Cartooning
Trouble Shooting Audio Visual equipment
Telex: How to Use
Making Film Strips
Photography as a Teaching Aide

G "Other"

Use this value if the Activity addresses what teachers
do in classrooms but which cannot be accurately coded
with an above value. For example --

Making Optimal Use of Community Resources
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Onscan 4: Cjient_Group

o iF the focus is on meeting the special needs of a

particular group of Teacher Center participants,

enter one of the following

A "Elementary"

These are Activities targets at teachers in grades

K-6. Examples include--

Languaae Arts Materials for the Primary Grades

6 "Secondary"

These are targeted at grades 7-12. If "middle school"

is specified, use this coding value. Examples include--

Classroom Management in the Senior High School

C "Area/Speciality"

These are targeted at teachers from the same specialty

area. Examples include- -

Diagnostic skills for Teachers of Reading

D "School Assignment"

These are targeted at teachers who teach in the same

school building. Examples include- -

Language Arts Curriculum bt Seymour School

Team Approach to School Climate

(only one faculty invited to attend)

E "Other Education Personnel"

These are Activities for people who work with children

in instructional settings but who are not certified

professionals. Examples include--

Paraprofessional Audiovisual Workshop

Student teachers and Classroom Management

F "Elementary Special Area/Grade"

This value should be used for activities directed at

identifiable groups of elementary teachers.

Fifth Grade Math Activities

Reading Readiness
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0 "Secondary Special Areal /Grade"

Special Issues in leaching Secondary Social Studies
Seminar for Teachers of English
Skills for leaching Foreign Language!,

M "Other"

Use this value if the Activity addresses the needs of
a specifically identifi(4groups of teacher center
clients not listed above:-:.'

Combination: There will be few Activities that are "pure" instances
of "curriculum," "Children with special needs," "pedagogy" or "client
group." Typically an Activity, with respect to "Teaching. Children,"
will be targeted on more than one dimension of content focus.
Examples include--

Developing Materials for Teaching Bilinoual Students (3,2)
Learning Styles of Bilingual Students (3,2)
Elementary Math,Activities (4,3,2)
Management. of Elementary Classrooms (3,4)
Elcma,ntary Title i Math 244,l)
Reinforcement Strategies for Teaching Elementary
Math (3,4,1)

Science Make and Take
Creative Strategies for Elementary Language Arts (3,4,1)
Elementary Math (4,1)
Methods for Teaching Algebra and Geometry (3,4,1)
Developing Curriculum for the Gifted (3,2)

Tineloints with respect JoAnscan_ln4_

o Do not infer beyond the information available. Consider "Early
History of Oxford." While it would be appropriate to assume that
this Activity would relate tP the curriculum (iOpscan1) in Oxford
schools, one should not i ,hat the Autivity focused Fyn helping
teachers teach (Opscan3) about Early Oxford.

(0 On the other hand, don't adhere so strictly to the principle of
non-inference that valuable information is Lost. :.Consider
"Children's Literature." The title would suggest only coding
"Curriculum" (other traditional areas). But, if for example', under
"participants" it is recorded that: 17. librarians attended, then .

please infer that this Activity was targeted at the special needs
of a particular group of clients ("Area/Specialty").

o There are many instances of make and take Activities which may
only appear to have a "curriculum" fOcus if you only consider
the title, e.g., "Science Workshop." _Brit if the process is
described as being make and take, then you should infer that
there was a focus on "materials development" ("Pedagogy").
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o With respect to "Curriculum," use "basic skills" for reading,
writing, arithmetic and communication skills. this means that
most secondary curricula will be coded as "other traditional
areas".

o The use of "Learning Centers" is an instructional management
strategy and should be coded such under "Pedagogy." But
if the Activity is described as having make and take as the
"process," then the Learning Center Activity should be coded
as "materials development."

o In a related area, code all "Cardboard Carpentry" Activities
as "materials development."

Opscan 5-6: Content Focus on the Development of Teachers and
Other Teacher Center Clients

Directions. Unlike Opscan 1-4 , in Opscan 5-6 only one item should be
coded. In other words, if you have decided that the Activity is focused
on the development of teacher center clients, then you must indicate
whether it focuses on the "professional" or the "personardimension.

Opscan 5- As Professionals

e if the focus is on helping teachers to develop
professionally in ways that transcend their day-
to-day instructional responsibilities in specific
teaching assignments,

enter one of the following

A "Awareness of Professional Opportunities"

These are often "motivational" and designed to provide
teachers with information with respect to available
opportunities for developing themselves in their current
roles. This category also includes those informational
activities that could relate to career advancement with-
in education or to career change. Examples include--

Teacher Center Open House '0

Informational Meeting: Activities, Services and
Resources offered by the Teacher Center

Teaching Opportunities Abroad
Career Options

Putting Your Teaching Experience to Work in Private
Enterprise.

Financial Aid for Teachers Pursuing Graduate Studies
Needs Assessment Meeting
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B "Non-Teaching Professional Skills"

These are focused on developing skills/knowledge useful
to teachers in functioning in the professional world
beyond the classroom. Examples include- -

How to's of Grantsmanship
The ABCs of Negotiating Contracts
How to get Published
Workshop for Prospective Teacher Trainers
Awareness Training for Workshop Leaders
Workshop on Needs Assessment for School Liaisons
Policy Board Training Meeting

C "Professional Issues and Concerns"

These are focused on developing better understanding of
the professional environment in which teachers teach.
Examples include- -

The Socialization of Professional Educators
Improving the Teacher Image
Teacher Evaluation
School Law
Teacher Rights and Responsibilities

D "General IntereSt/Education"

These are activities which are concerned with education
but which are not related to the actual teaching of
children. They would be of potential interest not only
to teachers but to anyone who would be generally inter-
ested in education. Examples include--

Education and. American Ideals
Israeli Education
The Future of Public Education
Inequality in Education

"Other"

For example- -

Teacher Project Sharing Seminar

OPSCAN C: As Individuals

a if the focus is on providing what might be called
"adult education" for teachers,

enter one of the following
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A "Personal"

These are focused on the emotional and/or attitudinal
dimensions. Examples include--

Improving Teacher Self-Concept
Teacher Stress and How to Deal With It
Discipline Problems and Their Relationship to
Teacher Burnout

A Prevention Model of Stress Management
Support Group for Teachers Changing Careers
Developing Teacher Self Awareness in the Classroom
Teacher Revitalization

B "Practical"

These are typically informational and focused on helping
teachers deal with reality factors in living. Examples
include--

Estate Planning
Income Tax Preparation
Retirement Planning
Now to .Nrite a Resume

.Financial Aid Opportunities for Dependents of
Teachers

C "Enrichment"

These are typically skill-building activities which would
be of potential interest to adults irrespective of pro-
fessiooal orientation. Examples include--

Rug Making
Cake Decorating
Belly Dancing
Basic Book Repair
Tennis,

opsum 7: Other Content Area

Directions. This Content Focus Category is used only if an Activity can. _

not be coded accurately as eitherOpscan 1-4 or Opscan 5-6.

Enter

A "Yes"

Examples are few but would include--

Teacher Center Birthday Party.
Inservice Day for Stewart County

2-0
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"No" leave blank.

Fine Point. The most common entry in this Category is likely to be
multiple session Activities which address a number of unrelated con-
tent areas. But do not assume that all multiple session Activities
belong to this Category. For example, "Conference on the Gifted"
would be more appropriately coded as Opscan 2.

OPSCAN 8-15: Activity Process

Directions. Every Activity has a "process" and therefore must be
coded with respect to Opscan 8-15 This category is 9 Opscan entries
with each entry representing an independent Activity process.
Therefore, an Activity, can be appropriately coded on more than one
dimension (i.e., more than one Opscan entry).

Enter

A "Yes,"

if the process was used

leave blank

if the process was not used.

Opscan 8: Didactic presentation

if the Activity has involved one person giving
information to the group of participants.
Examples include--

There was a speaker.
It was a lecture.
Direct instruction was used.

Opscan 9: Shared presentation

if more than one person presented information.
Examples include-

Five speakers shared their experiences with the
group.

It was a panel discussion.
Each week a different resource person presented.



Opscan-10
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Demonstration

o if the presenter(s) shows the group of participants,
how to do something. Examples include--

Showed how puppets could be used to teach spelling.
Showed how to facilitate small groups.
Showed how to make cardboard furniture.

Opscan 11 Mediated presentation

o if materials are either presented or
co if materials are used to facilitate the presentation.
Examples include--

Slide tape presentation
A film
Videotape
Display of patkaged materials
Worked with packaged materials

Opscan 12 Interactive discussion

if participants are encouraged and expected to
interact verbally. Examples include--

Question- Answer Period
Idea Sharing
Group Process
Small "Working" Grou
Informal Sharing

Opscan 13 Experiential

if participants have opportunity and are expected
to be very actively, involved (this implies intended
and more intense participant involvement than any
other process format). Examples include--

Make and Take
Opportunity to Practice VeW Skills in

Peer-Teaching-
Videotaped Themselves and them did

Group Analysis of the Tapes
Role-Playing
Hands On

Students worked on Independent Projects

Opsc'an 14 Other

if some other process was used. Examples include7,-
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Opscan 15 Concurrent sessions

o if several of the above processes are used

simultaneously. Examples include--

It was a conference. Teachers could choose to
attend either the lecture or to participate
in role-playing session.

After dinner the participants met as three
different groups according to interest.

Fine Points with Respect to npcean-Z 15

fa If more specific information is unavailable, it will be

assumed that

- "Workshop" involved "interactive discussion,"

- "Course" involves both "presentation" and "discussion,"

- if an expert was the facilitator, there was a
"presentation" of information.

c Ignore all codes)other than Opscan15,if the Activity involved

concurrent sessions.

Opscan 16-17 Location and When

Directions. This Category is 2 Opscan items and each Activity must be

coded with respect to each item.

Opscan 16 Location

enter one of the following:

A Teacher Center

This is the facility primarily associated with the

Teacher Center project. It should not be used to

code spaces that are'only used by the Teacher Center

on certain occassions.

B School

A building used primarily for the instruction of

children.

C Other District Site

Any sp-ace managed by a school or intermediate district

that is not used primarily for instruction. Examples

include-

Central Office
Regional Service District Office
Staff Development Center

9
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D Ca=vus Site

Any space managed by an institutio, higher
education in the area served by the project.

E Community Facility

Any space that is generally perceived
public facility. Examples include--

Women's Club
Science Center
Church
YMCA

F Other

Examples include--

Private Home
StOnycreek Retreat
A Restaurant
A Hotel

Opscan l7 When

enter one of the following:

A During,Working Day

Use this code if the Activity was held at any time
uthe.i.e, under the regular schedule, a teacher could
be expected to be working. Examples include--

Release time was available so that teachers
could attend.

This was held as part of the District Inservice
Day.

This activity was held during the after-school
faculty meeting.

B After School

For Activities held after 3:00 in the afternoon
(but this is variable).

C Evening

For Activities held after 6:00 p.m. any night
Monday through Thursday.
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D Weekend

*For Activities held anytime between Friday, after
school, and Sunday evening.

E Other Holiday

For Activities held on days when schools are not in
session other than weekends and inservice days.

F During Working Day/After School

For Activities which start during the working day
but continue on after school.

G After School/Evening

For Activities which start after school and continue
into the evening.

U Other Combinations

For Activities that are some other combination of
times (values 1-5). For example-

3 meetings were were held during the workind
day and the last session was a 2clay weekend
retreat at a conference center.

I Other

For Activities held some othertime. For example--

before school started in the morning

Opscan 18-19 Role Groups Affiliation of Facilitator/Instructor

Directions. This Catecz, is 2 Opscan itemsand each ,kctivity must
be coded with respect to each item.

Opscan 18 Role Group Facilitator

o the primary professional affiliation of the
person who was most directly responsible for
the actual facilitation or instruction.

enter one of the following
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A Classroom Teacher

A person whose primary professional identification is
derived from teaching children, including grade level
teachers as well-as subject area specialists.

B Other Professional Staff

A person who is certificated as a teacher but who does
not have primary responsibilities instructing children.
Examples include--

School Nurse.
Librarian
School Social Worker
Counselor

Teacher Center Director

This is the one person who is officially designated as
the chief project manager.

,D Teacher Center Staff

Any staff person other than the Director.

E Professor

-A person whose primary responsibility is instructing
in an institution of higher education.

F Independent Consultant

A person with professional expertise whose primary
responsibilities and source of income are not connected
to an established educational institution.

G School Administrator

A person whose primary responsibilities are in the
area of building administration, staff supervision,
or coordination of district-level functions.

H Local Resource Person

A person with expertise who is primarily engaged in
work not directly related to the education of children
and/or teachers.

I Othcr

A person whose role is not described 1-8 above.
For example- -

State Education Department Administrator

2-4Q
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Opscan 19 Team Facilitation/Instruction

Enter one of the following values-

A "yes,"

if more than one person were involved in facilitating
the Activity and if these people were from th!,
role group. For example--

2 Classroom Teachers

B "Yes,"

if more than one person were involved in facilitation
and if these people were from different role groups.
For example--

The Teacher Center Director and
2 other staff people

Leave blank if there was a sincle facilitator.

Fine points with Respect to Opscan 19

o "Staff" will be considered plural. Therefore, this would
be considered "team facilitation/same role group."

If the Director was listed as a person involved,
considered the Director as the "primary facilitator."

o if a Lumber of role groups are involved and Teacher Center
staff is mentioned, considered "staff" as "primary."

07.,scar AviAlable Incentives

Thin Category delineates the possible reasons people may
have participat-A in an Activity. The Category is 8 Opscan itefns and
each _ must be coded, leave the'sno"Responses blank.

Enter

A "Yes,"

if applicable
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for each of the Opscan items as follows:

,:pscan 20 School District Credit

o if the district provides support for individual
participants. Examples include--

Salary Advancement Credit
Professional Development Credit
Inservice Credit

Opscan 21 College Credit

o if an institution of higher education awards credit
which can be applied toward a degree(s). Examples
include--

Graduate Credit
Master's Credit

Opscan 22 State Credit

o if participation in the Activity meets a State
requirenent(s). Examples include--

Recertification Credit
Renewal Credit

Opscan 23 School Closed for Staff Development

o if schools:are closed for the purpose of staff
development. Examples include- -

Early Release of Students
Inservice Day
Superintendent's Day

Opscan 24 Teacher and/or Other Client Release

o if schools are in session, but there is a provision
for freeing teachers from teaching or other professional
responsibilities for thaTurpose of staff development.
Examples includ--

Substitutes were provided
Instead of the Regular Faculty Meeting
Two .Classes were supervised by one teacher
so that the e47,r one could participate.

Held during lunch hour
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Opscan 25 Financial Support

o if there is a financial incentive for individual
participants. For example--

Mileage was Reimbursed
Stipend
Tuition Reimbursement
Honorarium
Vouchers

Opscan 26 Added Attraction

o if there is a particularly attractive feature
embedded in the Activity. Examples include--

Free Dinner
Held at a Conference Center in the Mountains
Door Prizes were given
Free Materials

Opscan 27 Other

o if there is a suggestion that participation was
required. Examples include--

Inservice Day
Required as part of course

with Respect tc j pscan 20-27

* 'District Inservice" usually is "school closed for staff
development." Hflwever, sometimes credit ("district credit")
is also an incentive under this circumstance.

o "College credit" is often available in conjunction with
"financial support," i.e., the Teacher Center provides
financial help for participants.

o Incentives may be inferred from other Categories of
information. for example, "the Activity was held at a
resort" could be inferred to have an "added att- Hon."

Obscan 28-33 Advertisement

Directions. This Category is 6 Opscan itemsoith each item representing
a different type of advertising.

Enter "A" for yes,

A "Yes."

if the type was used

-leave blank

2 0 1
if the type was not used



The Opscan items are as follows:

Opscan 28 Teacher Center Publication

o if the announcement of the Activity appeared in a
publication which is distributed regularly, such as--

Opscan 29

Weekly Newsletter
Monthly Calendar
Catalogue of Semester Offerings

Special Print Announcement

i if printer! announcements were distributed especially
for one Activity. Examples include--

Posters
Flyers
Bulletins

Opscan 30 District Communication Channels

o if the announcement was made throujh process
regularly used by the host district. Examples include--

Opscan 31

District Newsletter
District Bulletin Boards
Notification of all building principals for

inclusion in "Announcements" at faculty meetings

Personal Contact

o if a special effort was made to individually contact
potential participants. (This is typical for
Activities which are designed for a limited number
and /or a very special type of participant).
Examples include--

Called people we knew were interpstej
Written invitation to Juld not be

included in the first offering
Letters to target group
Announced in class
The Retreat was announced at the Policy Board
meeting
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Opscan 32 public Media_

O if general commnity announcements wi made.
For example--

Local Newspaper
Television and Radio Announcment5
Public Service Calendar

Opscan 33 Other

e if there is a requirement factor involved.
Examples include--

Announcement in Class
District Inservice Agenda

Opscan. 34_3p, Evaluation Process

Directions. This Catecory is 5 Opscan items with each item representing
different type of process for assessing the value of an Activity.

Enter A for yes, leave blank for a "no" response

A "Yes"

Opscan 34 Standard Proced,lre

o if the Activity was evaluated using a written
form that the Center uses routinely for all
Activities.

Opscan 35 Activity--Specific Procedures

o if a special procedure was used. For example- -

Instructor Designed Questionnaire
There was a test
Participants were interviewed

Opscan 36 Informal/Verbal

o if participants expressed their opinion verbally.
For example--

I:ford of Mouth
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Opscan 37 Follow -qp Procedure_

o if there was a Process for soliciting participant opinion
one month or more after the completion of the Activity.

Opscan 3B Other

Opscan 39: Who Decided to offer the Activity?

Directions. Opscan 39 is concerned with who made the decision to offer the Activity.

Opscan 39 Who Decided (by role group)

enter one of the following values:

A Teacher Center Director

The on person who is offctlly ;!esignated as the
chief project manager.

B Teacher Center Staff

If decision was made by staff person other than
the Director. Also if the Director and the staff
jointly made the decision.

C Policy Board

If this group had the final say with respect to
the specific Activity.

D Committee

If the activity is a result a group of people
working together to develop and authorize certain
types of prograMming.

E District

If the Activity was approved by a District
supervisor/administrator

Teacher Center Director and/or Staff and/or Committee
in Combination with the Policy Board

If the decision was made by the Policy Board but with
the involvement of at least one of the following--the
Director, the Staff, a Committee.

t
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G Teacher Center in Combination with the District

If the decision was made by a district administrator/
supervisor with the involvement of at least one of the
following--the Director, the Staff, the Policy Board,
a Teacher Center Committee.

Li Other Combination--

The Director and a Committee
The Staff and a Committee

I Other The only example thus far is --

The instructor volunteered.

Opscan 40-41. Reason_for

Directions. In most instances only Opscan iil will be coded. Enter the
appropriate letter A-J. But if the reason is "other" then you must enter
A for both Opscan 40 and 41.

Opscan 41: Reason for Decision

enter one of the following

A Formal Needs Assessment

If a large-scale survey was used to generate ideas for
specific activities.

B Project Objective

If project has is specific commitment to offer this
activity or the activity is directly related to an
objective in the proposal.

C Client Request

If the activity evolved frm-,; an ldaa of a potential
client. For example--

A teacher came to the Director and suggested...i
The faculty at Smith School requested...
"Informal Needs Assessment"

D Staff Recommendation

If the idea was generated by the Center Staff.

C Committee Recommendation

If idea was generated by a group charged with program
development responsibilities.
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F Outgrowth of Earlier Offering

I f, -for example--

To accomodate the overflow from the first -offering
The instructor has a.strong reputation and a large

following
It went over sow 11 the f;rst time we offered it,

ran-it agaio

G District Priority Request

If the Activity relates to a particular need or thrust
of tne District. For example--

It was a District Inservice Day. The district
asked the Teacher Center to help out by offering
this activity.

The District is under particular piessure to
implement the mainstreaming legislation.

We had a special request from the Superintendent's
office.

The District is working hard toward developing a
curriculum for the Gifted. It was thought that
this effort could be best coordinated through
the Center.

The principal asked us to do it.

H Policy Board Initiative

If the Policy Board has made a decision to move in
directions not previously specified in the proposal:

I Evolved from a Teacher Project

if the Activity is an outgrowth of a teacher(s)
pursuing a special interest. For example--

A teacher, who was given a mini-award to
develop a unit for bilingual students,
suggested that we offer this Activity.
She was the-facilitator.

We supported the attendance of this teacherlat
a training session on this topic with the;
expectation that she would instruct this pourse
for the Teacher Center.

The teacher asked for an opportunity to share
his expertisr! in the area.
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External lmpetus/Support

This was offered in cooperation with the TeaunerCorps project.
The Energy Conservation Council came to us and

suggested lie combine our resources to offer thisActivity.
The Title IV project officer from the State capitolinitiated the ilea.

ather_ Enter Opscan 40-"A" and Opscan 41-"

The only example thus far is--

The instructor volunteered

Fine points with respect to Opscan 40-41

o if more than one response is given with respect to "Yeason,",

- "client request"
supercedes formal needs assessmentproject objectives

staff
r,,ror-e'er.4t4.en.

Opscan units E through J supercede any Opscan units A. through D.

42 -47 ParticipantsOpscan

Directions. This Category has ,2 components. Opscan 12-44c are used fhrcoding the number of teacher participants. Opscan 45-47 areused for coding the number of all other people in attendance.

Onscan 42-44 Number of Teachers

if the participants are regular full-time classroom teachersenoaged in instructing elementary or secondary students,
including special education and vocational education.

Enter the exact number through 999

Opscan 42 - hundreds
Opscan 43 - tens
Opscan 44* - ones

Opscan 45-47 Number of Others

if there are participants other than classroom teachers
as defined above.

Enter the exact number through 999

Opscan 45 - htindreds
Opscan 46 - tens
Opscan 47 - ones
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Fine _point with respect to ppscan 42 - 41 ti

Pdrticular care should be exercised in entering one and two
digit numerals. Watch out for the place value of each number.

npscan 48 -52i Type of Others

Directions. This Category is used to explain Opscan 45 47.
That is, it will only be coded if a number has been recorded for "Otherr-
participants. Each of the 5 units repre,sents a different participant
role group.

Enter

A "Yes"

You should enter "P," lor "yes, leave blank for a "No" response.

Opscan 48 Certifie.,: Ii.,I-TeachingProfessional Personnel

o if the p.ticipants were non-instructional/non--administrative
professionals. Examples include --

Media Specialist
Librarian
Counselor

Opscan 49 .Non- Profe.sional School Personnel

o if the participants were non-certificated. For example --

Teacher Aides
Bus drivers
Paraprofessionals

Opscaft 50 Administrators

o if they serve in building or district--level administrative
or. supervisory positions. Examples include --

Principal
Curriculum DireCtor
Central Office Staff-

Opscan 51 Preservice Teachers

o if they-are Teachers-in-training: Example include

Student teacher
Intern
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Ooscan 52 Other

if not teachers or others delineated above. Examples
include --

Community people
Parents
Students

Onscap 53-59: Participation Details

Directions: This Category is 7 Opscan entries and hclds 3-different types
of information.

Opscan 53-54 - Number of Meetings

Enter the exact number of times an Activity convened up to 99
Opscan 53 (tens) Opscan 54 (ones)

Opscan 55-56 - Length of Meetings

Enter the average length in half hours up to 9.5 hours. (If

meetings were of different lengths, you must determine average.)
Round "up" if more than 15 minutes past last half hour.

Opscan 55 (hours) Opscan 5E (half-hours)

Opscan 57-59- Span ( of time elapsed between first and last meetings.)

Onscan 57:

e if less than 7 days

enter exact number of days up to 6

o . if 7 days or more

enter the number 9 (this is a cue to the computer
to scan Opscan 58-59.)

Opscan 58:

o if more than 9 weeks. .Enter the number of tens

O if 9 weeks or less, leave blank. Enter exact number
in 0:',..can 59.

o if 57 has been coded (less than 7 days), enter 5. This
cues the computer to read Opscan 57.

Opscan 59: Number of weeks up to 9.

o if more than 9 weeks enter the number oftens in
Opscan 58 and number of fines in Opscan 59.
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EXAMPLES:

A. A one-day event

Opscan 57 1

58 5

59 blank

B. A six-day event

Opscan 57 6

58 5

59 blalk

C. A one week span

Opscan 57 9

58 blank
59 1

D. A nine week span

Opscan 57 9

58 blank
59 9

E. A 15 week span

Opscafl 57 9

58 1

59 5

0-1



POLICY BOARD

Attendance at Meetings: Opscan A

Opscan 1-2: Meeting Number

Enter the exact meeting number using

Opscan 1 (tens)
Opscan 2 (ones)

Note: The One Time Report provides the baseline number. Each
subsequent meeting is numbered consecutively.

Opscan 3-4: Length of Meeting

Enter the length of the, meeting to the nearest half hour.

Opscan 3 (number of whole hours)
Opscan'4 (half hours:-either .0 or 5)

For example:

55 minute meeting

Op 3 Enter 1
Op 4 Enter 0

90 Minute meeting

Op 3 Enter 1
Op 4- Enter 5

two hours and 15 minute meeting

Op 3 Enter .2 ,

Op 4-Enter 0

two hours and 20 minute meeting

Op 3 Enter 2.
Op 4 Enter 5

Opsdan 5: When Meeting Was Convened

Enter one of the following:

.A During the school day

if held duing regular sthoOl hours



B After school

if after school, usually after 3:00 in'the afternoon

C Evening

is if after 6:00 p.m.

D Weekend

if on Saturday or Sunday or after 6:00 p.m. on a Friday

E Other holiday

if held during extended school vacations, e.g., Spring break

F Other

e If held at any time other than listed above

Opscan 6-7: Number of Teachers Present

Enter exact number using

Op 6 (tens)
Op 7 (ones)

Opscan 8-9: Number of School Administrators Present

Enter exact number using

Op 8 (tens)
Op 9 (ones)

Opscan 10-11: Number of Higher Educators Present

Enter exact number using

Op 10 (tens)
Op 11 (ones)

Opscan 12-13: Number of Teacher Center Staff (if voting members) Present

Enter exact number using

Op 12 (tens)
Op 13 (ones)

Opscan 14-15: Numbef. of Uther Members Present

Enter exact number using

Op 14 (tens)
Op 15 (ones)

Continue as above. There are 120 Opscan items to a page. Therefore, this
information can be recorded for eight policy board meetings.
But do not record this information for more than one project. Do not mix
project data on one Opscan sheet.



Committee Meetings: Opscan B

Opscan 1-2: Project Number

Enter the exact project number using

Opscan 1 (tens)
Opscan 2 (ones)

Opscan 3-4: Cycle Number

Enter the exact cycle number using

Op 3 (tens)
Op 4 (ones)

Opscan 5-6: Number of Standing Committees

Enter exact

Op 5 (tens)
Op 6. (ones)

Opscan 7-8: Number of Committees Which Met During the. Reporting Cycle

'Enter exact.,

Op 7 (tens)
Op 8 (ones)

Continue as above. There are 120 Opscan items to a page. Therefore,
committee information can be recorded 15 times per page. Since the
project and cycle number are alwajs referenced, you can mix project
data on this form.

Policy Board Decision: Opscan

Opscan 1-2: Meeting Number

Enter exactly

Op 1 (tens)
Qp 2 (ones)

Opscan 3-4: Decision Number

Enter exactly

Op 3 (tens)
Op 4 (ones)

'Opscan 5-6: Substance of the Decision

Enter one of the folloWing:
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Op 6 A Internal Policy Board Business

These are decisions which have impact only on the structure
or processes of the Policy Board itself. Examples include--

To hold the next meeting on March 23

To accept the-minutes

To pay members mileage for attendance at Board meetings

To add two more teacher members to the Board

To have another meeting to review the resubmission proposal

To reject the proposal for changing the bylaws

To have the Director give a monthly budget report starting
next month

To accept the Committee reports

To reimburse the Program Committee members for expenses
they incurred

To discuss Clustering at the next meeting

Op 6 B Grants and Other Sources of Money

These are decisions which have anything to do with soliciting
and/or managing any money. (Not included: decisions with re-
spect to spending money; nor decisions with respect to income
from facilities or equipment; nor decisions with, respect to
state technical assistance money). Examples include- -

To submit a research proposal to the Teacher Center Exchange

To appoint a committee to research future funding

To finish the Dial -a -Tutor grant

To approve the resubmission proposal

To develop a policy with respect to managing additional income

To transfer $10,000 from line item to travel and consultant
'funds

To reconsider the fee structure and subsidies for teachers

To accept the budget request in the proposal

To have the Director prepare a line item budget for all
the accounts

To define the procedures for paying Dial-a-Tutor

To give the Director the authority to negotiate the bud-
get and cut the budget where necessary

2 fh .4
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Op 6 C Personnel

TheSe are decisions which have anything to do with hiring,
monitoring, paying all people who are paid for services to
the Center--including regular staff, and,part-timers as
well as outside consultants. Examples include--

To accept the policy for compensa4ory time for Center staff

To finish the Director's evaluation by the next meeting

To replace the terminated staff member with contractual
consultants

To reimburse teacherS who work part-time at the Center
$5 per hour

To give letters of intent to the staff for next year

To approve the Director's request for a vacation

To establish a personnel committee to set up grievance
procedures

To pay workshop leaders $25 per hour

To write in the position of Program Analyst for next yea

To extend the budget for the secre*ialposition from
10 months to 12 months

Op 6 D Equipment, Materials and Facilities

These are decisions which have to do with acquiring, outfitting,
or managing a teacher center site. Included are decisions with
respect to policies and procedures for use of the site, equip-
ment and materials. Exmples include- -

To develop a policy ,,:onzerning equipment use fees

To charge teachers for laminating

To appoint a committee to, spend $3500 for-materials

To lease rather. than buy the copier

To ord,,r $60 worth of bulletin board supplies

To buy a micro-Comp-titer

To establish a new site a State Street School in September

To investigate the possibility of obtaining a mobile unit

Opscan 6 E Cooperation/Coordination/Communications

These are decisions which have anything to do with initiating
contact with or responding t,-c contacts from agencies (e.g.,
other funded projects), insti!utions (e.g., school districts,



universities, and the State Education Department), or in-
Aividuals not directly involved with the teacher center.
Examples include--

To develop a policy concerning outside courses proposed
to the center

To allow the Director to use discretion in perditting at-
tendance of teacherS from outside the service area

To work with the sthool district in applying for funds
under Title IV-C,:

To have the Director discus's recertification credit with
the superintendent

To split the-cost of the Glasser workshop with the district

To"deny the request-of thb s-uperintendent for $300 for a
commencement speaker

To provide:logistital support for a doctoral student doing
a'dissertaiionin-the district,

To write legislators concerning the vaTue 'of the. Teacher
Centers Program

To explore the possibility of 'offering collegecredit for'
some offerings

To eXplorbr,coOperation with Teacher Corps

To put up a booth at the State School Board convention

To develop an-Outreach component

Opstan 6 F Other Project Operation Decision

These,areAecisions.which cannot be coded Opscan 6A Opscan
6E above, but-which clearly have to do with managing or sus-
taining the project. They are not so specific, however, as
to be related 'to directly offering program for .clients.
(Opscan' 6G pscan 7 AB)

Opscan 6 G Supports for Client Development

These are decisions regarding mechanisms or processes for the .

facilitation or support of clients participating in independent
professional development. (Not included: decisions with re-
speci to travel, even in those instances where it is for the
purpose of professional development:. "travel.") Examples
include--

To provide tuition reimbursement for three teachers taking
the university course oh the Gifted

2



To approve the release time request for Policy Board mem-
,bers to attend the retreat

To discontinue the Mini-Award Program-

To fund the 20 Curriculum Development Awards recommended
by the committee

To giVe a $2 gift certificate to teachers for every 10
visits they make to the Center

To develop guidelines for the support of teachers who
engage in outside activities

.To award a .$35,s-tipend to-teachers who attend the Main -
.--streaming Conference which will be held on a Saturday

-To adopt the policy that tuition reimburSement will be
provided only if the teacher agrees to share that which
was learned, e.g., through a series of workshops.

Opscan'6 H Teacher Center Program Development

These are all decisions made with respect to the substance
of services, Resources and Activities to be offered by the
Center. Included are broad decisions concerning program
goals and objectives aswell as decisions concerning the
nature of specific prpgrams. Examples include--

To offer "clinical teaching" during Spring semester

To set up a, teacher exchange program

To'hoTd a major conference on English next Spring

To have an Open House

To approve the formation of a mainstreaming study group

To investigate the GATE program ,

To do more work in the zrea of the gifted

To develop and train a language arts resource team

To include the current objectives in the continuation
proposal

To add parent/teacher communications as a third year ob-
jective , s

Opscan 6 I Teacher Center Program Logistics

These are decisions which have to do with how the program
offerings will be implemented or delivered. (Not included:
decisions with regard to retaining a specific instructor.
See "personnel.") Examples include--



To make the rule that teachers must register in advance
for all courses and workshops

To change the dates of the film series

To continue programming through the summer

To hold an Open House on October 1 from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.

To have the Director provide a course breakdown sheet
for all future workshops

To'approve the list of presenters suggested by the
Director

To reduce the number of newsletters sent out

Opscan 5 A Needs Assessment and Evaluation

_ These are decisions with respect to any planned data col -.
lection on the teacher center. (Not included: decisions
with respect to the evaluation of.staff. See "personnel.")
Examples include--

:To participate in the Program Documentation

To accept the needs assessment survey form

To write guidelines for gathering data from school super-
intendents

To spend $5000 of the $11000 state technical assistance
'money for evaluation

"To review the process for needs assessment in the high
school

To accept the budget and design for the evaluation project

To-budget evaluation at 4% of the total budget

Opscan 5A and Opscan 6A Travel

These are decisions concerning travel for anyone connected
with or served. by the project for any reason. Included are
decisions with respect to any expenses incurred as a result
of participating in activities out of town. Examples-include--

To send a teacher trainer to the Gazelle Instttute meeting

To send two people to the Cluster meeting

To pay the $50 registration fee for the teacher attending
the micro-computer conference

To deny the request for representation at the Washington
meeting



To pay expenses up to $700 for one teacher to attend the
Global Education Conference

To set aside $1500 for conference attendance

Opscan 5A and 6B Other'\Program Decisions

These are deCisions which, are related to developing or
offering program but-cannOt be coded Opscan 6G - Opscan
7A/6A above.

Opscan 7: Relationship of the Decision to the Teacher Center Grant

o Enter A

if the substance of the decision were specifically related
to submitting or managing the Teacher Center. grant.. Ex-
amples include --

To have another meeting to
,
eview_the resubmission pro-

..
posal

To approve the resubmission. proposal

To accept the budget request in the proposal,

Year

To write in the position of Pro' Analyst-for next

To include the.current-objectiveS in 'the continuation
proposal

Teriadd_parent/teacher communications as.a third year
\'

-To budget evaluation at 4% Of:the:tdtal budget

LeaVeblank '

objective

if the decision were not specifically,re \ated o submitting
or managing the Teacher Center grant.

Opscan 8-13: Type of Decision

Directions. Each decision must' be coded. as one of three types of
If .a "policy/supervisory" decision, use ,dpscan 8.-9. If an

"administrative" decision, use Opscan 10-1E. If a "Orocedural" deci-
sion, use Opscan 12-13.

Opscan 8-9 Policy/Supervisory Decisions

iflthe decision puts the policy board "on record" and has
the,potential of having a major and/or sustaining impact.
on the direction or "scopd'of the program or the manage-
ment of the project. Examples include--



To accept the mini-awards guidelines

To.develop guidelines for reimbursement for teachers
who engage in outside activities

To adopt the policy that tuition reimbursement'will
be proyided only if the teacher agrees to share that
which was learned through a series of presentations

TO budget evaluation at 4% of the total budget

ifthe decision is concerned with a specific' matter of
great magnitude or one likely to have a long-term effect.
Examples include- -

To refer the problem of program costs to the Prcagrami
Committee; there is an urgent need to reconsider the
fee structure for teacher subsidies. (SubSidies for
teachers is,a highly political area of decision making.)

To buy a micro-computer. (The cost of this item is
the "magnitude." Any item that costs more than $1000
is an item of "magnitude.")

To split the cost of the Glasser workshop with the
,district. (Glasser is.expensive: Additionally, co-
operating with the district in financial ventures is
opgrating in an area of political "magnitude."-

To provide logistical support for a doctoral student
doing a dissertation in the district. (The "magni-
tude" in this is risKy business. The cehter.is
taking a chance that everything is going to go well.)

To write the state legislators concerning the value
of Teacher Cehters. (The "magnitude" in this example
is not in terms of the-potential impact of the deci---
siono. .Rather it,is an example of a "going on record"
decision that it is often importart for Policy Boards
to make.)

To put up a bobth at the State School Board convention.
'(The "magnitude" in this example is.that this type of
'decision should not be made independently by the teacher
center 'staff because of its importance in terms of the

---. public-image the Center,ls projecting.)

To give a $2 giftcertificate to teachers for every 10
visits they .Make to the Center% "("Magnitude"...both with

respect to amount of money involved over time'and to
the potential public relations impact.)

if' the, decision is -intended to determine the course or set
the direction of the prbject. Examples include--



To submit a research grant to the Teacher Center Ex-
change

To finish the Dial-a-Tutor grant

To write in the position of Program Analyst for next
year

To establish a new Teacher Center site at State Street
School

To work with the school district in applying for funds
under Title IV-C

To explore the possibility of offering college credit
for some Teacher Center offerings

To discontinue the Mini-Award Program

To set up a teacher exchange program

To investigate the GATE Program'

To add $10,000 to the budget request to cover the new
"Enabling"'focus area

if the decision is one which only the officially constituted
Policy Board can make and is important with respect to man-
aging the project or offering program. (Not included: deci-
sions which only the Policy Board can make but which relate
only to Policy Board operations, e.g., approving the min-
utes. See "Procedural.") Examples include- -

To add two more teacher members to the Policy Board

To approve the resubmission proposal

To accept the budget request in the proposal

To replace the terminated staff member with contractual
consultants

To explore cooperation with Teacher Corps

if the dectsion_is important and clearly a Policy Board
matter but is :delegated. Examples include--

To -give the Direttor the authority to negotiate the
budget and to cut where necessary

To appoint a committee to spend $3500 on new materials

To allow the Director to use discretion in permitting
attendance of teachers frowotitside the service area

Opscan 10-11 Administrative Decisions

if the decision is important in'the day-to-day management
of the project, in the offering of program, or in managing
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the Policy Board. The decision typically affects only a
specific, single instance. Examples include-

To define the procedures for paying Dial-a-Tutor

To approve the Director's request for a vacation

To pay the workshop leader $75

To charge teachers for laminating

To order $60 worth of bulletin board supplies

To lease rather than rent the copier

To cut down on the number of monthly newsletters

To approve the release time request for Policy Board
members so they can attend the retreat

To approve the course "Clinical Teaching"

To have an Open House

To change the date of the film series

To make the rule that teachers must preregister for
courses

To approve the list of persenters suggested by the
Director

To send one teacher to the Micro-computer Conference.
(Note: expense under '1000.).

To hold the next Policy Board meeting March 23

Opscan 12-13 Procedural Decisions

if the decision is concerned only with process and has
no effect on e er project management or program opera-
tions. Example include- -

To accept the minutes

To approve the Committee reports

To have elections next Week

if the decision cannot be coded as either "Policy/Super-
visory" or "Administrative."

Opscan 8-13 Type of Action Taken

Directions. There are 16 possible types of action that may be taken by
a Policy Board on each de(cision. The appropriate Opscan line is deter-
mined by the Type of Deci.tion. ,The Opscan marking is determined by the

'Type of Action. For "Policy/Supervisory" decisions use line 9 for single
entry Actions; use lines 8 and 9 for double entry_ Actions. __For
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istrative" decisions use line 11 for single entry Actions; use lines
12 and 11 for double entry Actions. For "Procedural" decisions use
line 13 for single entry Actions; use lines 12 and 13 for double
entry Actions. Thus- -

Use line 9 for "Policy/Supervisory" decisions
Use line 11 for "Administrative" decisions
Use line 13 for "Procedural" decisions

Code--

A if affirmative decision

B if affirmative decision to allocate or spend money

C if non-affirmative decision

D if decision.not to 'allocate or spend money

E if decision was tabled

F if decision was delegated to a committee

G if decision was delegated to staff

IT if decision was made to approve committee recommendation

I if decision was made to approve a staff/Policy Board member
recommendation

Use line 8 for "Policy/Supervisory" decisions
Use line 10 for "Administrative" decisions
Use line 12 for "Procedural" decisions

Code- -

A if decision was made to approve a recommended allocation
of money

Use lines 8 and 9 for "Policy/Supervisory" decisions
Use lines 10 and 11 for "Administrative" decisions
Use lines 12 and 13 for "Procedural" decisions

Code--

AA if rejection of committee' recommendation

AB if rejection of staff/Policy Board member recommendation.

AC if rejection of recommended allocation of money

AD if tabled committee recommendation

AC if tabled staff/Policy Board member recommendation

AF if tabled allocation of money

AG if other type of action was taken

3,1Q
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Table El

Policy Board Voting Membership

n = 37 projects

Role.droup Number Percentage Mean Std. Dev.

Teachers 504 65.0 °: 13:6 5:7

Administrators -165 21.3 4.6 3,5

Higher'education 61 7.9 1.5 1.1

Other ,45 5.8 1.2 1.4

775,, 100.0 . 20.9

Table' E2

Policy Board Chairperson.

n = 37 projects

Role Group Number Percentage

'Teacher 3.3 89.2

School. administrator: 1 2.7

Higher-education 1 2.7,

Other 5.4

Total 37 100.0

.4
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Table E3

Number of Policy Board

Standing Committees

n = 37 projects

Number of ,
Number of

Standing Committees Policy Boards

None 3

1
2

2 4

3 6

4 9

6 2

7 1

8 2

Total number of committees = 139

Mean = 3.8

S.D. = 1.9"
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Table E4

Type of Policy Board

Standing Committees*

n = 37 projects

Type of Committee Number of Projects Percentage

Project Management

Long-range planning 13 35.1

Finance 17 45.9

Grants 10 27.0

Evaluation 15 40.5

Coordination /Communication 15 40.5

-Equipment,,materials,
facilities

2 5.4

Personnel 9 24.3

Program for Clients
. .

23Determination of program , 62.2

Professional. development
resgurces

5 13.5

Needs assessment 3 8.1

Policy Board Operations 8 21.6

Totals are inappropriate siviCe,a number of policy boards have more than one.

committee.

Table E5

Frequency of Policy Board Meetings

n = 37 projects'
I

Frequency of
Meetings

Number of
Projects Percentage

Monthly 32 86.5

Bi-monthly 1 2.7

Quarterly 4 10.8

Total 37 100.0

3"L.. 4
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Table E6

Provision of Release Time for

Policy Board Meetings

n = 37 projects

Provition of Number of Percentage

Release Time Projects

Yes 21 56.8

Nb 16 43.2

.

Total 37 100.0

Table E7

Time Policy Board,Meetings Held

n = 190 meetings

Time Convened Number. of Meetings Percentage

During school day 58 30.5

After. school 80 .42.1

Evenihg 52 27.4

:Total 190 100.0
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Table E8

Length of Policy Board Meetings

n = 190 meetings

Numb of Hours Number of Meetings Percentage

1 hour 12 6.3

1 hour, 3.0 minutes 34 17.9

2 hours
55 28.9

2 hours, 30 minutes 38 20.0

3 hours 22 11.6

3 hours, 30 minutes 6 3.2

4 hours
3 1.6

4 hours plus 20 10.5

Total 190 100.0

Mean = 2 hours, 30 minutes

S.D. = 57 minutes

Table E9

Attendance of Voting Members at Policy Board Meetings

n = 190 meetings

Role Group Number Percentage Mean Std. Dev.
,.

,

Teachers 1671' 71.6 8 =8 3.09

Administrators 400 17.2 2.1 1.60

Higher Education 145 6.2' 0.8 0.92

Other 118 5.0 0.6 0.94

Total 2334 100.0 12.3

Table ElO

Number of Policy Board Decisions

n = 190 meetings

Number of Decisions Mean Std. Dev.

.(100
5.2 2.9
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Table Cil

Focus of Policy Board Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Number Percentane

Project management

Program for clients

Policy Board operations

396

325

269

40.0

32.8

27.2

Total 990 100.0

Table E12

Substance of Project Management Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Substance Number Percentage

Grants and other
sources of support

131 13.2,

Personnel 115 11.6

Coordination/Communication 93 9.4

Equipment, materials
and facilities

49 5.0

Other,' 8 0.8

Total '396 40.0

Table E13

Decisions Related to SUbMission or Management'

orreaCher,Center Grant

n = 990 decisions

Decisions Number.' Percentage

Related to teacher 70

center grant

Related to soliciting 61

or managing funds
from other-source(s)

Total 13] 13.2
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Table 614

Substance of Program Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Substance Number Percentage

Determiniation of
program

103 10.4

Professional development
resources

77 7.8

Travel 64 6.5

Needs assessment/
evaluation

39 3.9

i/

Logistics of programming 37 3.7

Other 5 0.5

Total 325 32.8

Table E15

Type of Policy Board Decisions

Type

n 990 decisions

Number Percentage

Administratiye 400 . 40.4-

Policy/Supervisory 389 39.3

Procedural/Other 201 20.3

Total 990 100.0
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Table E16

Type of Decision by Focus of Decision

n = 990 decisions

Focus

Policy/Supervisory

Type of Decision

Administrative Procedural/Other

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Project management

Program for clients

Policy board operations

222

88

79

22.4

8.9

8.0

164

235

1

16.5

23.8

0.1

10

2

189

1.0

0.2

19.1

Total 389 39.3 400 40.4 201 20.3

Table E17

Type of Decision by Project Management Decisions

. n = 990 decisions

Project Management Decisions

Policy/Supervisory

Type of Decision'

Administrative Procedural/Other

Number --Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

,..

Grants and other sources of
support

96 9.7 28' 2.8 . 0.7.

Personnel 55, 5.5 59 , 6.0 1 0.1

Coordination/Communications 58 . 5.9 34 3.4 1 '0.1

Equipment, materials,
facilities

11 1.1 38 3.8 0 0.0

Other 0.2 5 0.5 0.1.

Total 222 22.4 164 16.5 10 1.0
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Table E18

Type of Decision by Program Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Program Decisions

Policy/Supervisory

Type of Decision

Administrative

10

Procedural/Other

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

0

Determination of
program

35 3.6 67 6.8 1 0.1

Professional development
resources

30 3.0 47 4.7 0 0.0

Travel 3 0.3 61, 6.2 0 0.0.

Needs assessment/
evaluation

15 1.5 23 2.3 1 0.1.

Logistics of programming 2 0.2 35
o

3.6 0.0

Other 3 0.3 2 0.2 0 0.0

Tchal' 88 8.9 235 23.8 2 0.2



Table E19

Focus of Decisions by Type of Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Substance of Decisions

Total

Number

Decisions

Percentage
Policy/ Percentage Percentage

Supervisory Administrative Procedural
Total

Percentage

Project Management
<-,-,

Grants 131 73.3 21.4 5.3 100.q

Personnel 115 47.8 51.3 0.9 100.0

Coordination /Communication 93 62.4 36.6 1.0 100,0

EguipMent, materials and
facilities'

49 22.4 77.6 0.0 100.0

:Other 8 25.0 62.5 12.5 100.0

Total Project Management 396 56.1 41.4 2.5 100.0

Program

Determination 103 34.0 65.0- 0.1 .
100.0.

Professional development
resources

77 38.9 61.1 0.0 100.0.

Travel 64 4.7 95.3 0.0 100.0

Needs assessment/
evaluation

39. 38.5 59.0 0.5 100.0

Logistics 37 5.4 . 94.6 0.0 100.0

Other 5 60.0 40.0 0.0 100.0

Total Program 325 27.1 72:3 0.6 100.0

Policy Board Operations 269 29.4 0.3 70.3 100.0

-
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Table CM

Type of Policy Board Action

n = 990 decisions

Type of Action Number Percentaoe

Affirmative

General 629 63.7

Allocation of Money 196 19.8

Approval of Staff or Com-
mittee Recommendation

21
2.0

Total Affirmative 846 85.5

Delegations

To a Committee 66
6.7

To Staff 23 2.3

Total Delegations 90 9.0

Non-Affirmative

General 19
1.9

Allocation of Money 14 1.4

Rejected Committee 1
0.1

Recommendation

Total Non-Affirmative 34 3.4

Tabled 17 1.7

Other 3 0.3

Total
990 100.0
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Table E21

Policy Board Operation Decisions by Type of

Action Taken by the Policy Board

n = 990 decisions

Number Percentage

Affirmative action

General- 234 23.7

Allocation of money 1 0.1

Approval of staff or
committee recommendation

4 0.4

Delegations. 20 2.0

Non-affirmative action 3 D.3

Tabled 7 - 0.7

Other 0 0.0

Total 269 27.2

Table E22

Project t)anagement Decisions by Type of Affirmative

Action Taken by the Policy Board

n = 990 decisions,

Type of Affirmative Action

Project Management Decisions

General Allocation
of money

Approval of staff
or committee
recommendation

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

o

Grants and other sources
of support

88 8.9 21 2.1 4 0.4

Personnel 50 5.1 34 3.4 6 0.6

'Coordination/Communication 68 6.9
e,

4 0.4 1 0.1

Equipment, materials,
facilities

18 1.8 24 2.4 0 0.0

Other 6 0.6 0 0.0 1 0.1

Total 230 23.2 83 8.3 12 1.2

cr5
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Table E23

Program Decisions by Type of Affirmative

Action Taken by the Policy Board

n = 990 decisions

Program Decisions

Type of Affirmative Action

General Allocation =

of money
Approval of staff
or committee

recommendation

Number percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Determination of program

Professional development
resources

Travel

Needs assessment/
evaluation

Logistics of programming

Other

74 7.5 7 0.7

26 2.6 36 _ 3.6

3 0.3 59 6.0

30 3.0 4 0.4

29 2.9 4 0.4

3 0.3 2 0.2

1

3,

0

0

1

0

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

Total 165 16.6 112 11.3 5 0.5

Table E24

Project Management Decisions by Other Actions

Taken by the Policy Board

n = 990 decisions

Other Policy Board Action

Delegations Non- Tabled
Affirmative

Other

Project Management Decision Number % Number k Number Number

Grants and other sources
of support

13 1.3 3 0.3 2 0.2 0 0.0

Personnel a 16 1.6 7 0.7 1 . 0.A 1 0.1

Coordination/Communication . 8 0.8 8 0.8 3 0.3 1 0.1

Equipment, materials,
facilities

6 0.6 1 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0

Other 0 0.0 1 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0

Total 43 4.3 20 2.0 6 0.6 2 0.2
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Table £25

Program Decision by Other Actions

Taken by Policy Boards

n = 990 decisions

Program Decision

Delegations

Other Policy Board Action

Non-' - .Tabled

Affirmative

Other

Number. Number Number Number

Determination of program 13 1.3 5 0.5 3 0.3 0 0.0

Professional development
resources

7 0.7 4 0.4 1 0.1 0 0.0

Travel 0 0.0 2 0.2 , 0 0.0 0 0.0

Needs assessment/
evaluation

4 0.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.1

'ogistics of programming 3 0.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Other 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Total 27 2.7 11 1.1 0.1

Table £26

Actions Taken By Policy Board By

Types of'Decisions

n = 990 decisions

Type of Decision

Policy/Supervisory Administrative

' .

Procedural/Other

Tyne of Action Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

AffirmatiYe action

General 237 23.9 199 20.1 193 19.5

Allocation of money 70 7.0 126 12.7 0 0.0

Approval of staff.or
committee recommend-
ation

8 0.8 12 . 1.2 1 0.1

Delegations 35 3.5 48 4.8. 7 0.7

Non-affirmative action 24 2.4 10 1.0 0 0.0

Tabled 15 1.5 2 0.2 0 0.0

Other 0 0.0 ' 3 0.3 0 0.0

..."

Total 389 39.1 400 , 40.3 201 20.3
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Table Fl

Provision of Staff Services

and Resources

n = 37 projects

Number of Services

and Resources Provided
within Projects

,Number of

Projects
Providing

Percentage,
of Projects'

0 1 2.7

1 0 0.0

2 2 5.4

3 2 5.4

4 2 5.4

5 6 16.2

6 4 10.8

7 4 10.8

8 7 18.9

9 3 8.2

10 1 .2.7

11 a , 0.0

12 2 5.4

13 1 2.7

14 2 5.4

Total 37 100.0

Total number services and resources
provided across projects = 258

Mean per project . 7.0

S.D. = 3.2
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Table F2

Provision and Utilization of Staff

Services and Resources

Type

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Data months'
(n = 1606)

Utilization
(n = 55628) Mean

per month per
project

Number Percent Number Percent Number -Percent

Consultative staff
services

30 (81.1%) 352 (21.9%) 14098 (25.3%) 40.1

Facilitative staff
services

24 (64.9%) 261 (16.3%) 6350 (11.4%) 24.3

Material resources 34 (91.9 %) 676 (42.1%) 32304 (58.1%) 47.8

-and equipment

Monetary resources 26 (70.3%) 317 (19.7%) 2876 ( 5.2%) 9.1

Total
1606 (100.0 %) 55628 (100.0 %) 34.6

*.Data months is computed by multiplying the number of projects which offer a service/

resource by the number of months the service/resource was documented.

Table F3

Provision of Staff Services and

Resources by Type

n = 37 projects

Consultative Facilitative Materials and Monetary

Service Service :Equipment

Number. of Services/
Resources Provided Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

0 (18.9 %) 13 (35.1%) 3 ( 8.1%) 11 (29.7%)

1 13 (35.1 %) 9 (24.3 %) 6 (16.2%) 10 (27.0%)

2' ..10 (27.0%) 9 (24:3%) 6 (16.2%) 10 (27.0%)

3 3 ( 8.1%) 6 (16.2%) 7 (18.9%) 3 , ( 8.1%)

4 3 ( 8.1%)
0 ( 0.(3) 10 (27.0%) 3 ( 8.1%)'

5 1 .( 2.7%) 0 ( 0.0%) 4 - (10.8%). 0 ( 0.0%)

6 0 .( 0..0%). 0 ( 0_0%).
-

( 2.7%) ( 0.0%)

Mean number
per project 1.6 1.2, 2.8 1.4

Standard deviation 1.2 1.1 .1.6, -1.2
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Table F4

Provision and Utilization of Material

-Resources and Equipment

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Data months*
(n = 1606)

Utilization

Median Mean Std. De.:Type of Material/
Equipment Resource Number % Number Number %

Library

Professional 27 (73.0%) 197 (12.3%) 6520 (11.7%) 19.0 33.1 58.1

Instructional aids 11 (30.0 %) 81 ( 5.0%) 2958 ( 5.3%) 20.0 36.5 66.0

Equipment

Production equipment 20 (54.1%) 129 ( 8.0%) 9903 (17.9%) 35.0 76.8 197.1

Audio-visual 4 (10.8%) 22 ( 1.4%) 346 ( 0.6%) 6.0 15.7 17.6

-

Production materials

Make/take supplies 12 (32.4%) 72 ( 4.5%) 8815 (15.9%) 25.0 122.4 379.1

Recyclables 14 (37.8%) 73 ( 4.5%) 2351 ( 4.2%) 11.0 32.2 99.7

Specific information

Local resource file 10 (27.0%) 54 ( 3.5%) 861 ( 1.5%) 19.0 15.9 19.9

CoMPuterized information 2 ( 5.4%) 11 ( 0.7%) 130 ( 0.2%) 9.0 11.8 5.5

system

Teacher idea file 2 ( 5.4%) 15 ( 0.9%) 263 A 0.5%) 15.5 17.5 13.8

Other 3 ( 8.1%) 22 ( 1.4%) 143 ( 0,3%) 10.0 9.5 6.7

Tot'als'
676 (42.1%). 32304 (58.1%)

-' °/ Data months is computed by multiplying the number of projects which offer a service/resource by

the number of months the service/resource was doCumented.
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Table F5

Provision and Utilization of Consultative Services

Type-of
Consultative Service

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Data months*
(n = 1606)

Utilization
(n = 55628)

Median Mean Std.Dev.Number % Number % Number

General consultations

At center 4 (10.8%) 11 ( 0.7%) 354 ( 0.6%) 41.5 32.2 22.7

In schools 9 (24.3%) 64 ( 4.0%) 1783 ( 3.2%) 31.5 30.1 36.0

In schools/at center 10 (27.0%) 66 ( 4.2%) 704 ( 1.3%) 10.0 10.7 8.3

Specific consultations

Materials development
assistance

6 (16.2%) 26 ( 1.6%) 8912 (16.0%) .139.5 342.8 553.8

Follow up on activities 3 ( 8.1%) 20 ( 1.2%) 676 ( 1.2%) 38.0 33.8 33.4

Teacher project
consultations

6 (16.2%) 34 ( 2.1%) 436 ( 0.9%) 12.0 12.8 17.3

Curriculum development
assistance

4 (10.8%) 26 (1.6%) 289 ( 0.5%) 11.5 11.1 7.9

'Demonstrations 5 (13.5%) 36 ( 2.3%) 236 ( 0.4%) 7.5 6.6 6.7

Teacher leader
assistance

3 ( 8.1%) 20 ( 1.2%) 81 (0.01%) 7.0 4.1 5.4

Videotaping ,-, 4 (10.8%) 20 ( 1.2%) 146 ( 0.3%) 5.0 6.9 13.9

Clinical observations 3 ( 8.1%) 21 ( 1.3%) 86 ( 0.2%) 4.5 4.1 5.9

Other consultations 2 ( 5.4 %)' 8 ( 0.5%) 395 ( 0.7%) 48.0 49.4 25.5

Total 352 (21:9%) 14098 (25.3%) a

* Data months is computed by multiplying the number'of, projects which offer a service/
resource by the number of months the service/resource was documented.
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Table F6

Provision and Utilization of Facilitative

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Staff Services

Data months*
(n = 1606)

Utilization
(n = 55628)

Type of
Facilitative Service Number % Number. % Number Median Mean Std. Dev.

General facilitation

Mobile unit 2 ( 5.4%) 10 ( 0.6%) 1529 ( 2.7%) 100.0 152.9 189.9

Hotline ' 5 (13.5%) 30 ( 1.9%) 2045 ( 3.7 %) 12.0 68.2 309.0

Matching all areas 13 (35.1%) 82 ( 5.1%) 1345 ( 2.4%) 11.0[ 16.4 20.8

Specific facilitation

Instructional mater-
ials matching

3 ( 8.1%) 23 ( 1.4%) 361 ( 0.6%) 13.0 15.3 11.8

Computer search 6 (16.2%) 33 ( 2.1%) 327 ( 0.6%) 7.0 9.9 16.7

_Teacher matching 9, (24.3%) A8 ( 3.0%) 361 (.0.7%) 5.0 7.5 13.9

Other matching 7 (18.9%) 35 ( 2.2%) 392 ( 0.7%) 7.0 11.2 13.6

Total 261 (16.3%) 6350 (11.4%)

* Data months is computed by multiplying the number of projects which offer a service/
resource by the number of months the service/resource was documented.
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Tableli17

Provision and Utilization of Monetary Resources

Type of
Monetary Resource

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Data months*
(n = 1606)

Utilization
(n = 55628)

Median Mean Std. Bev.Number % CINumber % Number %

Substitutes 18 (48.6%) 92 ( 5.7%) 1696 ( 3.0%) 18.0 18.4 30.2

Incentive awards 17 (45.9%) 131 ( 8.2%) 588 ( 1.1%) 5.0 4.5 8.4

Professional development
funds

13 (35.1%) 61 ( 3.8%) 255 ( 0.5%) 4.0 4.2 6.3

Tuition reimbursement 5 (13.5%) 33 ( 2.0%) 337 ( 0.6%) 6.0 10.2 20.9

Total 317 (19.7%) 2876 ( 5.2%)

* Data months is computed by multiplying the number of projects which offer a service/
resource by the number of months the service/resource was documented.

Table F8

Provision and Utilization of Other Services and Resources

Projects
which offer
(n = 37)

Data months* Utilization**

(n = 1606) (n = 55628)

Other
,Services/Resources Number Number Number Median Mean Std. Dev.

Printing service 4 (10.8%) 24 ( 1.5%) 1118 10.0 46.6 76.1

State authorized text-
book examination

2 ( 5.4%) 15 ( 0.9%) 61 2.5 4.1 12.5

Collegial drop-in 9 (24.3%) 49 ( 3.1%) 6371 52.5 130.0 198.2

Newsletter 33 (89.2%) 245 (15.3%) 418543 N.A. 1708.3 N.A.

* Data months is computed by multiplying the number of projects which offer a service/

resource by the number of months the service/resource was documented.

** Percentage is not appropriate since the use of these services and resources did not
contribute to the total utilization figure.
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Table G1

Summary of Activities, Participants and

Participant Hours of 37 Centers

n = 247 months*

Indicator Total Median
per month

Mean
per month

Std. Dev.

Number of activities 1658 5.0 6.7 8,
Number of participants 43185 93.0 174.8 '106.9

Number of participant
hours

278597 567.0 1127.9 1966.9

* Determined by summing the number of months each project was involved in the study.

Table G2

Type of Participa"A

Type of Participant

n = 43185 participants

Participants Activities Involved lni

Total Percentage Total Percentage

Classroom teachers 34584 80.1 1573 94.5

Other clients
2

8601 19.9 419 25.3

Total 43185 100.0

1
one

an activity could have more than one type of participant involved,-totals
/

are inappropriate.

2
"Other" includes certified non-instructional personnel, non-professional school
personnel, adminfttrator5;, pre - service teachers and community people.
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Table G3

Client Focus of Activities

n . 1658 activities

Focus on Number of Activities Percentage

Classroom teachers only 1239 74.7

Others
1
only 85 5.1

Classroom teachers and others 334 20.2

Total 1658 100.0

1 "Other" includes certified non-instructional personnel, non-professional school
personnel, administrators, perservice teachers and community people.

Table G4
-- -

Participation of Clienfi Other than Teachers*

, n = 1658 activities
4

-\-

Clients other than. Teachers

Number of
Activities

Percentage of
Activities

Community people 188 11.3

-Administrators 187 11.3'

Non-professional school
personnel

63 3.8

Certified non-instructional
personnel

38 2.3

Preservice teachers 26 1.6

* Since an activity could have more than one type of other client

involved, totals are inappropriate. Of the 1658 activities, clients,

other than classroom teachers participated in a total of 419(25.2%)

activities.



Table G5

Content Focus of Activities

n = 1658 activities

Activities Participants Participant Hours

Focus on Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

,-,

Instruction of children 1196 72.1 26793 62.1 202699 72.8

Development of teachers
1 446 26.9 14783 34.2 67191 24.1

Other 16 1.0 1609 3.7 8707 3.1

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

1 "Teachers" includes classroom teachers as well as all other teacher center clients.

Table G6

Focus on Instruction of Children

n = 1658 activities*

Focus on

Activities Participants Participant Hours

Number Percentage NuMber Percentage Number Percentage

Pedagogy 993 59.9 19291 44.7 163745 1 58.8

School curriculum 596 35.9 13930 32.3 102845 36.9

Specific client greups 476 28.7 8.926 20.2 57570 20.7

Children with special
needs

182 11.0 4232 9.8 37872 13.6

* Since activities could relate to more than one dimension of "The Instruction 'of Children."

totals are inappropriate. Of the 1658 activities, 1196 (72.1%) focused on "The Instruction

of Children."

3(1j
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Table G7

Pedagogy: Participation Details

n 1658 activities

Total Total Total
Activities Participants Participant Hours

Number

Instructional management 318

Materials presentatiOn/ 266

development

Understanding children/ 118

instruction

Classroom management V
Curriculum development 10)t

Equipment/Media , 54

Other 18

Total 903

Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

19.2 6033 14.0 60574 21.7

16.0 4438 10.3 23527 8.4

7.1 2437 5.6 17766 6.4

6.8 3054 7.2 28553 10.2

6.5 1616 3.8 20057 7.3

3.3 723 1.7 4984 1.8

1.0 990 2.1 8283 3.0

59.9 19291 44.7 163745 58.8

Table G7, continued

Focus on
Humber of
Activities

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Instructional manaoement 318 15 19.0 17.5 87.5 190.5 266.4

Materials presentation/
development

266 13 16.7 16.1 37 88.4 162.5

Understanding children/
instructor

118 14 20.7 24.6 51 150.6 254.2

Classroom management 112 18 27.3 42.6 105 254.9 327.2

Curriculum development 107 14 15.1 10.5 75 187.4 281.0

Eouipment/Media 54 10 13.4 12.64 24 92.3 171.1

Other 18 20 55.0 99.1 167.5 460.3 970.9

$i)
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Table G8

School Curriculum: Participation Details

n 1658 activities

Total
Activities

Total
Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Focus on Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Basic skills 297 17.9 5347 12.4 46393 16.7

Other traditional areas 168 10.1 3492 8.1 24236 8.7

Special interest areas 122 7.4 4922 11.4 26924 9.7

Other 9 0.5 169 0.4 5292 1.8

Total 596 35.9 13930 32.3 102845 36.9

Table G8, continued

Participants Participant Hours
per activity per activity

Focus on
Number of

Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Basic skills 297 14 18.0 17.3 63 156.2 245.7

Other traditional areas 168 13 20.8 45.1 45 144.3 274.8

Special interest areas 122 14 40.3 132.4 82 220.7 '425.3

Other 9 14 18.8 17.7 96 588.0 1361.9
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Table G91-:

Specific Client Groups: Participation Details

n 1658 activities

Focus on

Total

Activities

"total

Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Elementary teachers 154 9.3 2739 6.3 24249 3.7

Specific group of elementary
teachers

79 4.8 1124 2.6 7353 2.6

Secondary teachers 65 3.9 1402 3.2 13205 4.7

Specific group of secondary
teachers

70 4.2 1190 2.6 4546 1.6

Other education personnel 43 2.5 800* 1.9 3236 1.2

Teachers from specialty
area

33 2.0 437 1.0 1780 0.6

Staff of, specific school 16 1.0 307 0.7 1354 0.5

Other 16 1.0 4 727 1.7 1848 0,2

Total 476 28.7 8726 20.2 57570 20.7

Table G9, continued

Participants
per activity

\ Participant Hours
, per activity

Number of
Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Focus on Activities

Elementary teachers ', 154 15 17.8 14.6 71 157.5 204.2

Specific group of elemen-
tary teachers

79 12 14.2 10.1 32.5 93.1 193.2

Secondary teachers 65 13 21.6 29.2 96 203.1 304.5

Specific group of sec-
ondary teachers

70 10 17.0 16.6 43 64.9 65.0

Other education personnel 43 13 18.6 13.9 36 75.3 82.0

Teachers from
specialty area

33 9 13.2 15.7 22 53.9 91.4

Staff of specific
school

16 16 19.2 10.2 34.5 84.6 108.5

Other 16 14.5 45.4 69.8 54.5 115.5 147.4
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Table

Children with Special Need!- ..tion Details

n= 1658 actilt.le.:

Focus on

Total

Activities
, Total

Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Handicapped 71 4.3 1581 3.7 13519 4.6

Cultural background 42 2.5 734 1.7 7023 2.6

Gifted 29 1.7 919 2 .1 7903 2.9

Economic disadvantage 17 1.1 475 1.1 2433 1.0

Other 23 1.4 523 1.2 6994 2.5

Total 182 11.0 4232 9.8 37872 13.6

Table G10, continued

Participants Participant Hours
per activity per activity

Focus on
Number of

Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Handicapped 71 11 22.3 53.2 81 190.4 `4259.8

Cultural background 42 14 17.5 21.6 58.5 167.2 75.6

Gifted 29 16 31.7 56.2 84 272.5 42 2

Economic disadvantage 17 22 27.9 15.3 102 143.1 110.4

Other 23 18 22.7 16.5 96 304.1 856.5
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Table Gil

Content Type of Activities Focused

on the Instruction of Children

n - 1196 activities

COntent Type

Total
Activities

' Total

Participants
Total

Participant Hours`.:

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

One dimension 422 35.3 12324 46.0 85388 .42.1

Two dimensions 516 -43.2 9947 31.1 77578 38.3

Three dimensions 235 19.7 4095 15.3 37700 18.6

Four dimensions 23 1.8 427 1.6 2161 1.0.

Total 1196 100.0 26793 100.0 202699 100.0

Content Type
Number of
Activities

Table G11,'continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

One dimension 422 15 29.2 80.95 51.5 202.3 379.2

Two dimensions 516 13 19.3 26.6 57.0 150.3 238.0

Three dimensions 235t-, 14 17.4 18.7 63 160.4 330.1

Four dimensions 23 15 19.0 19.9 60 95.3 98.8

Total 1196
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Table G12

Instruction of. Children: Content Focus

as Related to Content Type

n = 1196 activities

Content Types

Number of

Contentjo,:us Activities

One
dimension dimensions

Two Three
dimensions

Four
dimensions

Number % Number % Number % Number %

School Curriculiim

Basic skills 297 12 4.0 145 48.9 124 41.8 16 5.3,,

Other traditional areas 168 22 13.1 84 50.0 57 33.9 5 3.0

Special interest 122 33 27.0 56 45.9 32 26.1 1 0.0

Other 9 2 22.2 5 55.6 2 22.2 0 0.0

Total School CurriculuM 596 69 11.6 290 48.7 215 36.0 22 3.7

Children with Special Needs

Gifted - 29 3 10.3 16 55.2 7 24.2 3 10.3

Handicapped ,71 ,9 12.7. 39 55.0 18 25.3 5 7.0

Cultural background 42
.- 10 23.8 .17 40.5 10 23.8 5 11.9,

Economic disadvantage 17 0, .. 0.0 - 2 1,1.8 6, 35.3 9 52.9

Other 23 0 0.0 19 82.6 4 17.4 0 0.0

Total Special Needs a 182 22 12.1 93. , 45 24.7 22 12.1

Pedagogy

Instructional management 318 47 14.8 159 50.0 105 33.0 '7 2.2

Classroom management 112 85 75.9 26, 23.1 1 1.0 0 0.0

Materials 266 .75 28.2 117 50.0 65 24.4 9 3.4

Understanding children/
instruction

118 44.1 54 45.8 10 8.4 2 1.7

Curriculum development 107 5 4.7 53 49.5 -45 42.1 . 4

Equipment/Media 54 38 70.3 15 27.8 1 1.9 0 0.0

Other 18 3 16.7 10 55.6 5 27.7 0 0.0

Total Pedagogy 993 305 30.7 434 43.7 232 23.4 22 2.2

Client Needs

Elementary teachers 154' .0 0.0 55 35.7 .86 55.8 .13- 8.5,

Specific elementary teachers 79 0 0.0 35 ", 53.9 29 44.6 1 1.5

Secondary teachers 65 4 24.2 19 57.6 7 21.2 3 9.0

Specific secondary teachers 70 0 0.0 11 68.8 4 25.0 1 6.2

Teachers from specialty
area

e...

33 5 11.6 30 69.8 8 18.6 0 0.0

School staff 16 8 10.1 26 32.9 43 54.5 2 2.5

Other education personnel 43 8 11.4 29 41.4 31 44.4 2 2.8

Other 16 1 6.2 10 62.5 5 31.3 0 0.0

Total Client Needs 476 26 5.5 215 45.2 213 44.7 22 4.6
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Table G13

Focus on Development of Teachers

n = 1658 activities

Focus on

Activities Participants Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Development as professionals 292 17.6 8716 20.? 38350 13.8

Development as individuals 154 9.3 6067 14.0 28841 10.3

Total 446 26.9 14783 34.2 67191 24.1

Table G14

Development of Teachers as Professionals:

Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Focus on

Total
Activities

Total
Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Awareness of professional
opportunities

119 7.2 4432 10.3 6055 2.2

Non-teaching professional
skills

97 5.6 1719 4.0 17686 6.3

... _

Professional issues/
concerns

51 3.2 1649 3.8 10682 3.8

General interest, education 19 :1.2 676 1.6 2555 0.9

Other 6 0.4 240 0.5 1373 0.6.

Total 292 17.6 8716 20.2 38350 13.8

Table G14, continued

Focus on
Number of

Activities

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Median Mean Std. Dev, Median Mean Std. Dev.

Awareness of professional
opportunities

119 27 37.2 76.9 35 50.9 96.9

Non-teaching professional
skills

97 14 17.7 18.1 78 182.3 361.8

Professional issues/
concerns

51 14 32.3 38.9 69 209.5 311.5

General interest, education 19 ,25 35.6 38.0 63 134.4 157.2

Other 6 7.5 40.0 56.2 82.5 228.8 327.9
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Table G15

Development of Teachers as Individuals:

Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total
Activities

Total
Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Focus on Number Percentage 'Number Percentage Number Percentage

Personal 101. 6.1- 5204 l2'0 19127 6.9

Enrichment 32 1.9 544 1.3 8485 3.0

Practical information 21 1.3 319 0.7 1230 0.4

Other 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Total 154 9.3 6067 14.0 28841 10.3

Table G15, continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of
Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.Focus on

Fersonal 101 22 51.5 144.0 75 189.4 327.8

Enrichment 32 10 17.0 27.1 61.5 58.5 96.7

Practical information 21 15 15.2 11.0 22.5 265.1 1077.3

Other 0, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table G16

Source of Decision for Offering Activities

n = 1658 activities

Total
Activities

Total
Participants

Total
Participant Houi-s

Decision to offer made by Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Teacher center director 654 39.4 18078 41.9 89024 31.9

Teacher center staff 463 27.9 9269 21.5 49307 17.7

Policy board 220 13.3 5373 12.4 73725 26.5

Committee 64 3.9 2988 6.9 12750 4.6

District 16 1.0 311 0.7 858 0.3

Director/staff/committee
with policy board

126 7.6 2565 5.9 29226 10.5

Teacher center with
district

46 2.8 2104 4.9 12656 4.5

Other combination 25 1.5 697 1.6 2449 0.9

Other 44 2.6 1800 4.2 8603 3.1

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

Decision to Number of
offer made by

Table G16, continued

Participants

per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

'Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Teacher center dirdctor 654 14 27.6 80.5 35 136.1 401.3

Teacher center staff 463 15 20.0 20.8 44 106.5 193.3

Policy board 220 15 24.4 43.7 211.25 335.1 416.9

Committee 64 13.5 46.7 140.9 77.5 199.2 342.9

District 16 16.5 19.4 9.2 44.5 53.6 37.8

Director/staff/committee
with policy board

126 14 20.4 27.8 78.5 231.9 363.3

Teacher center with
district

46 22.5 45.7 68.4 53.25 275.1 356.2

Other combination 25 19 27.9 34.2 46 98.0 148.1

Other 44 22.5 44.6 64.2 116.25 214.6 250.1
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'Table GI7.

Reason' for Offering Activities:

Participation Details

n 1658 activities

Total

Activities
Total

Participants
Total

Participant Hours

Reason for offering Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Client request 705 42.5 17551 40.6 97593 35.0

Staff recommendation 265 15.9 5804 13.4 29057 10.4

Formel needs assessment 208 12.5 3748 8.7 41079 14.7

District priority/request 107 6.5 4796 11.1 27328 9.8

outgrowth of earlier activity 86 5.2 1458 3.4 11272 4.0

Project objective 70 4.2 2142 5.0 14513 5.2

Policy board initiative 65 3.9 1306 3.0 24275 8.7

External impetus /support 61 3.7 4088 9.5 22165 8.1

Committee recommendation 42 2.5 860 2.0 5257 1.9

Evolved from teacher project 20 1.2 708 1.6 3406 1.2

Other 31 1.9 724 1.7 2655 1.0

Total. 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

Table G17, continued

Number of
Reason for offering Activities

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev,

Client request 705 15 24.9 88.03 52 138.4 276.4

Staff recommendation 263 16 22.1 22.7 35 110.5 446.9

Formal needs assessment 208 13 18.0 18.2 86 197.5 267.0

District priority/
request

107 25 44.8 62.0 105 255.4 364.0

Outgrowth of earlier act'y 86 12
-

17.0 37.3 35.5 131.1 374.8

Project objective 70 12.5 30.6 74.0 82.5 207.3 314.1

Policy board initiative 65 13 20.1 29.6 300 373.5 398.6

External impetus/
support

61 17 67.0 182.63 120 363.4 688.7

Committee recommendation 42 15 20.5 21.29 40 125.2 192.4

Evolved from teacher
project

20 18.5 35.4 41.1 96 170.3 239.4

Other 31 17 18.4' 10.23 46 95.6 , , 102.2

390°



Table G18

Number of Meeticy 7)er Act vity

n = 1658 af7tik.itie5

Total number, activities 1658.0

Total number, meetings 4010.0

Median number ner activity 1.0

Mean 2.4

Standard deviation 0.57

Table G19

Duration of Meetings

n = 1658 activities

Total number, meetings 4010.0

Total hours of meetings. 12783.2

Median hours per meeting 2.5

Mean hours 3.2

Standard deviation 1.74
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Table 020

Time Span of Activities

n'= 1658 activities

Time Span

Total

Activities

Total

Participants

Total

Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

One day 1151 69.4 33971 78.7 102996 37.0

Two days to one week 199 12.0 4173 9.6 62826 21.0

2 - 4 weeks 167 , 10.1 2813 6.5 65893 23.7

5 - 8 weeks 70 4.2' 1086 2.5 21967 7.9

9 - 16 weeks 50 3.0 883 2.0 24590 8.8

17 - 20 weeks 9 0.5 119 0.3 2558 0.9

More than 20 weeks 12 0.8 0 140 0.4 1941 0.7

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

f

Table G20, continued

Time Span
Number of

Participants

pbt. activity

Participant Hours

per activity

ActivitiesTedian Mean Std. Dev, Median Mean Std. Dev.

One day 1151 15 29.5 -75.2 33 89.5 240.3

2 - 6 days 172. 15 21.9 23.0 198 327.9 403.8

One week 27 13 15.0 9.2 64 83.3 67.7

2 - 4 Peeks 167 15 16.8 13.9 240 394.6 565.1

5 - 8 weeks 70 15 15.5 10.0 160.5 313.8 564.4

9 - 16 weeks 50 16 17.7 9.9 450 491.8 - 359.4

17 - 20 weeks 9 10 13.2 9.6 262.5 284.2 . 193.9

More than 20 weeks 12 10 11.7 6.7 125 161.8 123.4

3 41
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Table G21

Duration Type

n = 1658 activities

Total Total Total

Activities Participants Participant Hours

Type Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Dl

Meetings: 1

Hours: 1/2-3
Span: 1 day

D
2

Meetings: 1

Hours: 3 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 1 day

3

Meetings: 2-4
Hours: 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 2-6 days

_Meetings: 2-4

Hours: 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 1-4 weeks

Meetings: 2-4
Hours: 1/2-9 1/2.

Span: 5-16 weeks

6

Meetings: 5-8.
Hours: 1/2-9 1/2

'Span: 5-8 weeks

07

D8

D10

Meetings: 5-8
Hours: 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 9-40 weeks

Meetings: 9;12
Hours 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 4-8 weeks

Meetings:,. 9-15
Hours: 1/2-9 1/2
Span: 9-20 weeks

Other combination
of number of meetings,
hours and span.

Total

883 53.3 24812

268 16.1 9159

145 8.7 3299

84 5.1 1409

25 1.5 367

40 2,4 602

12 0.7 169

.12. 0.7 216

44 2.8 752

145 8.7 2400

1658 100.0 43185

57.4 49700 17.8

21.2 53296 19.1

7.7 42416 15.3

3.3 11908 4.3

0.8 3337 1.2

1.4 7399, 2.7

0.4 2104 0.8

1\

9'5

1.7

5.6

6708 2.4

25147 9.1

76582 27.3

100.0 278597 100.0 \
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Table G22

Size of Groups Served in Activities

n = 1658 activities

Size of Group

Less than 6

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20 )1
/

21 - 25

26 - 30

31 - 35

36 - 40

41 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 200

More than 200

Total

Number of Activities Percentage

222 13.4

341 20.6

313 18.8

239 14.4

152 9.2

107 6.5

81 4.9

33 2.0

54 3.3

56 3.4

45 2.6

15 0.9

1658 100.0
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Table G23

Role Group of Primary Instruct.r/Facilitator:

Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total

Activities

Total

Participants

Total

Participant Hours

Role Group Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage.

Classroom teacher 409 24.7 9263 21.4 78744 28.3

Other teacher professional
staff

47 2.8 1283 3.0 6084 2.2

Teacher center director 124 7.5 1396 7.9 15515 5.6

Other teacher center staff 485 29.3 12284 28.4 53996 19.4

Professor 189 11.4 4747 11.0 50804 18.2

Independent consultant 129 7.8 5787 13.4 34451 12.4

School administrator 105 6.3 2275 5.3 20996 7.5

Other resource oerson 132 8.0 3239 7.5 13603 4.9

Other 38 2.2 911 2.1 4405 ;1.5

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

Table G23, continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of
Role Group , Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Classroom teacher 409 12 22.6 74.1 51 192.5 479.4

Other teacher pro-
fessional staff

47 15 27.3 59.61 42 129.4 235.6

Teacher center director 124 15.5 27.4 34.1 44.5 125.1 184.0

Other teacher center staff 485 16 25.3 45.5 35 111.3 273.0

Professor 189 15 25.1 36.3 119 268.8 387.3

Independent consultant!: 129 18 44.9 131.8 105 267.1 396.8

School administrator 105 16 21.7 21.4 84 200.0 257.3

Other resource person 132 14.5 24.5 58.5 51.5 103.1 142.2

Other 38 15 31.4 68.7 60 158.8 329.49

r4 .4 4" '4
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Table G24

Team Facilitation/Instruction:

Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total
Activities

Total

Participants

. Total

Participant Hours

Tea Facilitation Number Percentage Number 'Percentage Number Percentage

No 1146 69.1 28503. 66.0 181902 65.3

Yes. Facilitators from
same role group.

340 20.5 8804 20.4 41010 14.7

Yes. Facilitators from
different role groups.

172 10.4 5878 13.6 55685 20.0

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

Table G24, continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of
Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev:Team Facilitation

4

No . 1146 14 24.9 71.8 49.5. 158.7 331.7

Yes. Facilitators from
same role group.

340 17 25.9 35.3 35.5 120.6 239.4

Yes. Facilitators from
different role
groups.

172 21 34.2 45.1 '156.0 323.7 555.8
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Table G25

Instructional Processes: Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total

Activities
Total

Participants
Tc.tal

Participant Hours

Process Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Verbal presentation 1154 69.6 33038 75.5 219166 78.7

Discussion 894 53.9 . 18115 4114 148800 53.4

Experiential 770 46.4 251 35.3 137817 49.5

Demonstration 630 38.0 13663 31.6 106688 38.3

Media 98 5.9 4633 10.7 27251 9.8

Other 37 22.3 916 2.1 7680 , 2.7

Concurrent sessions 15 0.9 1914 4.4 21231 7.6

* Since activities could involve more than one instructional process, totals are inappropriate.

G25, continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Process
Number of

Activities Median Mean Std. Dev., Median Mean Std, Dev.

Verbal presentation

On' presenter 782 15 28.6 83.7 64 194.8 382.5

More than one
presenter

372 19 28.8 34.7 77.5 179.7 272.5

Discussion 894 14 20.3 27.4 60 166.4 273.7

Experiential 770 15 19.8 25.6 75 179.0. 331.9

Demonstration 630 14 21.7 35.6 63 169.3 355.2

Media 98 17 47.3 143.1 114 278.1 465.6

Other 37 9.5 24.6 57.3 45 210.8 , 363.5

Concurrent sessions 15 75 127.6 125.4 861 1415.4 1312.8
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Table G26

Evaluation: Participation Details*

n = 1658 activities

Total

Activities

Total

Participants

Total

Participant Hours

Evaluation Process Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Standard procedure 1018 61.4 20502 47.5 172335 61.9

Activity-specific procedure 119 7.2 2918 6.8 37418 13.4

Informal/Verbal 73 4,4 2675 6.2 8187 2.9

Follow-up procedure 54 3.3 733 . 1.7 21687 7.8

Other 20 1.2 267 0.6 5874 2.1

None 451 27.2 17238 39.9 63101 22.6

* Totals are inappropriate since activities could be evaluated by more than one
method.

Table G26, continued

Evaluatinn Process

Number of
Activities

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

Standard procedure 1018 15 20.1 28.8 64 169.3 286.8

Activity-specific
procedure

119 15 24.5 25.9 155 314.4 505.9

Informal/Verbal 73 16 .36.6 67.0 33 112.2 242.2

Foll.pw-up procedure 54 13.5 13.6 6.51 375 401.6 266.4

Other 20 9.5 13.3 9.58 130.5 29.7 443,2

None 451 15 38.2 108.9 32 139.9 433.5
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Table G27

Method of Announcement: Participation Details*

n * 1658 activities

Method of Announcement

Total

Activities

Total
Participants

Total
Participant Hours

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Regular publication \900 54.3 17955 41.6 160442 57.6

Activity-specific print
material

542 32.7 16419 38.0 122420 43.9

District communication
channel

186 11.2 7447 17.2 57590 20.7

Personal contact 231 13.9 5427 12.6 28142 10.1

Public media 120 7.2 - 4264
.

10.1 23954 8.6

Other A 46 2.7 934 2.2 4975 1.8

:1 Totals are inappropriate since activities could be announced in mort than one way.

Table G27, corOnued

Method of
Announcement

Nr-..or of

Act-oities

Participants
per act:N;ty

Participant Hours
per 4ctivity

M.4.,dian Mean- .Std. Dev. Median Meat: Std. Dev.

Regolar publication

Activity - specific print

material

District cormnication
channel

Personal contact.
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Table G28

Time Activities Convened: Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total

Activities

Total

Participants

Total

Participant Hours

Time Convened Number Percentage Number Percentage.. Number Percentage

During working day 447 27.0 18788 43.5 .81016 29.1

After school 580 35.0 9357 21.7 44937 16.1

Evening 132 8.0 3467 8.0 14667 5.3

Weekend 52 3.1 1379 3.2 13728 4.9

Other holiday 377 22.7 8294 19.2 10435? 37.5

During day/after school 31 1.9 594 1.4 9574 3.4

Atter school/evening 21 1.3 449 1.0 4254 1.t:

Other combination 9 0.5 260 0.6 3421 1.2

Other 9 0.5 597 1.4 2650 1.0

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

Table G28, continued

Participants

per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of
Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. 0ev.Time Convened Activities

During working day 447 18 42.0 106.1 75 181.2 371.2

After school 580 12 16.1 21.8 30 77.5 139.4

Evening 132 16 '26.3 , 39.6 35 111.1 178.0

Weekend 52 15.5 26.5 32.5 88.5 264.0 441.1

Other holiday 377 14 22.0 45.9 108 276.8 508.0

During day/after school 31 16 19.2 12.0 126 308.8 406.3

After school/evening

Other combination

21

c.,

9

15

26

21.4

28.9

22.0

19.8

104

312

202.5

380,1

262.5

319.6

Other 9 27 72.9 133.0 150 327.8 350.0
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Table G29

Location of Activities: Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Total Total Total

Activities Participants Participant Hours

Location Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Teacher center 917 55.3 15667 36.3 100817 36.2

School 557 33.6 20721 48.0 118973 42.7

Other district site
(
27 1.6 518 1.2 7980 2.9

College 45 2.8 1702 3.9 19780 7.1

Community facility 27 1.6 774 1.8 6691 2.4

Other 85 5.1 3803 8.8 24358 8.7

Total 1658 100.0 43185 100.0 278597 100.0

OOP

Table G29, continued

Participants

per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of

Location Activities Median Mean. Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. 1:11,.

Teacher center

,

917 12 17.1 33.8 36 109.9 214.0

School 557 18 37.2 93.7 85 213.6 363.7

Other district site 27 15 19.2 11.6 220 295.5 306.0

College 45 22 37.8 55.5 240 439.5 455.0

Community facility 27 22 28.7 29.0 75 247.8 586.2

Other 85 35 44.7 70.7 48 286.6 830.3
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Table G30

Available Incentives: Participation Details'

n = 1658 activities

Incentive

Total

Activities

Total

Participants

Total

Participant Hours,

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

.

No tangible incentive 632 38.1. 13447 31.1 51008 18.3

Client release 313 18.9 10827 25.1 63627 22.8

District credit 195 11.8 4097 9.5 50761 18.2

School closed 142 8.6 8144 18.9 29416 10.6

College credit 140 8.4 2835 6.6 68524 24.6

Financial support 125 7.5 1829 4.2 23233 8.3

State credit 113 .6.8 1607 3.7 33430 12.0

Added attraction 77 4.6 1535 3.7 8812 3.2

Other 203 12.2 9785 22.7 34091 12.2

" Since activities could have more than one incentive for participation, totals are inapprop-

riate.

Table G30, continued

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

Number of

Incentive Activities Median Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

No tangible incentive 632 13 21.3 45.2 30 .80.7 294.7

Client release 313 17 34.6 90.4 90 203.3 379.5

District credit 195 15 21.0 23.0 150 260.3 305.9

School closed 142 22 57.4 134.4 61.25 207.2 469.8

College credit 140 17 20.3 18.8 355.5 489.5 541.2

Financial support 125 13 14.6 10.3 40 185.9 335.3

State credit 113 13 14.2 .2 210 295.8 249.5

Added attraction 77 12 20.6 24.1 36 114.4 213.9

Other 203 48.2 114.4 167.9 401.7

g.
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Table G31

Inducer Types: Participation Details

n = 1658 activities

Type of Inducer

Total

Activities
Total

Participants
Total

Participant Hours

Number PercentageNumber Percentage Number Percentage

No inducing factors 67 4.0 2767 6.2 : 13938 5.0

One of 3 factors positive 396 23.9 9245 21.4 5748C 20.6

Two of 3 factors positive 477 28.8 9930 23.0 89355 32.1

Positive for all 3 factors 718 43.3 21334 49/4 117817 42.3

/
* These inducer factorS were "time," "location" and "tangible incentives."

"Time" was considered a positive factor if the activity was held during the working
day. All other times were regarded as negative.

"Location" was considered a positive factor,if the activity was held at a school
or the teacher center. All other locations were considered as negative.

"Incentives" was considered a positive factor if at least one tangible, e.g.,
release time, were associated with the activity.

Table G31, continued

Number
Type Activities

Participants
per activity

Participant Hours
per activity

of
Medan

I

Mean Std. Dev. Median Mean Std. Dev.

No inducing factors '67 35 39.9 54.9 35 208.0 783.5

One of 3 factors positive 396
15

23.3 47.6 48 145.2 293.5

Two of 3 factors positive 477 13 20.8 38.6 48 187.3 361.6

Positive for all 3 factors 718 16 29.7 82.2 64 164.1 303.4


